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FIRST
LAJDRD
By Derek deSoilaPrice-.

•What the Beit Labs

scientists were

doingwhen they
' invented the.

transistor was quite

classical, .like

' Gaivani looking tor the ",

nature of His in

. the hind legs of a frog5: .'

fashion, scienliiic knowledge car? be
"applied" fa make technology. After much
deliberatio: i, I've come to the conclusion

. ihat 'science is. applied much less often (hart

wnai really is applied

are [he scientific techniques learned in
'

the laboratories The techniques are often

created oy inolroct and accidental .clrcum--

stances rather than because anyone is

looking for them. :

Claims- have often beep made of course

thai. early science was useful and'app^ed,

oursued?
.

Thai is the conventional bsrory. 3u; in

essence,! bsiieve iha! science was an intel-

lectual pursuit, studied !cr its ownaake-
rather- than because. It was usefi.1 for

anything Intact, even -n.athen-afical.

rk,

'

was not terribly useful lor anything- - not

.
much for the calendar and certainly not to?'

any sort of navigation Trying -to- navigate.',
.

,'i :

theories of "the Babylonians and then ;he

ancec. Greek' would be rah ie! i
i

,

puantum mechanics to he In you throw a

stone accurately..

PersonaiyJ don't believe thai'scence.

i '
.•.. ;.; r ,i VI.' ;

r
|

elseuhtillfhe late eighieer Ui : century, about

the time that Lt.-gi Gavarv and Aiessandro.

Voltaoegan their work with electricity. .

. In the. seventeenth century there was an-

.enormous dekoloprnoni of ancient and

me lii<e

n. !.. /
i

!

.integrated units and chips, oac so s tered

the computer that " had far surpassed
its original function o! crunching numbers
n complex manipulations.

It is probable the; the new revolution in

computers ;s proceeding rather .mere

quickly: than did toe eld ona in e :ecerC:ty.

oloneerlng work on :he eectr c oattei y and
the f r'si great chemical discoveries

public impact. The dovegomen! of a sizable

COi'pnter industry tree-, the Its' !rans : stpr

took :ess than hah'that time perhaps 15

years at most. Seventy-five ye:-rs a'ter Volte.

.the world w
with the magic touch of Thomas Alva Edison

and distention factory.

:ho k .c.V> no -
. the

pi u;u i'i in; '
,

: !! ,: .

began tc be ,

i
: i" ,:, ;

r f ;, '.''i |
:

,;

3garr

around '1800 what is ail tne fuss about

high tech today? Are computers and genetic
.

eni ...:
i

:

1 1 i n'( 'i' . .; a;~x;? What
seems tc have happened Is tnaf an almost

<. en ::.:
: SOU :

i
:

i

off j .v !("
i idyan; es

in techn.oue. each oi which inlum let

:oc :e a Hoed o: il w ana new
.technologies thatare stiil bursting. out''

'

ail over. Vvheltheeci- 3

-re. Nobel

i of the transistor was
S different direction,

)i looking forfhe.naturgof .

fa-frog..

When the rapsisror wasdlscovered.in ."

.

1948,. ifseemed obvious that it would-

be useful as well' as Inte-es-'lnn, But nobody
''then. had a.n inkling that hwouldlead'to-

the development oi an eiect'co'C calculating
'

device.and a Chnsrmas novelty (tern that.
:

would be known as tie transistor ne-eia.

a i ill >, . i. no [ : :-;o

.the first g.en ;
:,

;
:
:.< n: . mi.

1

:

computers-came- into.being, "led years after

'u cor eg; nor fioi >: ;;

ized computers had seen the invention of

'

Fortran and other operating, languages.
' By the mid-Sixties, .we had the beginning's

..-.of integrated circuits In a Ihlrd generation

of machines; And fenyears after' that,

eassi ? loci -,v
•:;;- v

of higlxech revolufun roovir.a a;

something like twice the spcoc of too ii-st

. one, we are now n a period corresponding' :

roughly tc "he time ol ildison. 'rs

analogues of 'he beglnnng of electronics.

are no; due In dee computer revolution

until aboutthe year 2000.

Hi: tory cio ; nor in any sens
;

-

itself; all we are doing Is suoposmg on
, ortati.e .'loenc lha! w i

;

'

soil ol ph 'ruf. ! :u ;;
again B r

i
mi i

.
:..i iiaw a essen

from the way In whicfi each deveiopmeniy

. of the first high-lecn revolution m e:ec:nclfy

was leading to worlds uirlrnagined w'-c-n

i.hoy wore iiioa> h beginning : :

Many peoole make :f e iT:isiake ot "- '-<%:

that the computer Is lust some s ogle

Invent on thai s progressing bl: Ivy n"

i i ti a single,...

in: n vino mv i ; re he .in

machine. We are in the midst of a gene -a

.ii. Ion O'v.' . i, i

cf 2000 to be an extension ol those of

radar than o

fied Morse code te

.Less than naltway info ihis seeonc hgn-
tech icvolutlon, we can siroady so- ;'-::-

;:.! i
r

... ,..-• u ,
: , .

a: oroaciv a If! Is i:
' '.-Mzie;

i'kely that the new advances mrrsl read
.with neiiropnysieiooy- :he c. roc ''-, c\ ths

human bra'.ii'arrd trie coding o
:

gonet.c

i-lnformatloh in DNA.
1 in.' i i'

'!
' '. i

i ' i .'v :i-.o. uorig

to be dealinr

bigger and Porter than those we have now.

We. cannot, oi course, preoc; how
future changes in tne base hardw.sreof

the

f teel confident, based on tne analogy with

that we
snail have quite a new species ol machine .

and rather rani ily, ' io • ic
\

:ar £000 i
,

us only up tc a new beginn.rg. wifr

Edison :"anb Ford' yel to oome.OQ
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^^k ^^ ysterious, potent, and imper-

i [Ml I cepiible, the allied powers
I \J I ol electricity and magnetism
surround us. It the human eye were more
sensitive, astronauls could watch our planet

shimmer with the electromagnetic fields

(EMFs) produced by modern technology.

Scientists have even detected EMFs around

the body's nerves and within the locus of

thought—the brain itself.

In "Mind Fields" (oage -'tO'!, contributing

editor Kathleen McAulifie investigates

the dazzling implications ol EMF research.

Her story takes the reader first to Madrid,

where renowned neuroscientist Jose
Delgado has used EMFs to control the

behavior of chimps and fighting fish. Then,

turning to researchers throughout the

rest of Europe and the United Stales,

McAuliffe explains how EMFs can correct

abnormal heart rhythms, control epilepsy,

mend bones, and regenerate damaged
nerves— all without drugs or surgery.

These powerful fields, McAuliffe adds,

are not merely benign. Delgado and others

have found that even weak EMFs similar

to those produced by video display termi-

nals, microwave appliances, and TV-

transmission towers might be linked to birth

defects and certain types of cancer. Such
findings have not been ignored by the

military, which may be developing EMF-
based biological weapons. .

Thougtrevidence ol potential dangers

from these fields is disturbing, the efforts of

strong special-interest groups to block

the tunding of a full-scale investigation is

12 OMNI

even more alarming. According to McAulifie,

'A number of sources predicted the

government might try to discredit me, that

my life, even, might be endangered," she
recalls. "Maybe they were exaggerating;

maybe they're paranoid. But emotions are

running high."

The UFO phenomenon has always been
an emotional issue, and J: Allen Hynek
has often been in the midst of it, initially as

a UFO debunker, then as an open-minded
skeptic. He first became involved when
the Air Force hired him to explain the myriad

""'lymg saucer" reports pou'.ng in. But

when 20 percent of the Air Force cases
remained unsolved, Hynek began to take

them more seriously.

In this month's Interview (page 70),

senior editor Pamela Weintraub encounters

the man who originated the term close

encounter, and she recounts his conversion

into what,she calls "a believer not in the

notion of extraterrestrials but in UFOs as a

mystery still to be explained."

Scientists often contend with mystery

and seldom with hard-and-fast solutions. An
exception is inventor Ray Kurzweil, who
is moving the computer industry into the

twenty-tirst century. In "Chipmaster" {page

86), writer- T. A. Heppenheimer takes a

look at the man who created the voice-

synthesized reader'for the blind, and other

"smart" machines. "Whoever predicted

that a voice-activated typewriter would not

be possible before 1990 didn't know the

tenacity of Ray Kurzweil." Heppenheimer

.says. "And he's not about to slow down just

because he's the leader in the field."

Another leader in the field of electronics,

of course, is Bell Laboratories, now devel-

oping telephones that will make the Princess

as obsolete as tin cans and string. In

"Future Phones" (page 46), Ben Bova
explores a facility replete with possibilities

—

from voice-activated telephones to phones

that control all household activities. "In

rooms where futuristic equipment is piled

on top of old, cheap furniture," Bova says,

"new-age telephones are being created.

And they look like a science-fiction dream."

In our own fiction, a pompous ornitholo-

gist chances upon an ornery old man
who disrupts his plans to catalog the

birdcalls of the world. Author William

Kotzwinkle describes "A Man Who Knew
.His Birds" (page 52) as "a story about

distractions leading a man loo far."

Perhaps the most pervasive of all Ameri-

can distractions is the omnipresent televi-

sion. And in "Sea of Tranquillity" (page

66), Marc Laidlaw takes us back to 1969,

when American astronauts first walked

on the moon. In Laidlaw's tale, a Vietnam

veteran and his young nephew confront

each other's dreams and disillusionments

as they watch the event on TV.

Television may shape the way we see the

world, but the computer is shaping the

way we depict it. In our pictorial "Digital

Dreams" (page 78), contributing editor

Owen Davies takes a look at the computer-

generated artwork ol David Em, who
creates powerful graphic images influenced

by the equipment he uses.DQ
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Sea World

If Dee Scarr truly wishes to be "accepted

by the creatures of (he sea as one of them"

[Explorations, October 1984], I suggest

thai she throw away her hot dogs, regulator,

tanks, and wet suit and acclimate herself

to the natural process & underwater survival.

We are iniruders in this fantastic world,

and
I am irrilaled by the assumption thai

hand-ieeding marine ifc nitrate-laden

wieners brings us any closer to respecting

this intricaie ecological system.

In 1982 I accompanied Scarr on a scuba-

diving trip to Bonaire and fed a moray eel

(wo large hot-dog chunks. That selfsame eel

turned and bit my arm when I was 50

feet below the surface of the water. I protest

the value of Scan's Touch the Sea program,

as well as any article that champions
the disturbance of the natural food chain,

not to mention the feeding of "poison"

to innocent fish,

David Kappy
Seattle

Preheated Tobacco?
I don't wish to quibble with the otherwise

excellent article "Einstein's Sanctum,"

by Edward Regis, Jr. [September 1984],

but as a veteran pipe smoker. I'm stumped
by the reference to "that familiar tobacco
thermidor."

Einstein certainly didn't keep a lobster

thermidor on his desk, nor did he store his

tobacco in a French postrevolution calen-

dar, as the word thermidor is defined in

Webster's International Dictionary. My guess

is that Einstein had trozen tobacco and
invented the thermidor to thaw it out. For

my part, a humidor is great for keeping

tobacco fresh.

Robert Kieckhefer

Silver Spring. MD

Best Bet

When choosing a science magazine, I

always select Omni because it offers a better

variety of articles on airfields of frontier

science: I consider myself a lay astro-bio-

geo-elementary-particle physicist, and
Omni quenches my thirst for knowledge.

Charles Ehrlich

El Cajon, CA

Jimmy's Place

Bill Lawren writes interesting articles.

"Subdividing a Gorilla" [Continuum,

Sc ;y.

c

n ibe r '984], however which c

Massa, the gorilla at the Philadelphia Zoo,

contains some inaccurate information.

Lawren says that Massa, at age 52, is

the oldest living nonhuman primate in

the world. Jimmy, a chimpanzee at Seneca
Park Zoo, in Rochester. New York, holds

thai title, according to The Guinness Book
o! World Records

.

When Jimmy arrived at our zoo in July

1931, he was approximately one year

old. This summer we celebrated his fifty-

fourth birthday (with banana cake, of

course). He is very popular in our community

and annually receives dozens of birthday

cards. He has several generations of friends

here, and they are all proud of his notoriety,

Please give our old man his rightful place on

the longevity list.

Rhonda Mullins

Zookeeper
Rochester, NY

Juveniles and Junk
As p'ofessicnal nj:*'tionists. we are

concerned with (he information presented

in the article "Sugar and Crime" [Contin-

uum, April 1984], which implies that Stephen

J. Schoenthaler conducted a study of

diet and behavior in California. This is not

so. Dr, Schoenthaler was hired in 1983 as a

consultant to review data that had been

collected by the Los Angeles County
Probation Department. The information had
been gathered in 1981, when detained

juveniles' diets were modified to reduce

"junk food." The probation department staff

reviewed these data; They found no

change in the total number of incidents of

antisocial behavior displayed by juveniles

during the course of the study.

Schoenthaler implied that such factors

as nutritional deficiencies, as well as the

additives and dyes found in sugary foods,

could be the cause of criminal behavior.

This has not been confirmed by controlled

scientific research.

Members of the nutrition section of (he

Southern California Public Health

AssociationDO
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TIME-LIFE BOOKS INTRODUCES

TheEnchantedWorld
A world where bold knights

champion their lady's honor,

lordly dragons soar and mer-

maids sing their siren song.

A world whose
masters can

:hange ants into ar-

mies or hide the

sun in a mountain
. . . create the deep

est love, or cast

the darkest spell, with

potion, incantation or
*" mystical stone.

Now you can discover more
of the world you thought only

lived in your imagination as the

editors of TIME-LIFE
BOOKS invite you to

explore this

Otherworld
of epic hero-

ism and ulti-

mate sorcery in The
Enchanted World.

You'll begin to uncover

its ageless wonders with

Wizards and Witches-a breathtakingly

illustrated book with over 100 paintings,

drawings and illustrations that have
been brilliantly executed by both old and

ii i MM^^^^^M modern mas-
ters of fantasy.

You'll read of

the enchantress

Circe who lured sailors to her island

home with her magical songs and
then transformed them into wolves
and swine.

You'll meet the legendary wizard

Gwydion, who had the power to turn

toadstools into horses and forests into

entire armies.

Your reading will abound with tales

of talismans, charms, runes and
riddles . . . and other powers of wizards

and witches.

This magnificent volume is yours to

enjoy free for 10 days. Keep it, and pay

just $14. 95 plus shipping and handling.

Later, you can discover more of The
Enchanted World with such volumes as

Fairies and

Collect a

volume
about

every

other month. Examine each free.

There's no minimum purchase. You can

cancel at any time and return any vol-

ume within 10 days with no further

obligation.

Start your journey through the mag-
ical world that has always existed in your

imagination. Mail the coupon today.

Explore the EnchantedWorld of

WIZARDS &WITCHES for 10 days free.

TIME 1 K card has been taken, mail to:

jUl TIME-LIFE BOOKS, Time & Life Bldg.

books Chicago, IL 60611 dya(

YES, I would like to examine Wizards mid Witches

free for 10 days. Also send me future volumes under

terms described in this ad.

Name ,

Address Apt

City State Zip

"V



DIALOGUE

FDRunn
Omni welcomes speculation, theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from

readers in this open forum. We invite you

to use this column to voice your hopes

about the future and to contribute to the

kind of informal dialogue that generates

breakthroughs. Please note that we cannot

return submissions and that the opinions

expressed here are not necessarily those of

the magazine.

Hunters and the Hunted

In "Hunter Sabotage" [Earih. October

1984] Douglas Starr's claim that "35 percent

of the deer herd had starved" following

the cancellation oi a hunt on a reservation

in Massachusetts is not true.

A demonstration sponsored by the

Friends of Animals (FOA), and the efforts ot

many people stopped ihe slaughter of

75 of the semitame deer.

Soon after, FOA conducted a study of

alternatives lo killing the deer at the reser-

vation. While our study was under way,

the prohunt bureaucrats had a heyday with

the press— duping reporters into sensa-

tionalizing the deaths of 16 deer.

To summarize some of our findings;

Overpopulation and overbrowsing

[overgrazing] are natural phenomena and
should be left to run their course. The
more adaptive deer will survive, and excess

deer will not be wasted. They provide other

species of wildlife with an important food

source during stressful times. Hunters do
not play the true role of the predator, and
they prevent nature from culling the herd.

Hunting large deer will permit the

remaining herd the unnatural luxury ot

having enough food to survive the winter.

Some of these survivors may be of inferior

stock that might have been removed
had natural selection been allowed to run

its course. Therefore, during the following

breeding season, genetically inferior and
less adaptable animals will have an oppor-

tunity to breed. This reverses the evolution-

ary process and could, over a period of

time, degrade the overall quality of the deer.

Priscilla Feral

New England Director

Friends of Animals

Norwalk, CT
20 OMNI

One month ago I completed a hunter safety

training program given by the Orange
County sheriff's department. It helped

answer some questions
I had concerning

whether hunting is a humane practice.

The forests and meadows can

sustain only, so many animals—otherwise,
overgrazing will occur. The surplus created

by reproduction must die when winter

comes. Nature uses starvation as its primary

means of herd control. Because this grisly

spectacle occurs in the dead of winter,

it is seldom seen,

Since the TweTies there nas been another

method of control—wildlife-management

programs. All hunting is carefully regulated

either by seasons or hunting permits,

and hunting of a particular species is often

halted when game herds or habitat are

not favorable. In fact, since wildlife-

management programs began, wild-animal

herd numbers have risen sharply, and
many areas that were once devoid of wild-

life now abound with plant and animal life.

Those who have spent their lives in the

natural world recognize the importance of

hunting as a valuable wildlile-management

to.ol. The hunger's prima-y goa is to keep
the natural world nealtny and balanced,

Jane Ellis

Irvine, CA

"Hunter Sabotage" made me sick. Hunting

is a means of caring for animals as well

as putting food on the table. Surely there

are people who give hunting a bad name,

but this is true of any activity.

My advice lo these do-gooder an lihunters

is to stay out of my neck of the woods
where I am hunting legally. I might mistake

one of them for a ten-point buck.

D.G.

New Jersey

Because I am a law-abiding citizen, I
cannot

condone the methods employed by groups

like the FOA to stop hunting. Unlawful

and destructive methods are not legitimate

means to express ideals and beliefs.

Second, if these so-called animal lovers

really cared about wildlife, they would

divert large portions of their funds for

improving existing wild' ic rc'uges and for

acquiring new areas. Hunters have

always given large amounts of money for

this purpose. The government has even

imposed taxes on guns and ammunition lo

generate funds. Wildlife areas purchased

with these funds benefit both game and
nongame species. One must wonder who
has a deeper concern for wildlife.

Bruce Ewoldt

Davenport. IA

Under the guise of "sport," animals have

been maimed and slaughtered for centuries.

In tact, there is no sport involved in this

activity at all. What chance does any animal

have against ".elescoo c sighes, bullets,

and weapons that can kill from hundreds of

yards away?
I applaud the efforts of animals' rights

groups and urge Omni to shed more light

on this moral blind spot of our age. Perhaps

we can start by eliminating the words

sport hunting and game from our vocabulary

and by replacing them wiih slaughter and
fellow living creatures.

Gary Crandall

Northridge, CAOO



SPACE PURITANS

By Robert Weil

f% e shall be a city upon a hill; the

I eyes of all people are upon

mm mJ us," remarked the minister to

his (lock. Their ship, a craft containing

more than 100 religious refugees, sped

through the unknown darkness, bringing its

passengers to a destination that would

be known as the New World.

More than 350 years ago, John Winthrop

led a contingent of Puritans to America,

then a virgin land. But his words could also

apply to a settlement founded by new
pilgrims sometime in the twenty-first century.

Like Winthrop's group, these colonists

may well be seeking religious freedom; only

this time, the "ship" will be a spacecraft,

and their new world, the stars.

Can a Puritan-like migration occur in

space? Religious motivations throughout

history have always been extremely strong,

powerful enough to set continents ablaze

or to impel millions of people to settle in

new lands. Given the technology that

will soon be capable of lerraforming vast

tracts of space, the colonies of today's

science-fiction novels are certain to become
fact earlyin the next century Such space

theorists as Gerard K. 0'\e i and Timothy

Ferris believe that one of the first of these

colonies could be founded by members of

religious communities fleeing from the

spiritual contamination of Earth.

"The analogy to the Puritans is a good
one, and [the experience is] likely to occur,"

comments O'Neill, author of 2081. A
religious group with strong opposition to

warfare and violence would make ideal

space colonists, O'Neill says. The Puritans

believed that their survival in the Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony depended upon their

ability to stay clear of the moral and
religious degradation cl Lurcoe; today's

proliferation of nuclear arms may pose just

as likely a reason to escape today.

Though the rationale for seeking a new
homeland may -crns'n the same, the physi-

cal and psychological hardships entailed

in such a venture have diminished consid-

erably. Modern communication systems,

for example, would make space a friendlier

terrain than IIil:
: Massachusetts coastline

circa 1630. "The sense of isolation from

one's friends and family wouldn't occur. The
environment of a space colony would be

far safer and more accessible, with better

communication to home," O'Neill says.

The devastating illnesses that ravaged

the Puritans would not be likely to recur

in space. "While the Puritans suffered from

a lack of conveniences, new forms of

modern technology would protect religious

colonists aga ns: a cc,d winter," says

Ferris, author of Spaceshots.

Historians, however, are less eager to

speculate about the possibility of lost

religious colonies or future space pilgrims

re-creating the Puritans' voyage.

"First of all, history never repeats itself,"

cautions Edmund Morgan, of Yale, the

nation's most respected colonial historian.

While Morgan notes that "religious impulses

are as strong today as ever," he feels that

the Puritans formed an extremely rare

group whose distinct cultural and religious

structure can never be re-created.

Where would a religious croup go? The'

moon could prove an ideal laboratory

for colonization, Ferris suggests. "It's not

clear that Mars in the short-term is markedly

more habitable ... at least not for the

next century. It is more economically feasible

to build a city on the moon."

Even if the moon could be terraformed

within the next 30 years, what religious cult

or group would be able to raise the huge

amounts of cash required to make the

trek? Morgan suggests that an organization

like the Unification Church (the so-called

fvloonies), led by Korea's Sun Myung
Moon, could collect enough money to go.

The Rajneeshees. a 500,000-member

group devoted to the religion of Indian guru

Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, also seem like

candidates for a colony in space. Their

fifty-two-year-old leader led a large flock of

believers on a pilgrimage from Poona, in

India, to an isolated religious community

near Bend, Oregon. But Madhyan Rosalie.

a thirty-two-year-old American spokes-

woman for the Rajneeshees. was cool to the

idea of a ride into space.

"We are very earihbound people," she

explains. "You can be anywhere in the

world or on the moon, and you can still be

carrying old patterns with you. No
geographical location will make a difference.

One needs to look inward."OO



BRAND X LASER

BREAHTHRDUEH5
By Bill Lawren

| ack in the Sixties, when the laser

I
was young, its inventors liked

luse about the ultimate devel-

opment of their ideal instrument. They
called it the Brand X laser—a powerful,

cheap, and efficient machine small enough

to hold in (he hand yet able to operate

from Ihe far infrared to the far ultraviolet

(mosl lasers operate in only one
wavelength). Over the next 20 years an
impressive array of powerful, efficient, and
semiportable lasers did in fact emerge,

but tunability—the sine qua non of Brand

X—was restricted even in the most flexible

lasers to no more than a tiny fraction of

the light specirum. In fact, the combination

of tunability, efficiency, portability, and
low cost seemed so difficult to achieve in

one machine that the idea of Brand X

was all but forgotten.

But today a new laser, designed by

physicist Luis Elias, of the University of

California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), may
have broken through the tunability barrier.

Though not cheap ($1.1 million) and hardly

portable (the first-generation machine fills

a two-story building), the Santa Barbara

laser and Is c: rect descendants could

eventually have a range of applications as

wide as the electromagnetic spectrum:

from manufacturing computer chips to

heating gas plasmas in fusion reactors;

from saving human lives to unraveling the

secrets of life itself.

The prototype of the UCSB machine is

Stanford Unive rBlys free-e«c:ron laser,

developed by Elias and Stanford physicist

John Madey. The free-electron laser

operates by stripping e ectrons from atoms,

then shooting them through a special

"gun" into a particle accelerator, which

increases the electrons' velocity to almost

186,000 miles per second, the speed of

light. The electron beam passes through a

magnetic field, which causes the particles

to "wiggle" and emit radiation. Part of

that radiation is light, which is amplified by

reflection in a series of mirrors until it

reaches the power necessary for a laser-

Then the ultrastrong laser light is directed

through a port and "aimed" at a target.

Elias and Madey worked for seven years

todevelop the Iree-electron laser. But

their device had two major weaknesses.

'ultimate" laser.

First, it was tunable only through about 1

percent of the spectrum, due to the limiting

optics of its mirrors. And second, electrons

in the laser beam lost 99 percent of their

energy to useless X rays and other unwanted
radiation, making the machine highly ineffi-

cient. Elias was convinced he could build

a free-eleciron laser thai would be both

more tunable and more efficient. So in 1980.

he secured a U.S. Navy grant and moved
to UCSB io begin work.

To stop the radiation losses endemic to

the Stanford machine, he modified a Van de

Graaff particle accelerator that could

reinject the electron beam into a closed,

continuous loop. In the fall of 1933 he
ran the first test of his modified accelerator.

It was a resounding success.

Satisfied with these results, the Navy
decided to grant the million-plus dollars

necessary to build the laser. UCSB
constructed a building, and Elias began to

piece together what amounted to a jungle

of components, 80 percent of which he

designed himself. Despite unforeseen

problems that plagued the project in the

early months, the machine finally emitted its

first infrared laser beam in August 1984.

For the immediate future, the laser will be

used in basic science applications. One
physicist, for example, will use the beam to

probe forces that hold molecules together

in solids—forces that vibrate in the far-

infrared areas to which the laser is now
tuned. The laser also may have great

bearing on the study of DNA. As Arizona

State University biophysicist Stuart Lindsay

explains, the genetic code is hidden inside

the double-helical structure of the DNA
molecule. "The idea," says Lindsay, who
plans to utilize the Santa Barbara laser over

the next two years, "is to tune the beam
to those frequencies where we think the DNA
molecule comes unraveled, then point it

at the molecule and see whether it in fact

comes apart."

But Elias will continue to work on a second

stage, in which the beam will vibrate in

much shorter wavelengths—well into the

ultraviolet range. Already 1,000 times more

tunable than existing lasers, the Santa

Barbara machine would then approach the

tunability of the mythical Brand X.DQ



By Ron Schuitz

The mos: ce ebraied con-ei of the

ages is returning, tn 1910. when
Halley's Comet made its last

appearance, some entrepreneurs duped
the public into buying inhalers and assorted

pills to prevent the elfects of the comet's

anticipated noxious gases.

This time, the comet's arrival is more
likely to befetec :nan 'earec. And for the

first time since Halley's initial documented
viewing, in 240 ac. amateur astronomers

will play a major role in making scientific

observations of this celestial event.

Their observations will be gathered and
coordinated by the International Halley

Watch (IHW), the scientific community's

organization for the study of the comet.

Steve Edberg, of the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory (JPL), in Pasadena, California,

is heading IHW's amateursection.

IHW. according to Edberg, "is almost a

cheerleader group. Really our business

is Ha :ey's Comet and the trial run of Comet
Crommeiin We're also trying to coordinate

and stanoj':! __ jbsefvatjons of these

comets and then collect Ihe data for an

archive.' Comet Crommeiin appeared in the

early spring of 1984 and was used by

IHW as a test tor the various Halley networks.

As it turned out, more astronomers than

expected participated, providing dala
in seven study divisions. These included

astrometry, to tell people where to point their

teesccpes: nfrarec spectroscopy and
radiometry. which measure the heat from

the comet; studying tail activity: and making

notations about the head of the comet.

The amateur observer has a twofold role

in observing Halley's. The first is io take

photos, 'Amateurs." Edberg says, "have

cameras that are just as capable as those

protessionals would be using for large-

scale phenomena and nucleus studies."

Afnateur astronomers' second roie is even

more irnporlant: They'll provide a. backup
Ion the professional networks. 'A professional

pbssi -atory could be clouded out,"

Edberg points out, "and if an amateur were
observing that night, he could get the

critical data."

This was how amateur a si ronomer Ben
Mayer, author of the book Star Watch,

made his mark. By sheer serendipity, he

had taken photos of Nova Cygni before it

Haiiey s Coi'^c! rcdux; This year's
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was "officially" discovered by Russian

astronomers. Sitting under a ceiling decked

with star charts. Mayer explains: "Profes-

sional astronomers don't have'the time

to do general survey work. The amateurs

do, This may bring about results that can

etch a person's name among the stars for

as Icng as manknd Keeps records."

The comet will be visible from September
or October 1985 into June or July 1986.

The prime viewing will take place in March
and April 1986. IHW is interested in getting

people to observe the comet during its

entire visit and to record how it changes.
To participate in IHW and make general

observations, all you need is a telescope

that's at least two and a half to three inches

in diameter. Some observations can be
made with the unaided eye.

In September 1985- the comet will begin

its observable trip through the zodiac.

By January 1986, the comet will be visible

to the naked eye in the constellation Aquar-

ius. But at its closest approach, on the

early morning of April 10, 1986, it should be
visible from head to tail—as long as city

lights don't- interfere with the viewing.

IHW wants to hear from amateurs inter-

ested in participating in this once-in-a-

lifetime event. Observer's guides and an
IHW newsletter can be obtained by writing

to Stephen J. Edberg, California Institute

of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

4800 Oak Grove Drive, MS T-1166.

Pasadena, CA 91109.

IHW is also looking for observers who
will be in the South Pacific during the

comet's visit. The organization will assist

these people by supplying equipment/and
relaying the information back. Unfortu-

nately, IHW is not supplying passage there.

Again, the person to contact for information

about assistance is Edberg.

Because the comet appears only once
every 76 years, this is your single opportunity

to view a phenomenon that has dazzled

stargazers throughout the ages. As Mayer
describes it, "This is the comet seen by

Roman emperors. This was the comet that

had a tail like a scimitar and was said to

foretell death, destruction, and pestilence.

This is the comet of ihe Renaissance . . .

the most glamorous of the lot."-DO
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DOWN WITH GRAVir

Mau can shield yourself from light by putting something

between yourself and the source. You can stop X-ray

penetration with lead. So why can't you shield yourself

from anything at all— like gravity, for instance? Roger
Babson, who made a small fortune selling stock-market advice,

thought it ought to be possible for science to discover a gravity

"insulator, reflector, or absorber." After all, atomic physicists had
realized the old alchemists' dream of transmuting one element into

another, so why couldn't they invent an alloy that would block grav-

ity? In 1948, Babson established the Gravity Research Foundation

in the tiny New Hampshire village of New Boston (population 450).

It was to be a think tank for the downiall of gravitation.

According to Martin Gardner's fads and Fallacies in the Name
of Science, early days at the foundation were tons of fun. Zealots

gravitated to a. foundation-sponsored summer conference where
they were seated in "gravity chairs" and offered "gravity pills" to

boost their blood circulation. They stared in awe at the original bed
of their hero, Isaac Newton. The foundation had acquired the bed
and put it on display, says Gardner, "presumably because Newton
at one time rested on it by the force of gravity."

The grav ity-conscious Babson taught his followers ways to beat

the force at its own game: Go upstairs during high tide, when the

mass of the ocean will give you a lift. He wrote such weighty es-

says as "Gravity and Sitting" and "Gravity and Ventilation,"

The foundation's consciousness-raising efforts involved making
the public more sensitive to the moon's pull and particularly to the

hazards of moonless days and nights, When a train wreck oc-

curred on a day of no moon, the foundation sent letters to 54 rail-

road companies advising them to take precautions in the future.

Such lightheadedness probably reached its height in a foun-

dation bulletin stating that "many thoughtful people believe that

spiritual forces can modify the pull of gravity, as illustrated by the

story of certain Old Testament prophets having risen to the skies

and by the ascension of Jesus. The incident of Jesus walking on
the water should not be ignored."

But from these airy beginnings the foundation, now in Glouces-

ter, Massachusetts, has come to foster serious thinking about the

whys, wherefores, and how comes of gravity. In 1949 the founda-
tion began offering prizes of $1,000, plus smaller awards, for the

best essays on "some reasonable method of harnessing the power

of gravity." Nowadays first prize is worth S1.500. and the only re-

quirement is that essays be "on the subject of Gravitation [yes,

with a capital G], its theory, applications, or effects."

University of Texas physicist John Wheeler—one of the heavy-

weights of modern gravity theory—says the foundation's work is

important. "I don't want to criticize Roger Babson, the man who
set it up. We all have crazy ideas in the beginning. But in the end
the foundation got converted into a good cause. A while ago they

published a paper about an unexpected symmetry of the so-called

Schwarzschild metric: the geometry around a star or a black hole.

For my book about gravity I needed to get the key features of that

geometry, and this paper helped me to do that."

During the 35 years of the essay contest, prizes have gone to

the unknown and to the famous, and some have made startling

claims. Phillip Morrison and Thomas Gold stated in their 1957 first-

prize essay: "It is possible that antigravity exists and thai it could

be demonstrated on Earth. "The 1971 winner was a shoo-in: British

astrophysicist Stephen W. Hawking's description of black holes,

the heaviest things in the universe. The 1984 award went to twenty-

nine-year-old Harvard physicist Lawrence M. Krauss, whose
equation-laden paper "Dark Matter and Inflation" raises some
problems with Alan Guth's "inflationary universe" scenario. "Of all

the forces in physics," says Krauss, "gravity is the most peculiar.

It's the only force that we can't yet understand in terms of quantum
mechanics. In some circumstances—very high energy levels or

very short distances—our classical description of gravity, the gen-
eral relativity of Einstein, seems to break down."

But in Krauss's view these holes in theory don't offer any solace

to those who still dream of gravity screens. "The reason you can
shield against electric charges is because they come in two signs,"

Krauss explains. "So if you have positive charges, you just have

to put negative charges around them, and you're shielded against

them. But there's no such thing as . .
. negative mass, which would

be what you'd need to shield against positive mass." Other phys-

icists, such as Robert L. Forward, of Hughes Research Laborato-

ries, think that the Roger Babsons of the world shouldn't give up
'

so easily. 'After all, if both positive and negative forms of electricity

exist, why not positive and negative mass?" asks Forward. With

the fate of gravity hanging in the balance, the foundation has is-

sued another call for papers.—EDWARD REGIS, JR.
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL
POPULATION BOOM

Within the next 600 years,

1 trillion humans will live in

space, predicts Eric Jones,

an astrophysicist at Los

Alamos National Laboratory,

in New Mexico.

'A human migration into

space is completely compati-

ble with who we are," Jones
says. "One of our basic in-

stincts is our urge to explore."

By 2050, Jones theorizes, a

"seed population" of 1 million

humans will inhabit the

reaches of the solar system

—

many living aboard space
cities buill from Ihe moon's
natural resources.

During the 500 years fol-

lowing 2050, Jones estimates,

ihe expanding population

of the solar system will double

every 25 years (or once
each generation), exactly the

rate at which the frontier

populations of colonial Amer-
ica and Australia grew.

'After five hundred years." he
says, "we'll have one trillion

people in space."

By then, Jones speculates,

man will already have moved
beyond our solar system,

traveling in solar-powered

ships thai cruise at 20,000
mites per second. At this

impressive speed, Jones

says, it would take space pi-

oneers 60 years to reach

the planetary system circling

Barnard's star, which is six

light-years distant. "A party of

about five hundred people

going to Barnard's star,"

he says, "would be an effec-

tive seed for another popula-

tion of a trillion people."

—Eric Mishara

"Against stupidity the very

gods themselves contend in

vain.

"

—Friedrich von Schiller

By the year 2050, says a Los Alamo:-, astrophysicist, a seed
population of 1 million humans will be living and working in space.

POLE FLIPPING

These days the earth's

north magnetic pole is in the

northern hemisphere. But

it hasn't always been that way.

Many times in geological

history the earth's magnetic
field has flipped, with the

north magnetic pole becom-
ing the south, and vice versa.

The periods between
flips have ranged from 10.000

to more than 10 million years.

The actual flip-flops have
always been assumed to

happen randomly. Mow two
Indian researchers have

found evidence that the lield

flipping happens periodi-

cally and may be related to

ihe earth's travels through

the galaxy

J. G. Negi and R. K. Tiwari,

of India's National Geophysi-

cal Research Institute, ana-
lyzed 570 million years of

terrestrial magnetic-field

reversals. They treated them

as if they were binary sig-

nals, sequences of positive

and negative pulses that

switch instantaneously. Even-

tually, they came up with

five separate sets of intervals

(in millions of years): 34.

47,64, 114, and 285.

The intervals seem to

coincide with different events

that gravitation ally link the

solar system with the galaxy.

For example, the solar sys-

tem seems to encounter

gravitational density waves in

the galactic plane every 34
million, 64 million, and 114

million years. Forty-seven

million years is about half the

time it lakes for the earth to

bob up and down through the

plane of the galaxy. And it

takes the solar system 280
million years (slightly more

than one cosmic year) io

orbit the galactic core. The
cosmic-year connection

is the strongest one found by
Negi and Tiwari. How a

phenomenon governed by

gravity—the solar system's

galactic orbit—could be
linked to ihe electromagnetic

nature of the earth's flipping

magnetic field is still not

known.—Joel Davis

"Each waking day is a sfage

dominated for good or ill,

comedy, farce, or tragedy, by
a dramatis personae, the

'self,' and so /( will be until the

curtain drops."
—Sir Charles Sherrington

OBESITY-AND-
DIABETES DRUG

Clusters of special cells in

the human pancreas manu-
facture insulin, a hormone
necessary if the body is

to metabolize sugar. When
these pancreatic cells deteri-

orate to the extent they

can't make insulin, the body's

blood-sugar content in-

creases. This combination,

known as diabetes, Is the

third leading cause of death

in Ihe United Slates.

Now a new drug that
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promises to be an effective

treatment for adult-onset

diabetes (the most common
form of the disease) has

been created jointfy by re-

searchers at Jackson Labo-
ratory, in Bar Harbor/Maine,

and at Progenies Inc.. a

New York City research firm.

The drug, a synthetic

compound, is the duplicate

of two metabolites, or meta-

bolic derivatives, of the

hormone DHEA (dehydro-

epiandrosterone). "We broke

DHEA down into these two

metabolites, just as the

human body does," biochem-
ist Norman Applezweig. of

Progenies Inc.. explains.

DHEA and its metaboiites

had attracted suspicion

because their body levels

are low in diabetics.

In experiments with hun-

dreds of mice. Applezweig

says, daily oral doses of

the new drug not only hailed

advancement of the adult-

onset form of diabetes but

also caused rapid weight loss

in obese mice (even as

they continued to eat their

usual amounts of food). The
drug somehow protected
insulin-making pancreas cells

while if lowered blood-sugar

content, Applezweig says,

and it caused fat to burn

up raiher than accumulate as

excess weight.

Human trials of the drug
(for both diabetes and weight

loss) have been started by

Progenies Inc. "It should

probably be two to three

years before the PDA ap-

proves its use for treatment

of obesity," Applezweig
predicts: "and five years
before it's approved for

treating diabetes."

—Eric Mishara
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COLLECTING
UMBILICAL CORDS

"We need to collect about

two hundred thousand um-
bilical cords a year," explains

Andy Welch, director of the

biological division of fvteadox

Medicals Inc. "It's a problem.

Ordinarily, nurses just throw

them out. We have to get

Ihese nurses to milk out the

blood, rinse them off, put

them in a plastic bag, and
refrigerate them."

Meadox was a textile firm

in the Fifties, when a surgeon

asked designer William

Liebig. now company presi-

dent, il he could come up
with a lube blood could flow

through. Liebig came up
with a dacron artery. Soon
Meadox was out of textiles

and info body parts.

But dacron grafts don'!

work well as replacements for

small arferies in the extremi-

iies. Flotsam and jetsam tend

to accumulate on fhe inside

walls of the synthetic vessels.

In the mid-Seventies, Herbert

and Irving Dardik came up
with a solution: a recycled

umbilical cord, called the

Dardik Biograft. The cords

are tanned to make them

nonantigenic soihe body

dacron mesh. The major

manufacturing challenge is

obtaining the raw material.

Meadox can't buy cords

outright because of legal

questions about trading in

human tissue Instead, com-
pany representatives have
visiled nursing staffs at close

to 400 hospitals around the

country and helped them sel

up such nonprofit organiza-

iions as the Labor and Deliv-

ery Mr. Coffee Club,' to

which Meadox makes contri-

butions in return tor umbilical

cords. "We give them a cash
credit for each cord," Welch
explains. "Staffs let their

credit accumulate, then ask

us to send a check that

they can use to buy a coffee

machine or whafever they

want" To keep nurses moti-

vated, reps make follow-

up visits, and a quarterly letter

is sent to participants in the

network. "We give special

awards," Welch adds. "For

example, we give a cash

award to whoever sends in

the longest umbilical cord."

—Leah Wallach

"Truth is no Apollo."

—Marianne Moore

A GREAT MOUTH
TRICK (SORT OF)

The next time the party

seems too dull for words, try

ihis to liven things up; First,

put a Life Saver between your

teeth. As an expectant hush
falls over the guests, have

your host dim the lights.

When the room is dark, bite

down suddenly. As the candy
shatters, your mouth will be
filled with tiny sparks,

Impressive, huh? It's also

inexplicable. Science has
come up with a name for this

phenomenon—tribolumi-

nescence—but no definitive

explanation of how it works.

Researchers speculate

that when sugar crystals are

stressed or broken under
pressure, electrons are set

free. The free electrons excite

nearby nitrogen atoms in

the atmosphere; then these

atoms emit a dim light as

they fall back into an unex-

cited state. But no scientist is

ready to stake his reputation

on this untested Iheory.

If is known, however, which

flavor works best. Practition-

ers of fhe ari of tribolumi-

nescence generally agree
that Wintogreen Life Savers

produce the most dazzling

display. Apparentfy, the

excited nitrogen also emits

invisible ultraviolet radiation.

This radiation causes mole-

cules of methyl salicylate (oil

of wintergreen) to fluoresce

in fhe blue-green spectrum.

Incidentally, if your teeth

and jaws aren't up to the feat,

you can use a pair of pliers

to crush fhe candy. Science
will still be served, although

pliers admiltedly don't have
the same dramatic impact.

— Nick Engler
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MIND READING
(ALMOST)

In a novel version of brain/

computer talk, machines
have been taught to recog-

nize users' brain-wave pat-

terns for particular words

—

even before the words are

spoken.

Neurophysiologist Donald
York, of the University of

Missouri Medical Center, and
Chicago speech pathologist

Tom Jensen discovered

that words have a character-

istic electrical pattern in

the brain. Surprisingly, these

patterns do not vary from

person to person.

According to Jensen, "If

you say right and I say right,

the same brain-wave trace

appears before we actually

speak the word."

The team has designed
software to detect the EEG
patterns associated with

particular words. They have
already developed a "brain-

wave vocabulary" of 15

utterances that have been
shown experimentally to

be consistent for 20 people.

In one experiment. York

and Jensen assigned the
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same words, each with

a definite meaning, to English-

speaking and Farsi-speaking

subjects. When the foreign-

ers, who knew no English,

spoke the word ate until

it was acoustically appropri-

ate, their brain waves exhib-

ited the same patterns as

the native English speakers,

who did know its meaning.

"It's not the meaning
behind the words that is seen
in the EEG," says Jensen.

"It's how the word is articu-

lated." Jensen, who works at

Chicago's Rush-Presbyterian

St. Luke's.Medical Center,

believes that they have
located a previously unknown
motor program—the brain

telling another part of the

body what to do.

The investigators have
begun to pinpoint the brain

region most involved, a small

area above the corpus cal-

losum, which joins the two
hemispheres. "This is where
programming for speech
and other motor acts takes

place. It's probably involved

in any intentional movement,"
says Jensen

And, indeed, York has
applied this principle to finger

movements. In each case,

he found, when a subject

intends to move a finger, a
specific brain event precedes

the movement.
Eventually, Jensen specu-

lates, a speech synthesizer

will be attached to the com-
puter. By merely reading

a user's thoughts, it will ver-

balize words for those unable

to speak.—Connie Zweig

"When one is young every-

thing is physical, when one is

old everything is psychic."

—Wallace Stevens

OLD UNFAITHFUL

For more than a century,

Old Faithiul has been the

world's most famous geyser.

wowing visitors to Yellow-

stone National Park, in Wyo-
ming, with its spectacular

and exquisitely reliable

eruptions. Every 65 min-

utes—give or take a few

—

the geyser burbled and
bubbled, then spewed out a

130-foot fountain of steaming

water to the delight of tourists

and to the satisfaction of

park rangers.

But now there are disturb-

ing signs that Old Faithful

is going through a change of

lite. Ever since a 6.9 earth-

quake rattled the Pacific

Northwest last October, Old
Faithful has been anything

but. The average height

of her eruptions has declined

by as much as 20 percent,

and the average interval has
increased to 78 minutes,

in one case topping 105. The
only thing predictable, park

rangers say, is the tdurists'

disappointment.

Park geologist Roderick

Hutchinson says that last .

year's quake created a 25-

mile-long fault that seems io

have drastically changed
Yellowstone's natural plumb-
ing system. Still, Hutchinson

is unwilling to assess all

the blame to nature herself.

Vandals, he says, have
regularly been throwing

everything from rocks and
bottles to pieces of furniture

into Old Faithful's vent, "It's

just like someone throwing

gravel into your kitchen sink,"

he says. "Eventually it's

going to clog the drain."

Hutchinson admits to being

pessimistic about Old Faith-

ful's future. "It might stop

completely," he says, "or it

might become so irregular as

to be totally unpredictable.

On the other hand," he says,

brightening somewhat, "we

might get a 'good' earth-

quake that will do just the re-

verse."— Bill Lawren

"The land belongs to the

future. ... We come and go,

but the land is always there.

"

—Willa Gather

"I am not afraid of tomorrow,

lor I have seen yesterday,

and I love today."

—William Allen White

Old Faithful lets c

favorite geyser ai



BONE TRANSPLANT

When a patient's hip, knee,

or ankle joint is ruined by
arthritis or injury, the standard

medical procedure is to

implant an artificial joint. But

this man-made device even-

tually loosens, requiring

complicated, risky surgery to

replace it. For this reason

surgeons generally put

artificial joints only in older,

less-active patients, leaving

younger people to suffer a

painful joint condition during

the best years of life.

But a promising, experi-

mental operation just begin-

ning to gain acceptance
in mainstream medicine offers

an alternative. A smooth
sliver of cartilage and bone
(from a deceased donor)

is capped over the ravaged

end of the patient's joint

bone. Soon the healthy trans-

plant fuses to the host bone,

and the patient is able to

function normally, Because
foreign bone provokes only a

feeble, passing immune
reaction-, immunosuppressive
drugs are unnecessary,

"With this method, we hope

the repaired joint will last a

lifetime," says Dr. Marvin

Meyers, clinical professor of

orthopedic surgery and
rehabilitation at the University

of California at San Diego.

"We're up to eight years

now," says Dr. Meyers, who
has performed the transplant,

which is known as osteo-

chondral allograft surgery, 70

times, with a 79 percent

success rate. One satisfied

patient has actually climbed

mounlains after her opera-

tion, according to the doctor,

and another has gone skiing.

"In the future," Meyers

says, "I plan to use this tech-

nique on other joints: shoul-

ders, elbows, wrists, and
knuckles '—Eric Mishara

"Time was invented by Al-

mighty God in order to give

ideas a chance.

"

—Nicholas Murray Butler

ATOMIC OXYGEN

In its simplest form, oxygen
would burn right through

your lungs. Unlike the double

oxygenmoleculeswebreathe,

single atoms of oxygen are

highly reactive. Luckily for us,

we don't encounter enough
of them at ground level to

do us harm.

But satellites in near-Earth

orbit {200 to 300 kilometers)

fly right through this atomic

oxygen, and it's eating away
at a wide assortment of

space-rated plastics, strip-

ping atom layer after atom
layer like onion skins.

This phenomenon was first

noticed when shuttles began
returning to Earth. "People

touched the exterior of the

shuttle and got white paint all

over their fingers, " says

John Park, head of chemical

analysis and polymer proc-

essing at the Goddard Space
Flight Center, in Maryland.

"Now, that stuff is never

supposed to come off; so we
started to be concerned."

Since plastics have be-

come indispensable to

the space program, the

atomic-oxygen effect has

some far-reaching implica-

tions. "A number of satellites

have failed after operating

for only a few years." says

Lubert Luger, director of

NASA's nonmetallic-materials

section at the Johnson Space
Center, in Houston. "We've
always blamed it on contami-

nation because we didn't

know it could be anything

else. But this corrosive effect

may be responsible."

Researchers have already

found one solution to the

problem—a microthin coating

of gold palladium to protect

exposed and vulnerable

plastics. "Sure it sounds ex-

pensive," says Park, "but

for a multimillion-dollar ex-

periment, it's pretty cheap
surance."—Paul

~

SUPERCARROT

In 1950 University of Wis-

consin piant geneticist Warren

Gabelman asked food proc-

essors if they needed any-

thing from him. Make us

a carrot, they said, with a

deep-orange color that has

supermarket eye appeal.

Now, after more than three

decades ot painstaking

crossbreeding. Gabelman
has succeeded.

The orange in carrot is

largely an expression of beta

carotene, a chemical in

which Gabelman's deep-
orange hybrid is 40 percent

richer than other carrots.

Beta carotene, as Gabelman
realized from the start, is ol

considerable nutritional value

because it is converted to

vitamin A by the human
body. So his new carrot may
prove tremendously useful

in underdeveloped countries

where vitamin A-deficient

diets cause high rates of

childhood blindness. Beyond
this, the new carrot may do
even wider good if research

verifies beta carotene's

suggested cancer-fighting

benefits.

"Through a series of se-

quential matings of different

carrot varieties," Gabelman
explains, "we were able

to put various genes that

increase carotene synthesis

into a single plant. This

new carrot not only has a high

level of carotene," he says,

"but it has excellent flavor."

For seeds to grow the

supercarrot, which is called

Lucky's Gold, write to the

Jung Seed Company, Ran-

dolph, Wisconsin 53957, and
request a free mail-order

catalog.— Eric Mishara
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INTERRACIAL KIDS

They are the half-breeds,

the children o( interracial

marriages, and it is commonly
held that they have been
given the rawest of life's deals.

In most people's minds,
these children are stigmatized

from birth, rejected by both

races and damaged psycho-
logically to the point of social

incapacitation and even
economic failure.

But a new study by Har-
vard Medical School psychi-

atrist Alvin Poussaiht may
help change that popular im-

age. After extensive inter-

views with 37 biracial subjects

(30 were black-white, six

black-Asian, and one white-
Asian). Poussaint concluded
that an interracial back-

ground "can actually be an

advantage to children in

this society."

Surprisingly, according to

Poussaint, many of these
children felt "psychologically

special, " The nonwhite
parent, he explains, "helped
give them a broader and

more tolerant world view,

while the white parent made
the white world seem less

intimidating.

"The white parent also

gave them cultural attri-

butes—speech patterns,

mannerisms—that helped
them negotiate more easily in

American society."

But perhaps the biggest

surprise was Poussaint's

clinical impression that bira-

cial kids may be high achiev-

ers. "I found a lot more of

them than expected," he
says, "in places like Harvard

and Boston University, where
they seemed to be compet-
ing on an equal basis with

white kids.

"Battling the stigma ot

being biracial," he concludes,

"may motivate them strongly

toward success."

—Bill Lawren

"Television is a medium oi

entertainment that permits
millions of people to listen to

the same joke at the same
time and yet remain lonely.

"

—T. S. Eliot

CARDIAL SNORTS

He was twenty-one years

old. healthy, and celebrating

the first night of his honey-
moon with a quarter-gram

snort of cocaine. Five hours
later he was sweating and
nauseated, with a terrifying

pressure in his chest. On
arrival at a Providence, Rhode
Island, hospital he was
found to be suffering a myo-
cardial infarction, a common
and often deadly form of

heart attack.

Cocaine use has been
associated with heart attack

in the past, but only when
the victim had significant cor-

onary-artery disease. What
'

made the Rhode Island case
unusual was thai postattack

tests showed the patient's

coronary arteries to be
entirely normal.

"We think," said Miriam
Hospital physician Jay
Schachne, who reported the

episode, "that this is the

lirst case ol a cocaine-in-

duced myocardial infarction

without arterial disease."

Luckily, the patient survived

his heart attack and was
sent home with a caution to

avoid further use of cocaine.

But a subsequent patient, a

sixteen-year-old boy with

a long history of home,
school, and social problems,

was not so fortunate. A two-

gram cocaine binge set

oft irregular rhythms in the

ventricles flower chambers) of

his heart, killing him within

a few hours. Again, coronary-

artery disease was not

thought to be a factor. "It's

very unusual." says

Schachne, "for someone that

young to have significant

arterial disease."

Schachne, who was in-

volved in treating both pa-

tients, thinks there may be a
hitherto unnoticed associa-

tion between cocaine and
myocardial infarction. "It may
be a rare association," he
says, "and these two cases
don't necessarily prove it, but

I still think it's there."

—Bill Lawren

RECESSION AND
HEALTH

The recession of 1981—
1982 will be with us tor at least

a decade in the form of

sickness and. premature

death, suggests a study pre-

pared by Dr. M. Harvey
Brenner for the Joint Eco-

nomic-Committee of Con-
gress. Brenner's analysis of

data from 1950 to 1980
demonstrates what you may
have suspected: Because
of increased stress and
decreased use of health ser-

vices, bad times are bad
for people, especially poor,

old, or very young people.

Rates of mortality (notably

from vascular disease, cir-

rhosis of the liver, and sui-

cide), mental illness, and
crime consistently go up
when the economy goes



down, Brenner found. A 10

percent increase in unem-
ployment, lor example, is

associated with a 1.2 percent
increase in mortality, a 4.2

percent increase in the

men tal- in si ftution popu Iation

,

and a A percent increase

in arrests.

A period of elevated un-

employment increases the

dealh rale for 16 years, with

the deaths peaking two to

three years alter the reces-

sion among those people
who realize they will never re-

gain their former status.

Declines in per capita in-

Come, elevated rates of

business failure, and in-

creases in the number of

people who stop trying to find

work are also close associ-

ates of the grim reaper. If

the patterns of the past hold,

the 1981-1982 recession

will directly account for a
minimum of 400.000 dealhs
by the Nineties—indirectly

for many more, since reces-

sion encourages divorce

as well as unhealthy vices like

smoking and drinking

Brenner concludes his

study by urging lawmakers to

consider the health implica-

tions of economic decisions

and specifically to increase

support programs to those

hurt by recession, instead of

spending comparable sums
later for increased health

and criminal-justice costs.

"Simply put," Brenner says,

"economic policy is health

policy."—Leah Wailach

"Science may be described
as the art of systematic

oversimplification—the art of

discerning what we may
with advantage omit."

—Karl Popper

A NEW WAY
TO BE POISONED

A New Jersey ambulance
attendant was severely

poisoned by carbon monox-
ide [umes as he napped in

the unoccupied patient

compartment of a moving
ambulance. The incident

prompted New Jersey public-

health officials to check air

quality inside other ambu-
lances.

What they found: Of 690
New Jersey ambulances
tested. 22 percent warranted

corrective repairs. Carbon
monoxide at levels of ten

parts per million is a potential

health hazard, according to

New Jersey officials.

"Medical prudence indi-

cates that patients, especially

those in borderline condition,

should be exposed to as

little carbon monoxide as
possible," says Ron Hocke-
meier, a New Jersey State

Department ol Health official

involved in the air-quality

tests. "Carbon monoxide can
be present at unhealthy

levels." he cautions, "and

you won't necessarily be able

to smell anything."

Exhaust fumes containing

carbon monoxide enter

ambulances in a variety of

ways, Hockemeier says. For
instance, it enters through

vents built in the floor of

some ambulances, or from a
leaking exhaust system, or

because exhaust fumes
are aerodynamic ally pulled

into the moving ambulance
through the drafty rear door.

A healfh-hazard alert

from the New Jersey State

Department of Health has
been mailed to all New Jersey

ambulance operators,

Hockemeier says, and to

state health departments na-

tionwide.—Eric Mishara

KILLER SNEEZE

Ten years ago, Chicago
physician Selig Kavka re-

ceived a irantic phone call

from his brother. Their eighty-

one-year-old mother, who
was suffering from heart

disease, had been reminisc-

ing about her girlhood in

Poland. Suddenly, she
stopped to sneeze twice,

then lapsed into an ominous
silence. On examination^ it

was found that his mother had
suffered a stroke. One month
later, she was dead.

Kavka remains convinced
that the stroke that killed

his mother was brought on
by sneezing. He is so con-
vinced, in fact, that he has
since devoted much of

s time to what can only be
called sneeze research,

In the course of collecting

case histories, he found:

• A sixty-eight-year-old man
who fell into a coma after

sneezing, then died six days
later of an arterial blockage.

A sixly-four-year-old truck

driver who sneezed while

mowing his lawn, then in-

stantly went blind.

• A hyperallergic patient who
lost his sense of smell after

violent fit of ragweed-
induced sneezing.

Still, this information was
anecdotal, and most estab-

lished researchers thought

Kavka was whistling, or

sneezing, in the dark. But he

was at least partially vindi-

cated when Johns Hopkins
University surgeon B. V.

Stromberg found that sneez-

ing can in fact lead not only .

to stroke but to fractures

of the thyroid cartilage, nose,

sinuses, and middle ear.

Should we then fear the

reaper every time we sneeze?

No, says Kavka. "You are

vulnerable." he contends,

"only when your health is

poor, when you are fragile, or

have a chronic disease."

But in those cases, he warns,

"sneezing can be like a

loaded gun."— Bill Lawren

"The color red is invincible. It

is the color not only of the

blood—if is the color of

creation. It is the only life-

giving color in nature filling

the sprouting plant with

life and giving warmth to

everything in creation."

—Frank Lloyd Wright
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SOCIOCYBERNETICS

s ago Isaac Asi-

mov's Foundation trilogy

introduced a fictional mathe-

matics of human behavior

whereby the social course of

an empire could be pre-

dicted through centuries, all

with the accuracy of an

astronomer's calculations.

Following their own star,

Bernard Howard and Henry

Kunce. of the University of

Miami, seem headed no less

ambitiously in the same
direction: For more than a
decade they have been
developing math-based pro-

grams for simulating human
behavior. The two mathema-
ticians call their infant sci-

ence sociocybemelics.

Answers to such questions

as "How do you react when
you come home happy
and your partner says some-
thing nasty?" enable socio-

cyberneticists to predict

behavior accurately, or so say

Howard and Kunce.

One person's dynamics
may be mathematically

described in 65,536 ways.

Add a second interacting

person and you get 4.29 bil-

lion possible combinations;

and on to 79.2 billion billion

billion permutations when the

menage goes atrois. Such

probabilities are tailor-made

for the computer, which

can cover the shifting ground

of 20 years of marriage in

as many seconds. "Real-life

experiments are limited

by time and cost," Kunce
says, "but one can do count-

less experiments by com-
puter in hardly any time."

Howard and Kunce claim

sociocybernetics could

choose the job applicant who
would best fit in with a learn,

predict the reactions of

different ethnicgroups to a

new ordinance, suggest what

class Melissa belongs in, or

test in advance the directions

of an entire society.

And then there's marriage.

Before they consider taking

blood tests, says Howard and
Kunce. a man and woman
could benefit by answering

eight questions for the com-
puter program, which will

speed their relationship

through time to show how
that couple will fare, right

down to their style and pat-

tern of quarrels.

"If an architect builds a

model of a house before

constructing the house itself,"

says Kunce, "why shouldn't

we build a model of a social

relationship before people

enter into it?"

—Roopa Morosani

Will two potential team members get along or antagonize each
other? A new computer science purports to predict the outcome.
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MISTAKEN IDENTITY

Unique expert testimony

from an anthropologist re-

sulted in the recent acquittal

of the defendant in a Phila-

delphia trial for attempted

bank robbery. The bank teller

had positively identified the

defendant, Larry Pratt, as the

robber, and surveillance-

camera photographs of the

robber did in fact seem
to look like Pratt.

But biological anthropolo-

gist Alan Mann testified at

the nonjury trial that Pratt's
h

forehead, cheekbones,

nostrils, and jaw are structur-

ally unlike those of the man
in the photographs, and
he noted that Pratt has a dif-

ferent walk and is taller. "I'm

certain that the man in the

surveillance film and the

defendant are two different

people," said Mann, associ-

ate professor of anthropology

at the University of

Pennsylvania.

Similarity of physical

features and the accuracy of

an eyewitness identification

are commonsense matters

that judge or jury always

evaluate without expert guid-

ance. But in this instance,

Judge Nicholas D'Alessan-

dro, of the Common Pleas

Court, set a precedent and
heard the anthropologist's

expert opinion. "To the un-

trained eye," the judge said,

"the two people would look

the same. It took an expert to

demonstrate that they were
not. Once the differences

were pointed out, they were
clear to me."

The defense attorney in

the trial, Glenn Gilman,

advises other defenders to

seek out a qualified anthro-

pologist when they suspect
incriminating photographs

do not actually depict their

client. "I'm sure there are

defendants who could have

been found not guilty," he

says, "but instead are serving

jail sentences."

Anthropologist Mann has
already been called in as

a potential witness in two

other cases as a result of trial

publicity. Larry Pratt, the

man who was acquitted, is,

as of this writing, serving

time for a subsequent rob-

bery.—Eric Mishara
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Jose Delgado's invisible

energy pulses control the behavior of animals.

What power do they hold over us?

MIND
BY KATHLEEN MCAULIFFE

The film crew prepares to

shool as three monkeys
are strapped into high

chairs. Each animal has

a metallic coil—a sort of

high-tech halo— sus-

pended above its head.

The signal is given, and
two of the monkeys'
hoops begin pulsing with

electromagnetic energy.

It is an anticlimactic mo-
ment, with none of the

crackling fireworks that

heralded F'ankcnsteir's oebut. Neither the eye nor

hand can detect even the faintest trace of a field

in the vicinity of the activated coils. The animals

appear completely unaffected.

But after less than an hour, differences are p:a n:y

visible. Despite the presence of glaring lights,

cameramen, and sound technicians, one monkey
has dozed off. The monkey next to him, whose coils

were never turned on, remains calm but alert. And
the third monkey, exposed to more rapidly pulsing

fields than the first, is biting the air and squirming

to break loose from its chair.

Jose Delgado, internationally famous neurosci-

entist. has done it again. For the greater part of the

Sixties, the Spanish showman of science daz-

zled—and in some in-

stances frightened or

ouiraged—the research

community with his

spectacular demonstra-

tions showing how be-

havior can be modified

by implanting electrodes

in the brains of cats,

chimps, and even hu-

mans. Using this tech-

nique to stimulate differ-

ent brain regions, Del-

gado found that it was
to evoke complex behavior patterns—re-

search that prompted some to liken him to a pup-

peteer pulling strings. As a legendary tribute to his

faith in technology, he even confronted a charging

bull. As the 1.000-pound, horned beast lunged at

him, Delgado used a radio signal to activate an

electrode deep in the animal's brain, bringing it to

a halt at Delgado's feet.

But now he has begun working with another

technology. It doesn't require pressing electrodes

into brain tissue In fact, the equipment need not

touch experimental animals at all. Instead. Delga-

do's subjects today are placed within an electro-

magnetic !
ield (EMF) where, even without direct

brain contact, the,." behavior changes.

PAINTING BY MARSHALL ARISMAN



bUnder the influence of different electromagnetic

fields, one monkey sleeps while another, becomes hyperactive

in Jose Delgado's Madrid laboratory^

Ail of us are surrounded by waves of

electromagnetic energy. But we can see
only visible light, whose wavelengths
range from 375 billionths to 775 billionths

of a meler. As poet William Blake put it.

we view the world "through a narrow

chink." We're blind to X rays and other

energies wiih wavelengths shorter than

one billionth of a meter. Nor can human
sight detect energy with wavelengths

longer than light—we can't see the em-
anations from a police radar, the energy
halos around a TV transmitting tower, a

VHF radio antenna, or an A.C. power line

(whose energy has a wavelength of

roughly 10,000 kilometers). Yet each of'

these devices produces electromag-
netic fields. Researchers have also been
able to detect- EMFs in the brain and
around the dense network of the body's
nerves. The earth itself produces such
fields. If human eyes were more sensi-

tive, astronauts could watch our planet

shimmer around its perimeter, glowing

brightest at the poles.

The fields Delgado uses are as low as

one fiftieth the strength of the earth's own
magnetic fields. Your body would be
subject to .a more intense bombardment
of energy if you stood under a fluores-

cent light. Yet when the signal is tuned to

precise Irequencies (with long wave-

lengths in roughly the same range as
power-line waves), Delgado can do much
more than make a monkey sleepy.

As we set out on a tour of the 100-room,

ultramodern Ramon y Cajal hospital

complex, in Madrid, it quickly becomes
apparent that his research staff is using

the same infinitesimal fields to produce
astoundingly diverse effects in virtually

every species investigated. One team
demonstrates that they can pacify fight-

ing fish, inhibil no (lie feisty arodator from

attacking its image in a mirror. Other
groups are using the fields to thwart the

growth of bacteria, to speed healing of

rats' bone fractures, and to change the

migratory movements of snails.

The invisible force has also produced
some alarming results. Chick embryos
incubated in the lields became grossly

deformed, and a colony of fruit flies suf-

fered an increased incidence ol a lethal

genetic mutation.

For years, scientists have known that

at high levels, these fields "heat up" the

body. But scientists have assumed that

living organisms are not sensitive to low

levels of this ghostly energy. Delgado's
" work is only the latest in a series of recent

tindings that overturn this cherished be-
lief. For better or worse, weak electro-

magnet ic
:

i^csri'e emerging as a potent

biological force—a discovery with stag-

gering implications for the luture of med-
icine, science, industry, and perhaps even

the military. For example:

Doctors in Europe and the United States

are planning to harness imperceptible

fields to correct abnormal heart rhythms
and to control such conditions as epi-

lepsy—from outside the body. Further-

more, these fields will be used to pro-

mote healing of skin, nerves, and tendons.
• Studies suggest that these same invis-

ible fields may have deleterious effects.

Preliminary reports hint that video dis-

play terminals (VDTs), power lines, mi-

crowave appliances, and other sources

of environmental electromagnetism may
not be as benign as once thought.

•There is growing concern among ex-

perts that EMFs have been— or will be

—

deployed as invisible weapons to disrupt

brain functioning and health.

Delgado is much more low-key about
the ramifications of his work. An elegant

man in his early sixties, he speaks slowly,

careful to express his thoughts with pre-

cision. For all his bravado in the bullring,

Delgado is not the sort of scientist who
shoots from the hip.

"Ourfirst goal is to understand how we
are getting these effects—we know so

little." he says n English embellished by

the cultured flair of a Spanish accent.



"Then we may warrt to explore whether Ihe

fields can help people suffering from motor

disturbances, depression, and other psy-

choneurotic disorders."

To pursue this goal, his lab is developing

new types of Drain instrumentation, in addi-

tion to the head coils, the Cajal team is test-

ing the effects oi tiny i'ans-~i:ters that permit

EMFs to be beamed more precisely to tar-

gets in the brain. No larger than a watch bat-

tery, the transmitter is inserted into a tight-

fitting hood lha: shpsiikoa ba'hing cap over

the animal's head.

In one recent study, Delgado tested the

device on a monkey thai had electrodes

—

vestiges of his previous work—implanted in

two separate regions of its motor cortex, Be-

fore the trial began, he demonstrated how
activating the iirsl elec:rodc caused the an-

imal to clench its fist. Activating the second
electrode triggered an eye blink. Then the

animal's head was capped with a hood con-

taining a transmitter aimed at the cerebel-

lum, a structure in the lower hind part of the

brain. Several hours later, the special hood
was removed, and the electrodes were ac-

tivated again. There was a marked differ-

ence In the animal's evoked response. What
was once a mere blink of the eye had be-

come a wince involving the eyebrow and
cheek muscles. And the clenched tist had
been transformed into a jerk of the entire

lower arm.

Encouraged by these results, Delgado has

several ongoing experiments with hooded
monkeys, whose brains are oeing activated

by tiny transmitters as the primates roam
freely through their spacious cages in the

basement of the laboratory. It may be along

time, however, ocloro Delgado fully under-

stands how the EMF transmitter produces
its effects. "Much more research will have to

be done," Delgado says. "But with further

knowledge, I am hopeful that without sur-

gery or drugs, we will eventually be able to

correct abnormal brain activity in humans."
"Remarkably, these EMFs are several

hundred times below the voltage needed for-

an electrode to trigger a nerve to fire. Ac-

cording to theory, they should have no im-

pact. Yet when Delgado aims these fields at

an isolated crab neuron already firing at a

specific, steady rate, something surprising

happens: The neuron changes its firing rate

to synchronize with the applied pulses, much
as a child sleeping with his mother will begin

breathing at the same rate as the parent. This

phenomenon is known as entrainment.

Researchers have observed similar en-

trainment effects in the neurons of -the cere-

bral cortices of live animals. This suggests

that the phenomenon may play an important

role in normal brain function. A team headed
by W. RossAdey, aneuroscientist at the Vet-

erans Administration Hospital, in Loma Linda,

California, has shown that the brain waves
of monkeys tend to become "locked" in '.

phase with external fields tuned to the same
frequency band as the brain waves.

For example, ifthe. animal's head is placed

in a field pulsing at the same rhythm as al-

pha—a natural brain rhythm associated with
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relaxation in humans—its brain will start to

produce more and more alpha. And when
the animal's brain waves become entrained

to fielcjs pulsing at other brain-wave fre-

quencies, suotie behavora; changes are

sometimes detected. In one notable exper-

iment, a monkey's learning and memory re-

tention improved over the course of a simple

lever-pressing trial.

To both Delgado and Adey, these experi-

ments' indicate that the prevailing theory

about how brain cells communicate with one
another may be misleading. Popular theory,

called the connectivist model, maintains (hat

the brain is nothing more than a complex
bundle of circuits. Information travels along

discrete nerve pathways that utimaiely con-

nect, thus allowing several different inputs

to be assimilated. Based on the latest en-

trainment studies, however, it would appear

that nerves lying along separate circuits can
respond in unison to information from EMFs.

Although the evidence supporting this

theory has only recently been established,

wFor better or

worse, electromagnetic fields

have emerged as

_ a potent force—a discovery

with staggering

implications for the future of

medicine, science,

industry, and the military^

the theory itself was put forth several dec-

ades ago. "In the early Fifties the great Brit-

ish zoologist J. Z. Young came up with a.

beautiful analogy for this phenomenon,"
Adey says. "He likened the brain to a tele-

phone exchange in which operators sit in a

row at the switchboard. They see lights flash,

and they plug circuits in and pull them out.

And in the fashion of operators, they eaves-

drop on the conversations. As a result of what

they overhear, they whisper together. It is in

this whispering together, Young said, that 'I

discern the most intrinsic function of the or-

ganization of the brain.'

"In other words, it is not the impulses going

through the switchboard of Ihe brain that

Young thought were of fundamental impor-

tance. It was what the operators—the cells

—

gleaned from the traffic and then communi-
cated among themselves."

Although brain cells are undoubtedly best

adapted for "wh soeTig :ogetner," a similar

phenomenon may occur in other parts of the

body. When a large amount of tissue is being

regenerated, for example, scientists find that

nerves must grow into the wound before the

surrounding cells start to divide and orga-

nize themselves to repair the damage. A

careful examination of this process has led

some scientists to postulate that the nerves

are generating fields— not unlike the

brain's—that signal cells in the injured re-

gion to undergo a series of transformations

that culminate ir ;;ssue eplacement. No one
currently understands he details of how this

signaling occurs—whether during wound
healing or during the" much more compli-

cated processes hat crcaio thoughts in the

brain. But mos; scentists hypothesize that

external fields can interact with the body's

own fields.

Some scientists oven sneak of a "biolog-

ical wave band," as if the animal were a ra-

dio receiver tuned to pick up certain types

of emissions, The frequency, amplitude, and
oiher characterises of the electromagnetic

signal must fall within acerlain range before

specific effects are observed.

'All the cells that make up living organ-

isms," Delgado explains, "are packed full of

highly charged atoms and molecules that

may change their orientation and movement
in the presence of certain types of fields. This

might in turn have an impact on enumerable
chemcai processes within the cells."

Calcium ions are charged particles that

play a vital role in many different types of

cellular' processes, including the firing of

nerve cells. "My work with Dr. Suzanne
Bawin," says Adey, "has shown that fields

way too weak to trigger a nerve impulse can
nevertheless modify the way these charged
calcium ions bind [or attach] to the surface

of cells, unleash nc mynao chemical reac-

tions deep within the cell itself."

Astoundingly, recent evidence indicates

that calcium binding to cell surfaces may be
influenced not only by fields produced in the

laboratory, but by the earth's own magnetic

field. This new finding, reported by Dr. Carl

Blackman, of the Environmental Protection

Agency's Health Effects Research Labora-

tory, in Research Triangle Park. North Caro-

lina, is causing a stir in scientific circles. After

doing calculations based on Blackman's

data, physicist Abe Liboff, of Oakland Uni-

versity, in Rochester, Michigan, concludes

that the "geomagnetic field may play a pre^

viously unrecognized role in the functioning

of living organisms." Adey feels it is still too

soon to extrapolate from Blackman's data.

But he says that when fields alter the way
calcium is attached to the cell membrane,
the chemical domino effect that starts on the

surface may spread to the heart of the cell,

where genes reside. If so, the genetic code
could be influenced. Could that explain why
Delgado's fields disrupted the development

of chick embryos and caused lethal muta-

tions in fruit flies?

Delgado does not discount this possibil-

ity, But he thinks the fields may also be ca-

pable of interacting directly with DNA

—

without any intermediate chemical steps in-

volved. "Our understanding of genetics is

very clumsy at present," Delgado says. "But

if we can produce lethal mutations with the

fields, perhaps we will someday be able to

use the technique to produce beneficial gene

changes,"





become so ubiquitous that we barely notice

its presence among us. Yet its instruments

have penetraied virtually every home in the

United States and every office of business
and government in the world.

Most humans have no idea of how com-
plex the creature is. We see little more than

an instrument that sits on a desk or hangs
on a wall. But that is merely a nerve ending
of the creature's entire body. Beyond that

visible, palpable instrument is the creature's

vast nervous system, humming wi.th electri-

cal signs s. flicker nq with laser light.

The creature is, of course, the telephone

system. And its heart—no, really its brain—
resides in a complex of modernistic build-

ings spread over a 25-mile area of northern

New Jersey; the AT&T Bell Telephone. Lab-

oratories (BTL). Since 1925 the men and
women of Bell I abs nave se-'ved the crea-

ture faithfully, helpirc it to grow and develop;

Along the -way Ihey have also cone their

share; ol sconce. Seven Bell Labs scientists

have received Nobel Prizes-. The transistor

was invented here. Radio astronomy began
here-

I
no casie research thai led to the de-

velopment of the maser and the laser was
core iere "ibe'eotics. light guides that

transmit pulses of laser I gnt :o r many miles,

are another BTL development as ace soli-

lens, single pulses ot i gnt -.hat can glide

through hundreds of miie-:-: of fiberoptic ca-

bles without losing sigra s:rength.

Close to the teeming New Jersey Turn-

pike, the labs themselves ace found in towns

like Holmdel, Murray Hill, Whippany. and
Short Hills. They look more Ike the cam
p ices ol wo! I -endowed i.r vers lies Man Ike

.io-ii oi

rator s Tern o.-i !<•:

search facilities everywhere—crowded with

equipment, ranks ol p a n metal desks with

glowing computer terminals resting atop

them, and the constant bustle of people.

Bell Labs is the one part of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
(AT&T) that retained the name of Bell after

AT&T divested itself Of Is operal ng tele-

phone companies in "9C3 Some '5.000 mo:'

and womeri work in T.e New Jersey labs and
in another laboratory on the outskirts of Chi-

cago /'
'
are supported by an annual budget

of about $? billion. I; is ir tnesc labs Inat the

next stage of the creature's c/owth and evo-

lution is being planned.

Solomon J. uuchsbau:" executive vice

president of AT& "I Bell Laos. loicsoosatiuio

when the creature will do- even more for the

individual. It won't, be long, he says, before

the average American home has a tele-

phone, television receiver, and a computer.

Buchsbaum sees the computer .and tele-

phone merging someday into a single in-

strument, a telephone terminal.

In essence, today's telephone is already

evolving into a true compuler-communica-
tions device capable of linking not only hu-

man voices but computer data and videp.

signals as well. "The key question," he-says,

"is. What kind of integration, or synergy, can
we produce among these various forms of

communications services?" lo provide Ihose

services and to hanole tne growing demand
for the creature's lime and capacity, the

creature itsell is being changed. It is evolv-

ing, In Buohsbaum's wo-'es. inlo one g an:

interconnected computer

Computers have already been taking on
more and more of the creature's workload

for the last two decades. In the early days,

human operators could eas y handle phone
traffic, but by 'he Fttics it became obvious
that either the phone network would have to

move toward automation or every human
being in the Un:ed States would be needed
lo work for the phone company. Gradually

computers began :o do more of the tasks of

the Telephone operator; so much so that by
1983. when some 750,000 operators and re-

pair personnel wen* on strike for severs-

weeks, the ceaxe 'was ha-cly affected.

Today the whoe phone system no cu-

ing voice transmission— is being compul-

'•The transistor

was invented here. Radio

astronomy began
here. The basic research

that led to the

development of both the

maser and the

laser was done hereT>

erized. Under the old system' woen voc

spoke mto a telephone, your voice was
transformed mto an electrical currenl and'

routed to a :e epror e exchange, where the

current was converted back into audible

sourc a: "he receiving enc This is called an
analog system. At many exchanges nowa-
days, "he C'cctiical signal is further con-
vertec into digits: c ts so that t can be proc-

essed by computers.
A digital system is powerful. It'can handle

voice, computer data, or video signals with

equal ease. Its performance quality is su-

perior because the do tat signal s less lively

to be distortec n transmission than an elec-

trical current, which varies continuously.

Digital systems operate at a lower cost than

older analog systems because the micro-

chips that are the heart of all digital systems
are continually getting cheaper. Today more
than half of AT&T's urban exchanges are

digital, and by the end of this year well over

three quarters are expected lo be.

.

Another acivancace of 0;gi:al systems is

that they can use light pulses in place oi

electrical signals. I igh: waves can carry

much more data Tan e ectrical current can.

Information rides on laser beams transmit-

ted through glass fibers, each no thicker than

a human hair;

Most of today's phone traffic siill travels

over copper telephone cable. (Probably the

richest deposit of copper in the world—tons

of it— lies, like the bulging node of a great
nerve ganglion, beneath :hc streets of Man-
hattan.) The average coppoi .cable consists

of 1.500 pairs of wires and can carry 20.000
two-way voice signals. To maintain signal

strength, each cable, as thick as a man's arm,

needs speoal 'coeato's every mife.

Optical cables, by comparison, are fin-

ger-thick, half-inch-wide bundles of 144 li-

bers. The light transmitted is generated by

ultrasrnall semiconductor asers that om!
pulsesot light. Their power output is only a

few watts, but this s enough to send thou-

sands of conversations along light-guide

cables. Today a caole can carry 30.000 two-

way transmissions, and in a few years it

should be able to carry three times that

amount. Like -copper cables, optical fibers

need repealers, but only every 6 to 20 -'-iles.

As ;ho c'oatu'o's central nervous system
begins to flicker with laser pulses carrying

digilal voice, computer, and video.data, that

oneoartcner^nl ire weal see—the tele-

phone !. ue ".vi-'. !-- ed lo receive it all.

On Buchsbaums desk ar Bell Labs, next to

a symbolic quill pen sits what looks like a

small computer terminal with a handset at-

tached. It has a small display screen, a key-

board for typing commands, and a built-in

speakerphone. It is called EPIC, which
stands for Everyone's Planning and Infor-

mation Communication system, an experi-

mental phone system desoned for busi-

nesses. EPIC is a combination computer and
telephone. It also has a touch-screen fea-

ture, To tell the machine what to do. you

merely touch the aporopnate spots next to

a -en. cf not cos displayed on the screen.

EPiC goes a step beyond the "smart"

phones that are starting to appear Just as

we -now have phones aole to remember a

short list of often-called numbers, someday
we will have no need for phone books. Local

telephone companies will not need to print

phone directories; the telephone itself will find

the numbers you want. The terminal will store

your personal phone list and witl be able to

query various Titormaticn scv.eos for phone
numbers anywhere in the country.

When someone oa' s. EPIC's screen can

show you the phone number of the incoming

call so you can dec de whether you want to

take it, ignore it, or have the phone record

the caller's message. If you are not al home,

EPIC "can refer your caller to a phone where
you are. It can oe mated to sensors that will

detect smoke, fire, or burglars, and contact

the lire or police departments. EPIC also

handles mail electronically. Y::>,.i ear phone

your letters lo other EPIC terminals at Ihe

speed of light, instead of ai the speed of the

U.S. .Postal Service.

In the future, EPIC (or one of its descend-
ants) will let you pay bills by phone and will

keep track of your checks and even listen to

you. The system will someday include voice

recognition and will be programmed to un-:



derstand the individual voices of the family

that owns the telephone terminal. Family

members will be able to talk to their home
phone. It'll understand them and even an-

swer them with its own voice.

AT&T's plans for EPIC are still unclear. Bell

Labs has been testing the hardware for more
than two years, .but questions of pricing and
distribution have not been settled.

In the meantime, a system very much like

EPIC is being tested in Harrisburg, Pennsyl-

vania, and Orlando, Florida. There phone
customers are using a BTL-developed sys-

tem called CLASS (for Customer Local Area
Signaling Service). In a yearlong experi-

ment begun in the spring of 1983, cus-

tomers have had the option of using a num-
ber pad on their phone to program the phone
company's central computer with instruc-

tions about what to do with incoming calls.

A small add-on screen that shows the

phone number of the caller informs GLASS
users who is calling. CLASS users can also

alert the phone company to trace an anon-

ymous phone call, and the user can instruct

the phone not to ring when a call comes from

a specified number. (The caller gets a pre-

recorded voice saying: 'At this time the party

whose number you're. calling is not accept-

ing your call.") Or the phone can be made
to signal with a distinct ring when a certain

number (your boss's?) is on the line. And a
CLASS customer who just misses a call can
tell his phone to dial up the number of the

last incoming call.

As the telei 3 get smarter,

they will also get cheaper, smaller, and more
mobile. One idea waiting to be born is the

old science-fiction dream of the wrist com-
municator. Within a decade, leiephone tech-

nology will produce a whstwatch-size com-
municator that will be a' combination
telephone, computer, and data service. It

could also provide a smart calendar to re-

mind you of such important dates as when
to pay your income taxes.

Ivan B'ekey, director of advanced pro-

grams for NASA, foresees a day when we
will have wrist-phone systems that could

provide 25 million users in thousands of U.S.

cities, towns, and villages instant access to

one another. The wrist phones would be
small and cheap (less than $25, says Be-
key), and they would be linked by a power-
ful and sophisticated communications sat-

ellite hovering in geosiavonary orbit. It would"

require 280 kilcwal'.s o: elec:rcal power, far

more than any satellite operating today.

Already there are companies laying the

groundwork for the kind ol extraterrestrial

communications hookup that will make wrist

communicators possible. One Pennsylva-

nia-based firm, Mobilsat, has asked the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

for permission to set up a national mobile-

phone system. Its plan calls for putting a pair

of communications satellites in geosyn-
chronous orbit and marketing a $2,000 unil

(about the size of a phone-answering ma-
chine) that its customers could install in their
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Jus! sign, here, and you can eai a]' the frosted breakfast cm cats you
want, with no fear of cavities."

cars. With the uni' arc a special car antenna
about the size of a coffee can, .someone
could call anywhere in the country with the

direct-satellite link.

Even though the phone system's purpose
is to serve humankind (and of course to turn

a profit for the various phone companies),

as its technology and_accessibility improve,

our dependence on it will increase as well.

It is clear that over the past century our re-

lationship with it has grown more complex.
Today we have a kind of symbiotic relation-

ship with our telephones. In tomorrow's so-

ciety, this symbiosis, for better or worse, will

be even stronger.

As technology keeps shrinking the size of

the communications hardware, it seems likely

that early in the next century, microminiatur-

ized communicators can be mated directly

with the human nervous system. Already the

marriage of biology and electronics has be-

gun. There are redicai devices designed
at the University of Pittsburgh Medical School

and the University of Utah that can be im-

planted in a human to monitor bodily func-

tions and release medication into the blood-

stream. Also, the new field of molecular

electronics, pioneered at the University ol

North Carolina at.Chapel Hill, EtvlV Associ-

ates, of Rockville, Maryland, and other insti-

tutions suggests that someday computer
chips may be made of such biological ma-
terials as proteins.

Out of work like this could come biocorn-

municators wired directly to the human brain,

or even a man-made sensory system. This

isanidea.so revolutionary that only science-

fiction writers have contemplated what this

may mean to the human spirit. With that in

mind, let me exercise a science-fiction writ-

er's prerogative and offer a vision of what a
world with molecular electronic devices
would belike.

Sometime in the next century, these mi-

crocornmunicator implants would be in-

stalled in the skull of a human, perhaps at

puberty—a future version of today's ritual of

giving a teenager his or her own telephone.

The microelectronic communicators would

be wired directly into the nervous system,

conceivably connected with the body's sen-

sory receptors. This would allow a person

not only to talk and listen to phone mes-
sages but to experience a full range of long-

distance sensory stimuli with ever^ sense:

sights, sounds, textures, tastes, and smells.

Like those who today saunter through city

streets, headphones blasting music into their

ears, the new generation of implantees will

become immersed in their very private

worlds of sensory stimulation.

Indeed, someday our grandchildren will

find it strange that there were once humans
who lived their whole lives without commu-
nicator implants, without the ability to sum-
mon at will information from the Library of

Congress or to share an experience with a
friend halfway around the world. Someday
we may hear the words, "How lonely you
must have been in the old days," as our
grandchildren converse with us from the red

sands of Mars.DO



A MAN
WHO KNEW

HIS BIRDS

Meechum swung his binoculars up.

The foresl veil played its deception,

but among the leaves, the rust o! a flick-

ering tail went up and down. Meechum
pressed a button on his recorder "Hermit

thrush," he said softly

"Tuck, luck, tuck," said the thrush,

it was routine work. After Ihese few last

observations, he'd be heading on, follow-

ing the migration south to Guatemala.
"Kit, kit," said the wren.

"Queedle. queedle," said the jay.

Meechum stalked ahead, mentally

composing the pages oi his textbook. In

his imagination il was ornamented with

creeping vines and lendrils, but in the

museum edition it would, of course, be a

straightforward work.

"Beep, beep," said the woodcock.
"Smack, smack." said ihe thrasher.

The forest gave way to an old field, flat

except for some grass-grown rocks,

piled by a larmer a half-century ago.

Meechum moved along the edge of Ihe

meadow, threading a line between foresl

and field, recording, sorting, ananging,

cataloging Ihe sights and sounds.

At the meadow's end he stopped.
cupped his hands around his mouth, and

gave a sharp, staccalo call. Calls were
his specialty; he could lure birds,

playing on their instincls with ihe perfect

certainty of the outcome.
"Queedle. queedle." answered the jay

on cue a moment later, to confirm

the theory of irreversible drives sealed

by mechanical fates.

A breeze played over the meadow.
Grass and flowers bent and swayed.

Insects and birds fluttered along, but only

one mind was at work—Meechum's.
"For only in man," weni the text of his

book, "are the powers of intellect freed.

Man alone." the paragraph concluded,

"has broken the bars of instinct."

A few illuminated vines and leaves

wound around this, and its author stalked

on. listening to the marvelous but

mindless machine on all sides of him

—

queedfing, tuck-tucking, smack-smacking.

PAINTING BY ARMODIO

In the forest primeval

birds migrate, sing, forage,

and show their plumage
to the man who thinks he knows
it all already. But the

birds also guard their secrets

BY WILLIAM KOTZWINKLE
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Meechum filed the birdcalls with that ease-

ful certainty of the expert, with a peculiar

sort of thunking sensation in his brain, oi ma-
terial going where it was supposed to.

He walked along, noting the peculiarities

of terrain, expecting and l.nding nests ex-

actly where they should be. A pair of eggs
were revealed in a nest deftly hidden, not in

a tree but in a certain kind of ground cover

Meechum knew well. Finding the eggs there

almost filled him with sadness, for the poor

birds would always and everlastingly lay their

eggs that way, and an intelligent investigator

would always find them. The poor, simple

creatures were slaves to instincts that oc-

casionally seemed pitiful. He disguised the

ground nest again. No, he said to himself,

there is no freedom here, free as we may
think the birds are. And it is always the same;

they are mechanical creations.

As for their fabulous singing, reflected

Meechum, it too is instinctual and predict-

able down to the last note. The beauty of

evensong is an ancient recording, the same
now as it was ten thousand years ago—un-

changing, caught in unrelenting sameness.
A shame, in a way, but that is blind nalure's

style. Man alone has been Ireed, and man
alone rules. And Meechum felt that man's

sentimental propclions concerning bird song

would ultimately die and be banished by a

more accurate and scientific view of the

matter. -No, bird song was not inspired, nor

was it the poetry that emotional fools made

ol it. It was . . . code. And he, Meechum, was
the master ol the code.

"Zwee, zwee, zwee," said the warbler.

"Pee-wee? Pee-wee 7 " asked the. fly-

catcher.

And then: "Who-cooks-for-you. who-
cooks -tor-you . .

."

Extraordinary, (nought Meechum. He's fif-

teen hundred miles off the beam.
And then: "No-hope, no-hope . .

.".

Meechum could not have been more
stunned if he'd walked. into a wall. A white-

winged and an Inca dove, here?

Fifteen hundred miles off the beam?
He entered the brush, his excitement

growing, the fading afternoon tingling with

discovery as he switched on his recorder.

"Who-cooks-for-you, who-cooks-for-you."

Marvelousl He went down on all fours and
moved deeper into the brush. There was a

faint rustling off to the side, as of a large an-

imal circling, but what he sought was much
smaller, much more delicate, would be hold-

ing to the ground, just ahead.

Carefully, gently, he moved one branch

aside and then another. The parted veil re-

vealed . . . nothing at all. He brought himself

up closer, like an inchworm. He'd make
identification in a moment more, of course;

he could never fail on something like this.

"Howdy .
.

."

The voice spun him around crazily, as if

the forest floor were a rug that'd been pulled

"out from underneath him. Meechum stared

across the little clearing, in which he'd never

heard a single human sound, and now, at a

crucial time like this, on the brink of an ex-

traordinary sighting

—

"You lost?" A grizzled old local was com-
ing toward him, hat on sideways, a de-

mented grin on his face. Drunk, thought

Iviocchum, an old drunk.

"Please," said Meechum softly, "there's a

bird in there." He pointed toward the bushes.

"Well, flush the bugger out!" The codger
took off his cap, rushed at the bushes, and
staned beating dn them.

"No!" Meechum grabbed him by the arm.

The old yokel was light as a feather, and
Meechum pulled him back easily.

"You go at '& strong, don'cha?" The old

drunk cackled and spat a stream of tobacco

juice into the leaves where the rare doves
were, or had been.

"Please," said Meechum again, speaking

slowly, as if to an idiot. "I'm doing fieldwork.

I've made an important sighting of a wind-

drifted vagrant."

The man squinted toward the leaves. "Pair

of pigeons?"

Meechum's heart sank. "Yes, are they

yours?"

"Brought em all the way from Mexico," said

the man, proudly straightening his hat.

"I see." said Meechum, crestfallen, the

moment gone, the day over "The doves are

your pets."

"I was out there workin'— " The old man
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smelt faintly offish. Tne ocean wasn't far: he

must be a fisherman. "I seen them pigeons
and heard 'em talking 'mongst them-
selves—"

"Yes," said Meechum glumly, putting his

microphone away for (he day, "and you
brought them back with you."

"—goin' 'who-cooks-for-you, who-cooks-

for-you.'
"

Meechum's hand stopped, with the mi-

crophone Stiil in il.Aulomalcally nee eked

it on again. "What did you say?"

"I said, 'who-cooks-for-you, who-cooks-ior-

you.' "The old cod's mouth wrinkled up mis-

chievously, producing the most perfect dove
call Meechum had ever heard.

"No-hope., no-nope." continued the codger
inthesameexpeu lanes. h:s toothless gums
shaping the delicate sound. Then, seeing the

confusion on Meechum's iaoe. he bursl into

cackling laughter.

It took Meecnums o-a n a second to catch

up to the wild, high-pitched laugh, but his

file system was whiring. the aughter famil-

iar, incredibly so. Fulmaris glacialis, ob-

served Meechum, as the correct file drawer

opened in his mind and then closed again:

laughter of an arctic seabird, south to New-
foundland, also ncrtnen Lurasia— but pro-

duced by an old nut in the forest.

"Yessir," said the codger, "I brung them
pigeons here all right and lurned 'em loose.

Along with all the rest." He looked at Mee-
chum, slapped his thigh and started laugh-

ing again—weird, shitting, kaleidoscopic

drawers oooni.ng an; closing as tne old fisn

erman'slaughter raraod c.mickly through bird

families from tne eastern Atlantic to Ihe In-

dian Ocean. Meechum heard ring-necked

pheasants, long-eared owls, rough-winged
swallows, and a downy woodpecker: the

lorest seemed to till with yellow throated /-

reos, black-throateu warblers and evening

grosbeaks He heard, distinctly, a purole

finch, a scarlet tanager, and a sdssor-tailed

flycatcher. Meechum turned his recorder

nervously on. olf. on again.

"Yessir, there are more birds in these parts

than a feller might think." cackled the old

reprobate "Wei
.
ihoy keeps i tie bugs away,

right? Eh?" He cackled again and poked
Meechum good-naturedly in the ribs with his

bony finger.

Meechum teetered and pitched over.

"What's wrong?" asked the old loony, as

Meechum sank down heavily on a stump.
"Ycu -ee-in al right? You sure you aint lost?"

"No," stammered Meechum. feeling as ii

he'd jusl bounced "rom oreeomg ground to

o reeclmg ground, halfway round the earth.

The old zany- laughed again, then gave a
low noooo. noon, hoooo. He looked at Mee-
chum. "You know what lhal is?"

"Spruce grouse."

"We call "em lool hens," said 'he old man.
who-cackled again, as if at the funniest joke

in the world. A one; series of calls came from

him then, in rapid succession. Meechum fol-

lowed Ihem, his mind going through its reg-

ular cataloging, a lifetime's '.raining at work.

"Queer-a-chi-queer, queer-a-chi-queer."

The old man war: dancing shaking his baggy
pants legs, rattling off cats with mad glee.

A green warbler had landed in his hat.

Meechum poinfed his microphone in-

stinctively, bul it was -not the warbler who
sang into it but rather the old man, and the

song was that of some fantastic mocking-
bird whose repertoire was music from a

thousand foresis, a million lakes, and the

seven seas. Meechum's mind whirled, faster

than any tape recorder, from call to call, his

information bank lighting up madly as the

old sailor cackled and cawed, twittered and
cooed, clicked and whistled.

If he publishes, thought Meechum in a

panic, I'm ruined.

This painful thought was guickiy sub-

merged, lor Meechum found it impossible

to think with such an awesome medley of

birdcalls filling his brain. He wanted to rise

and go, wanted to find the path to the road

and drive away, but he was fastened to the

slump, tiling, cataloging, filing some more
as the old loony danced, arms akimbo, call-

ing, calling, calling, in a Babel of bird

tongues, the warbler still sitting in his hat.

Meechum's mouth hung open, his eyes
glazing over. He was imprisoned; he was
being called.

No call was lelt oul, from jungle to moun-
iaintop. How? his Iree mind would have cried,

but it was no longer iree. Meechum sat like

a toads'.ool. ike a tree-ear hstehing.

"Titi-ri-titi-ri.titi-ri-titi-ri,
.

."

The old man flapped his elbows, cocked
his head, scuffed his fee'. Meechum blinked

mechanically, seeing a dejected, hunched
plover on the Arctic lundra. then a spas-

modic, funning wagtail on Spanish ground.

Yet the only rea bird present -was the warbler

on the old codger's hat. The warbler looked

at Meechum.
Its little black eyes filled with an expres-

sion Meechum had never seen before. The
warbler turned, first this way, fhen that, to

stare at him. His own brain was numbed,
nelted. imprisoned by song, and the war-

bler was saying, in illuminated thought
framed round with vines and tendrils, Birds

alone know the meaning of song.

Meechum closed his eyes. Texts and
guides" were fluttering in his head, page alter

page, the pages blurring like wings in flight.

He saw an immerse, w.hen.ing formation,

and heard its magnificent call, an immensity

of wing beats 'ii.itenng through his nerves.

He forced his eyes open, expecting to see

an evening sky lillod with birds, but there

were only the pines and a crazy old coot,

hopping toward the brush, with a warbler in

his hat. Twittering, cheeping, cawing, the old

man disappeared, and the ioresl was still.

Meechum rose from h.s stu-rp and listened.

There was a faint kiee *iee kiee from afar.

"Merlin," he said softly into his micro-

phone. "Labrador south to Nova Scotia."

A faint whisper of wings came out of the

pines, and the shadow of the little merlin

hawk glided silently by.OO
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To guard against

human and environmental foes, man
designed a second skin

FASHION FOR
ALIEN

FRONTIERS
BY PAUL HILTS

rehistoric humans had only

their wits and reflexes to protect them from Ihe dangers of a

hostile environment. By the Middle Ages, people had learned

to fashion steel plate to encase the body. And ever since,

protective clothing has provided an odd mixture of design

and durability. In Ihese garments the form is the function;
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47/?e self-made turtle

has found a way to gain a sense of identity

inside his shell

3

the function, form. Contrasts appear; sim-

ilarities crop up where you would least ex-

pect them. Metallic "skin" is part of both

the oldest and the newest ideas in protec-

tion (ram's-horn helmet and fire fighter's

suit, previous pages). Abstract vestiges of

the human face inluse the pictures above
with the haunting, mystical aura of ancienf

icons. But where the firemen's turn-of-the-

century smoke masks (top left and bottom
right, above), glassblower's mask (top right,

above), and kendo practice mask (bottom

left) have a blank, anonymous look, the

NASA extravehicular- activity suit at right

displays the wearer's whole face. The self-

made turtle has found a way to gain a sense

of ideniily inside his shell.

The samurai armor above and the deep-

'j*:-



diving suit at left share a lobste- ks, segmented, hard-skin

design. But the diving suit, unlike ihe samurai armor, does
not hide the wearer behind a terrifying mask ot iron. Our
weapons have improved, and heavy armor has become
impractical tor war. When battling the elements, we do not

need grotesque masks; there is no reason to carve steel

to imitate living flesh. As we take our first steps off this

planet, we will abandon our pupat cocoons, emerging
headfirst into the light. The abstractions of armor are left

behind as face, then body appear, seemingly as open to

the elements as was prehistoric man. Our protection was
iron. Now it is plastic. Soon it will be energy fields.OQ

bAs we take our first, tentative steps off this planet, we will abandon the safety of our

pupal cocoons, emerging headfirst into the !ight3



It's sure hard to keep your

eyes on the

heavens when Earth keeps

SEAOF
TRANQUILLITY
BYMARCLAIDLAW

It
was the year 1969. In ihe

van, Jeif was broasling

alive, and his tongue had
turned !o pumice, but he hardly

felt the July heat. The freeway

shimmered as il il were aflame,

and where the illusion was
strongest ihe boy imagined he
could see through cement to

the surface of Earth's moon.
Somewhere high above Bur-

bank's smoggy, gray sky.

:l-f:- l.j'iar excirs.cn "odulo
crouched like a spider on siilts.

Down here, lanes merged and
diverged, cars sped from near
to far away in seconds, and
two ladies in black changed
a lire on a black T-Bird by
the side of the road. Up there.

aslronauis waited to walk.

When they parked at a

supermarket, Jeff begged his

dad to leave the key in the

ignition. He leaped to turn up
the radio, but the engine
cover seared his legs. "Yowl"

"Careful, Jeff." said his

mother, wearing dark

without depth or surface.

iit."

His brother Eddie said.

"Hey, Mom, lookit
—

"

"Shr Jeff said.

He listened to ihe static.

hoping to catch the voices of

astronauts or Houston Control.

"Drink Royal Crown Cola
—

"

"Don't shush me," said

Eddie, flicking Jeff's earlobe.

Jeff spun around, ready

to punch his brother.

"Boys, I'll turn it off."

"He started it!" Jeff said.

"I'm in no mood for this." She
snapped il off. "Here's your

father."

"See?" said Jeff, glaring.

"I see a monkey," said Eddie.

Their dad got in, and they

drove on into Burbank.

Jeff's aunt and uncle lived in

a tiny Spanish-sfyle house
with white stucco walls, a roof

of ove- lapping pink tiles, and

PAINTING BY LUDEK PESEK



a yard guarded by a picket fence. As they

parked, Uncle Lou came out on the porch
with a can of Coors. He was a tall redhead,

as broad as the doorway and crimson from

sunburn.

Jeff was the first one out of the van. "Uncle

Lou, have you seen it? They're on the moon!"

As he ran through the gate, he heard

barking. Too late, he remembered Mab.
The black Labrador retriever bounded

around the side of the'house. He yelled as

she knocked him down, then stood over him
drooling, her paws on his shoulders.

Lou laughed as he pulled the dog away.

"You'll never be an astronaut il you can't get

past Mab."
"There's no dogs in space, "Jeff said, get-

ting to his knees. "A dog went up with Sput-

nik, but she burned up on reeniry."

Mab strained at her collar, trying to pounce
on Jeff's dad as he came through the gate.

"How's the space shot?"

Lou took his hand. "Bad reception, Billy-

boy. Come on in."

Jeff was ihe first inside. The TV gave the

living room a blue glow. On the screen was
a mode! of the LEM in its gold foil wrapper.

"Oh, boy!" Jeff said. "Color."

"Hello, boys," said Aunt Maddy.

Her dark hair was up in a bun, and her

lipstick shone a weird shade of purple as it

caught light from the TV. Jeff tasted cherry

wax when she kissed him. "Gosh, it's good .

to see you two."

"It's only been a week," he said.

"Do you want something to drink? Juice

or soda pop?"

"RC." Eddie said.

They followed her info the kitchen, where
she filled glasses with ice and cola.

"Do they have soda pop on the moon?'

Eddie asked.

"Not yet," said Jeff. "They eat Kool-Pops
and stuff like toothpaste. Hey, Aunt Maddy, I

got some Sputnik bubble gum."

"You know all about space, don't you?" she

said. "I bet you'll be the smartest astronaut

they ever see."

"He's no astronaut." Eddie said.

"I will be. I'll be ihe first man on Mars."

"I'll bet."

"Okay, boys," said their mother, entering

the kitchen. -"You know you shouldn't be
drinking that stuff."

Jeff slipped past her into the living room
and dropped onto the sofa. RC stung and
hissed in his mouth. His dad had set up a

camera tripod in front of the TV and was tak-

ing his Nikon from the case while Walter

Cronkite described the leg of the lunar ex-

cursion module.

The screen showed static.

"Hope this clears up." said his dad.

Cronkite said that they were looking at the

lunar surface now. Crestfallen, Jeff peered

at the fuzzy image. There was no stunning

landscape of sharp horizons and vast cra-

ters, no Earfh floating moonlike in star-prick-

led space. " .

"It has to get better," he said.

"You wish," said Uncle Lou, crossing to

the front door and going out,
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'Jeff, " said his dad, "could I get you to hold

the camera?"
As he stood, his innards lurched from car-

bonation.

The screen door squealed, and Mab
bounded inside. She leapt onto Jeff, bathing

him in slobber while he called for help.

"Hey, watch Ihe camera!"

Lou came back in, pulled Mab away, and
thrust her outside.

Eddie, giggling, said, "1 don't want to watch

the stupid old moon. Isn't there a game on?"

"Why don't you look?" said Uncle Lou.

"Lou," said Maddy, "this is the moon."

The screen was a flurry of black and while;

color TV made no difference. Walter Cron-

kite's voice gave way to the faraway hiss of

Ihe astronauts. Neil Armstrong.said—
"If you want a better car, go see Call"

Eddie had changed the channel by re-

ins i- cac
"This ; histo

said Jeff.

"Well, they're not doing anything yet," said

Jeffs mother. "It won't hurt for .a minute."

Eddie wandered from the TV, oblivious to

the condition he had created.

"Go see Catv go see Cal. go see Call"

Jeff's dad reached for the knob.

Lou said, "Wait a minute, Bill, Let's see
what this is."

"It's a commercial, "Bill said. Disbelief was
plain in his. voice. He shook his head and
turned back to the moon.

Jeff saw Maddy lay a hand on Lou's arm
and look into his face.

"Get me another beer," he said,

"Get it yourself," she said.

"I'm close/' Jeff's mother said, and ducked
into the kitchen.

.

The picture wavered like a tapestry ol lu-

nar snow and glare, but Jeff was deter-

mined to figure it out. He thought he could

see ghosts moving in the snow. Then the im-

age settled, and he saw reruns of the Apollo

11 liftoff; a black-and-white torch blasting

ramparts aside, flaring high, and dwindling

into blue sky. Animated illustrations showed
the rocket's stages parting in flight; the rel-

ative distance of the moon; the ship's orbital

path and the loop of its planned return, a

dashed infinity sign.

"What sort of pictures do you think you'll

get, Bill?" Lou said.

"I don'i really know."

"Can't imagine they'll come out."

"Uncle Lou," Eddie said, "can we see your

Vee-nam pictures? You always say you'll

show us your chopper."

"Not now."

"Why not?" said Maddy. "I'll get them."

He caught her arm. repeating, "Not now.

Not with all this." He gestured with his fresh

beer. "It's bad enough as it is,"

She drew away from him and went into the

kitchen. Jeff watched her open the fridge

and stare inside, her face pale. Reaching tor

a beer, she glanced over, saw him watching

her, and smiled.

"Tuna sandwich, Jeff?" she called.

"Please."

She brought in a foil triangle and sat next

to him on the sofa while he unwrapped it.

"When I go to Mars I'll get you to make my
lunches," he said, chewing.

"It's a deal."

"And when I gel there I'll send a message
to you."

"Really? What will you say?"

"I don't know. 'We did it.'

"

She laughed. He offered her half of his

sandwich.

"Your Uncle Lou doesn't think we should

waste energy sending people into space."

"Christ," said Lou,

"He says we should take care of our prob-

lems on Earth before we take oft for the

moon."

"I guess," said Jeff, saddened. He looked

at his uncle, who was watching TV with a

surly smile.

"I don't think he believes in stars any-

more."

"That's like not believing in Walter Cron-

kite," Jeff said.

The camera clicked.

Maddy laughed. "Oh, Bill, you're a riot,

"s^ng oictures of pictures."

"They'll be valuable someday. Jeff and
Eddie will be able to look at them and re-

member this."

"If they remember to look," said Lou. He
got up and wa x.ed fix- :he back of the house.

"What's with him?" asked Jeff's dad, her

brother,

"I don't know, Bill."

"How've you been, Maddy?" asked his

mother, sitting beside Jeff. With aduits on
either side, he felt overwhelmed. He slipped

from the sofa and stood by his father, still

focusing on the television.

"Hey," said his dad. "I think this is it. Turn

up the sound, Jeff."

He hurried to the TV. An astronaut spoke:

"It's kind of soft; you can kick it around

CONilNUbDONRflGElOS



The question is, Can UFOs and
other so-called alien

phenomena be explained by

the present scientific

paradigm? One astronomer

answers with a resounding no

IRJTERV/IEUU V,,'
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For millennia the Zuni Indians have made their way up the

burnt and chiseled slopes of Superstition Mountain. This

yearly pilgrimage, marked by days of fasting under a blis-

tering sun, culminates af the top. There, the Zuni hold ecstatic

communion with the thunder gods, their emissaries from the stars.

About 40 miles east of Superstition, outside of Phoenix, lies an-

other geographical wonder: a mammoth slab of rock sculpted by

nature to resemble a monk kneeling in prayer Facing the monk, in

the foothills of Quartz Mountain, are the stark, red boulders and

cacti that have been attracting the wealthy io this desert for years.

II you follow a meandering road up, up, up into the heart of Quartz

Mountain, you come to Paradise Canyon. And there, in sun-

drenched chambers lull of arches and antiques, you can find J.

Allen Hynek, the nation's foremost authority" on UFOs.

Hynek does not own this spectacular hacienda in the sun. He is

merely a guest, ensconced in temporary comfort by the good

graces of an anonymous benelacior who, like the Zuni, hopes to

pry some salvation from the sky. Hynek is like the Zuni, too. He has

journeyed a lifetime to reach this sumptuous house where, he's

told, his benefactor will establish a UFO research center without

rival in the world. And if anyone deserves to head such a center,

it is the seveniy-four-year-old Hynek himself.

Hynek was not always sympathetic to the idea of flying saucers.

Through the Forties and Fifties, he worked as a research scientist

at Ohio State and Harvard University, producing rigorous papers

on supernovas and electronic satellite tracking. He served as as-

sociate director of the Smithsonian Institution's Astrophysical Ob-

servatory, establishing a dozen major observatories around the

world. And from 1960 to 1974 he was chairman of the astrono-

my department at Northwestern University. As a sideline this hard-

headed skeptic worked with the AirForce, debunking UFO reports

for the infamous investigative effort known as Project Blue Book

But somewhere along the line, Hynek's outlook changed. Though

hed long tried to squelch one UFO flap alter the next, he came to
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<iWe don't

have UFOs, only UFO
reports. The

patterns and contents

of these reports

constitute the UFO
phenomenon.

The phenomenon says

nothing about

little green men. Belief

or disbelief in

UFOs is irrelevant.^

feel thai some sightings, especially those

made by such qualified witnesses as pi-

lots and meteorc cgist-3, defied explanation.

"I slowly realized," he says, "that I wasn't

being scientifically honest. The sightings

needed further investigation, but we were

disregarding them, throwing data away."

That realization put Hynek on a path he

would follow for the rest of his life. He began

making copies ot all the documents to come
out of Blue Book and gathered data that

would allow him to study UFOs as they had

never been studied before. He classified the

various types of reports and even traveled

around the country investigating the more

interesting ones. While less rebellious col-

leagues insisted UFOs were meteors, ball

lightning, or cloud formations, Hynek began

to say there was nothing in the accepted sci-

entific paradigm to explain them all.

His obsession resulted, in 1972, in the

founding of the Center for UFO Studies, in

Evanston, Illinois. A small operation run on

Ihe donations ot friends, the center pro-

duced the most respectable papers and

monographs in a field replete with mis-

guided enthusiasts, psychopaths, and

frauds. In the process, Hynek defined the

UFO and profiled UFO witness. He also de-

veloped a series of scenarios to explain

UFOs and to challenge the laws of physics

as we know them today.

It's no surprise that Hynek's activities have

thrust him into the limelight. He contributed

the title to Steven Spielberg's film Cfose En-

counters of the Third Kind, made a cameo
appearance in the movie, and is the subject

of a question in ihe Silver Screen edition of

Trivial Pursuit. A major beer manufacturer has

even written a commercial for Hynek. but he

doesn't know if he likes the script, "Too

beery," he says, "and too gullible, too

suggestive of a belief in E.T"

It is this pop appeal, perhaps, that annoys

Hynek's critics most. Noted UFO skeptic

Philip J. Klass, author of UFOs: The Public

Deceived, feels that all the publicity is help-

ing Hynek to mislead the public. Hynek, he

says, profits from radio, television, and lec-

ture tours. Furthermore, Klass suggests in

his book, Hynek is typical of ihe failed and

aging scientist who has resorted to UFOs in

a last, desperate attempt to capture a little

glory. Aerospace expert and UFO skeptic

James E. Oberg has other problems with

Hynek. "We can account for all the types of

UFO sightings without resorting to extraor-

dinary explanations." Oberg says. "More-

over, it's foolish to assume that one must be

crazy, drunk, or uninformed to suffer mis-

perception. A totally sane and sober pilot or

meteorologist can be fooled by his senses

as easily, in some cases even more easily,

than the average person. To see UFOs one

need not be crazy, just human."

But Hynek stands firm. He says he may
be on the verge of solving one ot mankind's

major mysteries. And, he adds, a desire tor

glory has nothing to do with his claims. "I

could become -a UFO guru if I wanted to,"

he says. "I could have thousands of disci-

ples and ride around in limousines, And like

most cull leaders, I could be rich. Those are

things I would never consider."

What Hynek does consider these days is

dividing his time between the established

center in Evanston and the new research fa-

cility in Phoenix. He flies between the two

cities on his senior c'czer s pass, gearing up

the Phoenix office for.a potent research ef-

fort while the Evanston center continues to

publish journals and reports.

Omni senior editor Pamela Weintraub in-

terviewed Hynek at his headquarters on

Quartz Mountain, opposite the massive rock

figure of the praying monk. Weintraub was

particularly impressed by a floor-length

bathroom window, through which she saw a

small stone fountain set against a towering

wall of rock. When asked about this stun-

ning piece of design, Hynek, anxious to dis-

sociate himsell from the aura of wealth, re-

sponded, "We're going to rent an office in

downtown Phoenix. We want a setting that's

more egalitarian, more appropriate to a lab."

Omni; Many people consider you the world's

foremost ufologist, yet you started out a

staunch skeptic. Can you describe those

early days?

Hynek; On May 5, 1910, at five days of age,

I was taken on the roof to see Halley's Comet.

Years later, after getting my Ph.D. in astron-

omy from the University of Chicago, I weath-

ered the Depression at the university's ob-

servatory in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. I
lived

like a king on my fellowship of sixty-eight

dollars and fifty cents a month, and I slept

and cooked my meals under the dome of

the observatory. It was like living in a mon-

astery. I was so utterly steeped in astronomy

that the rest of the world didn't exist.
I
didn't

even know that Hitler burned books. It was

a great isolation.

Then the war came along, and I got mar-

ried. I was on my honeymoon and passing

through Washington, DC. when I offered my
services to what was then the equivalent of

the National Science Foundation. They
learned I was a radio ham; so they had me
help develop an explosive device called the

radio proximity "fuze," which was used
against Kamikaze planes and V-1 buzz

bombs and that ultimately detonated the

A-bomb over Hiroshima. It's the only thing in

life I've come to regret.

After that I
went to Ohio State, where I

served as director of the school's McMillin

Observatory. One memorable day in 1948,

three Air Force officers from nearby Wright

Field came by in full regalia. We chatted

about the weather for a while, and finally one

of them asked, "What do you think about

flying saucers?" "it's a helluva lot of non-

sense," I said, "a fad, postwar nerves, a

craze." I apparently said the right thing be-

cause the Air Force asked if I'd like to be a

consultant to Project Sign, an attempt to deal

with the great many reports pouring in. I said

sure, why not? It was a chance to eat fresh

lobster, flown in from Boston, at the officers

club, and it certainly didn't require that I

compromise my work as an astronomer.

So once or twice a month I'd visit Wright



Fieid, and they'd give me a stack o! UFO
reports. I'd go through them and say, "Well,

this is obviously a meteor," or "This is not a

meteor, but I'll bet you it's a balloon." I was

a thorough skeptic, and I'm afraid I
helped

to engender the idea that it must be non-

sense, therefore it is nonsense, I always did

my best for the Air Force, pulling the chest-

nuts out of the fire with my explanations.

Omni: I bet the Air Force appreciated that.

Hynek-. Sure. They found the whole idea of

flying saucers repugnant. They tried to ig-

nore the reports at first, but they were, after

all. responsible for protecting us from any-

thing that flies, so they had to respond in a

public-relations sense. They spent much of

their time answering letters from kids and lit-

tle old ladies in tennis shoes.

Omni: Wasn't there anything more compel-

ling afoot?

Hynek: Oh, yes, but that disturbed them.

What bothered the Air Force most were the

reports coming from their own military pilots,

men they had trained to be good observers.

In fact, reports from military personnel

caused General Nathan Twining to write a

paper recommending that the government

take the sightings seriously. But his proposal

was killed by General Hoyt S. Vandenberg,

a show-me type from Missouri who prohib-

ited the paper's release.

My own report in June 1949 concluded

that eighty percent of the sightings had as-

tronomical or other obvious explanations,

and twenty percent could not be explained.

But I said that if we investigated further, we
could probably explain those, too.

I was still at the university, teaching classes

and observing the sky through a sixty-nine-

inch telescope, and UFOs didn't seem to get

too much publicity for a while. Then, in July

1952, civilians on the ground and airline pi-

lots flying into Washington Airport reported

lights cavorting over the White House. This

sighting created quite a stir, stealing a lot of

newspaper space from the Democratic con-

vention. And it put the spotlight back on the

Air Force, which, under pressure, started

Project Blue Book. That's when they called

their great debunker—me—out of moth-

balls. But when I came back, I realized that

Project Blue Book was little more than a

public-relations campaign. They'd had the

word handed down from the Pentagon:

"Don't get the public excited: emphasize the

things that are solvable, and put the kibosh

on cases you can't explain."

Omni: Why did they want it done that way?

Hynek: Perhaps they honestly feared public

panic. Also, the Air Force is responsible for

everything in the air, and it would be very

bad PR. if they were to say, "Yes, UFOs are

real, but we're helpless." Time and again I

observed the official poop sheets, always

quoting only the number of cases solved.

They would develop all sorts of crazy expla-

nations. Sometimes the Pentagon would give

one explanation and Wright Field another, in

obvious contradiction. Sometimes they would

say if was Venus, when, at the time of ob-

servation, Venus was below the. horizon.

During my entire stay at Blue Book I never
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once had a really serious scientific dialogue

on the subject of UFOs.
Omni: Who ran Blue Book?

Hynek: Always Air Force employees, and

until the very end, never anyone above a

captain or a major. The first director of Blue

Book was the late Captain Ed Ruppelt, whose

prime purpose was to tell the brass what

UFOs were—not to perpetuate a mystery.

He was soon followed by Captain Charles

Hardin, a misplaced broker who spent most

of his time reading stock-market reports in

the office. Hardin was amusing because he

hated flying—whenever he went out to in-

vestigate a case, he took a train. After Har-

din came Captain George T Gregory, who
reminded rrie of an apple polisher who gives

whatever answer his superiors seem to want.

People think that Blue Book was a large of-

fice with computers and filing cabinets and

jets at the end of the runway ready to take

off and investigate a case. Hardly!

Omni: Why did a responsible scientist and

hard-bitten skeptic like yourself choose to

^Perhaps UFOs are

instruments introducing us

to a new notion of

life and reality. UFOs may
,

" be iliusions

created by consciousness

that exists

apart from protoplasm^

stay on at this small-time circus?

Hynek: I don't know whether you know the

story of the astronomers Johannes Kepler

and Tycho Brahe. Brahe was a marvelous

observer. He got all sorts of data, but he

hadn't the slightest idea how to use them.

Kepler had such poor eyesight he couldn't

make an observation in the back alley, but

he was also a mathematician. He took

Brahe's data and gave us Kepler's laws,

which are the basis of Newtonian mechan-

ics. I was essentially playing Kepler to the

Air Force's Tycho Brahe: The Air Force was

getting the data, and I wanted the data. So

whether it's good science or not, I
played

along. I used their photocopy machine to

make copious copies of everything. I was

building at home a near duplicate of the Air

Force's Blue Book file because I'd begun to

sense that there might be something more

important than anyone would admit.

Omni: What led you to that conclusion after

more than a decade of skepticism?

HynekrThe caliber of the witnesses. When
you get reports from professors at MIT, en-

gineers on balloon projects, military and

commercial pilots, and air-traffic controllers,

you might one day sit down and say to your-

self, 'Oust how long am I
going to keep call-

ing all these people crazy?" I realized that if

one took the reports seriously, definite pat-

terns emerged. I recall one case that oc-

curred in 1957, when I was teaching at Har-

vard. Over a period of four hours, officers at

the police station in Levelland, Texas, got

numerous calls from terrified drivers who,

unknown to one another, said that a UFO
appeared out of nowhere, causing head-

lights to go off and engines to die. The UFO
stayed for three or four minutes and then

rose, whereupon the cars allegedly became
operable again. This pattern of stalled autos

has been documented in a monograph

called UFO Reports Involving Vehicle Inter-

ference, a study of four hundred forty-one

such cases written by Mark Rodeghier, oi

the Center for UFO Studies, in Evanston.

Another extraordinary report came out of

Socorro, New Mexico, in 1964. As patrolman

Lonnie Zamora was chasing a speeder out

of town in broad daylight, he reportedly saw

this thing descending over the plains. He
went out over the sagebrush and finally

glimpsed what looked like an upside-down

car and some creatures. Then, he reported,

he saw the craft rise slowly with a sort of

whistling noise but no exhaust. It moved hor-

izontally with increasing speed and disap-

peared down what was called Six Mile Can-

yon. When he went back to investigate,

Zamora found some charred greasewood

bushes and, more important, three pod

marks, indicating the spot where the thing

had landed and scooped up some dirt.

I
myself looked into the case quite exten-

sively. I tried unsuccessfully to char the

bushes with matches, and I couldn't make
anything resembling the podlike impres-

sions that were there, even with a shovel. I

also interviewed Lonnie's old schoolteacher.

the railroad baggage man, and others—they

all gave Zamora a clean bill of health. He
was a very solid, unimaginative cop.

Omni: How did the Air Force read?

Hynek: It was the one case they latched onto

because of the physical evidence—the pod

marks, the burned branches. They thought

it was some sort of secret device. Colonel

Hector Quintinella. the last director of Blue

Book and the person in charge at the time,

believed it was a U.S. government advance-

ment on the lunar module, and he did hand-

springs to get evidence for that. But the

higher-ups told him they knew of nothing.

That really bothered him. To this day he thinks

it was a government craft. I told Quintinella

that I couldn't possibly explain it. It certainly

wasn't astronomical; it certainly wasn't a

misperception. Something physical had

been there. But I still wasn't convinced of

UFOs as a phenomenon.
Omni: Then you considered the possibility

of a hoax?
Hynek: That was claimed by UFO debunker

Philip J. Klass, who said the story had been

concocted by the chamber of commerce to

whip up tourist interest. He intimated that

there had been improved roads put in and

so forth. Well, I went back to Socorro twelve

years after the incident, in 1976, and looked



up Lonnie Zamora. He'd been hounded off

the police force. Whenever he stopped kids

for speeding, they'd say, "Why don't you go

look for little green men?" I
located him at

his filling station, and he agreed to show me
where it happened. The rented car wouldn't

make Ihe grade—improved roads, hell!—

so he took us to the area in his pickup truck.

We walked back and forth and finally found

the spot, lis so dry there the pod marks were

still there, overgrown with bushes. There were

no signs saying it happened here, no

concession stands, no T-shirts. No. I don't

believe it was a hoax, but neither did I
con-

sider that UFOs might be truly unexplain-

able until 1966, after my involvement in the

infamous swamp-gas case,

Omni: What happened there?

Hynek: A farmer named Frank Manor and

his son had described a craft landing in their

Dexter, Michigan, farmyard. They insisted

that they'd shot at it and that the bullet had

ricocheted off it with a ping. Well, I arrived

to find a circus situation, with reporters from

all over yelling, "What do you think it is?"

Some girls at nearby Hillsdale College also

had a sighting the previous night; so in the

presence of the housemother, I went into the

girls' dorm and had them draw pictures for

me. Standing at the window from which

they'd made the sighting, I realized thai they

faced a marshy arbor region, a potent source

of glowing swamp gas.

The next day was the Air Force press con-

ference on the Manor sighting. Standing be-

fore tiers of microphones and TV cameras, I

said that although I could no! prove it, the

Hillsdale incicienl indicatoc that we could

ascribe that sighting , at least, to swamp gas.

I hadn't even mentioned the Manor episode,

when reporters rushed off to the phones like

madmen. "The answer is swamp gas!" And
I couldn't say, "Hey, fellas, come on back,

that's not the whole story. " Hell's bells
!

If the

King of Arabia had reported a UFO the next

day in the Sahara Desert, it would have been

called swamp gas.

At that point I had to ask myself when I

would become scientifically honest and say

that I just didn't know what the sightings were

and that they deserved further investigation.

The swamp-gas incident caused such a fu-

ror that Gerald Ford, "who was a congress-

man at the time, called a hearing on the sub-

ject, at which I
recommended that the

government set up a UFO commission at

several universities. That was the beginning

of the controversial Condon Committee,

headed by the late Professor Edward V,

Condon, at the University of Colorado.

Omni: How did the Air Force react?

Hynek: Oh, ihe Air Force was thrilled. It

wanted to end Project Blue Book so badly,

it could taste it, and the feeling was that if

Condon came out and said UFOs were non-

sense, they'd have ihe chance.

Omni: Many people claim thai the Condon
nvestoat on was nothing but a whitewash,

"

that Condon reached his conclusion before

he.began his study. What's your feeling?

"in my opinion, Mr. Ferrett, your problem is physical, not mental."

Hynek: There's i"o doubt aoou: it. I had din-

ner with Condon at his home in Boulder two

weeks before his committee actually went

into action. And he was quite clearly nega-

tive, But if he was negative, you should have

seen Mrs. Condon. She was vitriolic. And it

was a pity, really, that Condon, who was such

a darn good scientist, should be remem-

bered not for his excellent radar research,

but for the flying-saucer situation.

Anyway, he was clearly prejudiced. He
asked me to come in and brief him, and I

was astounded to see that his chief, Bob Low.

the guy actually doing the work, was at the

blackboard putting down chapter headings

and conclusions, You don't generate chap-

ter headings and conclusions until a project

is actually well under way. You've heard of

the famous "trick would be" memo, haven't

you? In writing a letter to the trustees of the

University of Colorado, asking them to ac-

cept the Air Force contract, Low said, in ef-

fect, "The trick would be to give the impres-

sion that we are doing a scientific job,"

Omni: Did the Condon Commission intend

to review all of Blue Book?

Hynek: Oh God, no! Blue Book turned over

all its files, but most were never even un-

packed. Condon finally decided to examine

seventy-five cases. But the choices were

poor. If I had been asked to advise, I would

have said. "There's no point examining this

one. It's obviously a meteor." Or, "This be-

haves like a balloon. Why don't you investi-

gate the cases we found truly puzzling?"

Well. Condon didn't always do that, but even

out of the seventy-five, there were about

twenty-five that they just could not explain,

This is mentioned in the bowels of the report,

but not in the much-publicized summary,

where he dismisses UFOs as nonsense,

Omni: If a third of the sightings were puz-

zling, why dismiss the whole phenomenon?

Hynek: It almost seemed to me as if Dr. Con-

don had not read his own report. It was, afier

all, really written by underlings. The report

itself presented real mysteries. To illustrate

my point, after the report came out I re-

ceived a visit from a French space scientist

working with NASA. "By ihe way, what got

you interested in UFOs?" I asked him. "Well,

f read the Condon report," he said. Noiing

my surprise, he added. "You know, if you

really read that report from cover to cover,

you realize there's a problem." Nonetheless,

when the Condon Report came out in 1969.

it was the kiss of deaih. The great Condon
and his committee had spoken, the boys in

his club—Ihe National Academy of Sci-

ences—had concurred, and Blue Book was

closed.

Omni: The issue certainly wasn't closed for

you, though. What happened then?

Hynek: Nothing much until 1973, when I de-

cided to investigate a marvelous sighting at

a medical mission in Boanai. a remote part

of Papua. Mew Guinea. The report, made in

the late Sixties by some natives and a white

Anglican priest named Father Gill, had been

dismissed by Blue Book, I decided to see

for myself. To get there I had to take a mis-

sion plane from Port Moresby, part of Papua,



Computers may be new, but the role

of technology in art is as old as
imagery itself, says Los Angeles

computer artist David Em.
'Any medium helps to shape how you

work with it," he says. "Watercolor wants to

be washy, spread out, and light. Oil

paints want to do something completely '

different. Computers offer special

strengths that mold your work accordingly."

The guiding force of the medium is

clear in such works as Dr. Jim No. 1 (left)

and Syracon (below). "I was never

much interested in grids or n
patterns," the artisl says. "They
are not a feature of my painted work. But
computers make it easy to create

and manipulate them; so they appear in

many of my computer pictures."

Another factor is the setting where Em
produces his images—the neon-lit enclave

of the computer laboratory. "Most of my
work has been done at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory," he says. "There, I was
surrounded by stark surfaces, twinkling

lights, and astrophysicists discussing

interplanetary probes." So Slargate (page
80, top) and Transjovian Pipeline

(page 81) feature twinkling star fields, while

Nova (page 80, lower) is linear.

Em's interest in technology is a bit odd
for a painter and sculptor trained at

Binary logic textures

the artist's classic inspiration

to give us the new

DIGITAL
DREAMS
BYOWENDAVIES



•Michelangelo,

Van Gogh, and Gauguin would

not have done

very well in computer art today?1

Philadelphia 5 ^e'lnsylvan a Academy of

Fine Arts. The nation's oldest ari school,

it is also one of the most conservalive.

"When I was studying there in the late

Sixties, they were >st se'.ting up their first

photography course," Em recalls. "The

painting faculty got it killed on the grounds

that photography wasn't art. it gave me
something to fight against."

Later Em found himself in California,

trying io "do" art with videotape equipment.

"It Was frustrating," he admits, "because

I
wanted to control every dot on the

screen. That is not possible with videotape.

With paint, as with the computer, it is." A
chance visit to the Xerox Palo Alto

Research Center showed him the power

of digital graphics. Since then, Em" has

worked with computers at every

available opportunity.

Computer art offers other, more

-unartistic challenges that are unique io

the medium. -"Michelangelo, Van Gogh, or

Gauguin would not have done very well

in computer art," Em says. But the reason

has nothing to do with abilities. "They all

had trouble getting along with people,

and as far as computer art is concerned,



Q'm eager to see

computer graphics made by

artists in desert

shacks or in rain forests*

soca skii's areas mportsT. as talent."

Em explains why. Producing these

sophisticated images requires immensely
powerful computers, and these are

available only in university laboratories

and in industry "That means to do your art,

you have to be able to talk your way into

a laboratory to get permission to use
all that expensive equipment. And artists,"

he adds, "are seldom trained to deal

with people this way."

"So tar," he notes, "I've tried to explore

what the computer will do best." The
results can be seen in the complex,

textured surtaces of Dream (top), Escher
(above), and Action (left).

But new technology may soon change
computerized imagery "In the next year

or two," Em predicts, "computers powerful

enough for good graphics will be so

small and cheap that any artist will be
able to own one. Then computer art

will move out of the laboratory setting,

and talent will count more than social skill

in determining who gets to do it. I'm eager
to see what images come out when
computer graphics are made by artists

in. desert shack: cir rain lorests."DO



azing Ray Kurzwi

CHIPMASTER

I never trough! it," Kurzweil



"You never boucjhl l

|,:

roxcraimcd Kleiner.

"There's a linai tomorrow!"

"Yeah," replied Kurzweil. "[hat's why I
want

to borrow yours."

After a half-hour, Kurzweil started asking

Kleiner some silly questions about the course

material, and Kleiner thought, Boy, is he

going to be in trouble. But after another half-

hour. Kurzweil began asking some very good
questions; and as Kleiner recalls. "It was ob-

vious that he understood the stuff better than

I did." Kleiner's long months of study earned

him a B; Kurzweil waltzed off with an A.

Since then, Kurzweil has conlinued to do

things his own way, wilh equal success. He
has masterminded several projects that ex-

perts agreed would not be built until the

twenty-first century, including a talking type-

writer and a machine that, by reading blocks

of text directly into computer memory banks,

will likely render paper obsolete in the oifice

of the luture. He also designed a computer

that converts the printed word into speech,

allowing blind people their first independent

access to the printed word since Braille.

A curly-haired entrepreneur in his mid-

thirties. Kurzweil is deceptively casual and

low-key. Even when talking at a formal meet-

ing, his suit is likely to be rumpled. "I guess

I'll have to get it pressed," he says. "But I

think you wear out a suit if you press it too

often." Between monthly visits to a barber,

his hair pretty much does what it wants.

Kurzweil is also something oi a poet and has

published such unorthodox works as

"Chocolate Pudding":

Never to be the same
Never lo be the same
Never lo be the zonk

Never to zonk the

Zonk to be the

Never to zonk zonk zonk

Chocolate Pudding

What people notice "osl readily about him

is his enormous self-confidence and quick-

ness. He likes individuals who aren't scared

of him and who know what they're talking

about. He also likes pressure. As one of his

associates puts it, "He is most himself and

most spontaneous when cracking a prob-

lem for an urgent deadline, a problem that

no one else can solve. He runs through it

and is happy as a lark."

Kurzweil's interest in technology began
before the computer—or Kurzweil, for that

matter—had come of age. He was intro-

duced to his firs! computer in 1960, at age

twelve, and the following year his uncle got

him a summer job doing statistical analysis

at New York's Institute for Developmental

Studies. There he wrote a computer pro-

gram featuring a number of advanced sta-

tistical methods. IBM became interested in

the program and distributed it for use by re-

searchers across the nation.

Af age sixteen he built his first computer,

with transistors and electronic relays. -He.

used it to study pattern recognition, an im-

portant subject in artificial intelligence. He
was particularly interested in musical com-
positions: "Why does one sequence of notes

evoke great emotion and beauty, while oth-
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ers are rather dull? It's something in the pat-

terns." He used his computer to develop a

mathematical model of composers' melo-

dies-then sought to compute new compo-
sitions in the style of Mozart. "It sounded like

the work of a second-rate student of that

composer," he said. "It was in Mozart's style,

but it lacked the genius." Still, he had dis-

played enough of his own genius to be
awarded first prize in electronics in the In-

ternational Science Fair.

Soon Kurzweil was on Irs way to the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology. At about

the same time, he wrote a program to match
students with colleges that best suited their

requirements, and he sold it to Harcourt

Brace Jovanovitch for $100,000 plus royal-

ties. That introduced him to the world of the

electronics entrepreneurs. He graduated

with a B.S. from MIT in 1970; that was all the

lormal education he needed. Most of his

classmates went off to work for various com-
panies and organizations, but he had never

worked for anyone and didn't want to start

^Kurzweil planned to

add a system that would convert

words into

synthesized speech and say the

words aloud,

making it a workable

reading aid

for the blind and near-blind.^

doing so. Instead ne worker; lor several years

as software consultant for several firms.

Then, in 1974, he became interested in-

a

classic problem: how'to build a computer

capable of reading any form of text.

"|- whs a ''aschaling problem, one I felt I

could solve," Kurzweil says. "It wasn't some-

thing that I developed in a flash in the shower

or in two showers. It was a painstaking effort

of trial and error."

Accepting that at first it would be error

prone and sornewnat s:ow. Kurzweil planned

to add a system that would convert words
into synthesrzed speech and say the words
aloud, making it a reading aid for the blind.

(Later, he improved the ''eacer's speed and
accuracy so it could be' used to read text

into computer memories, without keypunch-

ing it in with a word processor.) His old friend

Aaron Kleiner knew some potential investors

and helped him raise money for the venture,

but most of the $200,000 he needed came
from family and friends. "It was very trying,"

Kurzweil admits. "Even a thousand dollars

can mean a lot to an uncle or a friend. You

really feel your neck is on the line!"

He found office space—a single room

about the size of. a garage—in a run-down

building nea.r Boston's <ondall Square. He
hired some engineers from his circle of as-

sociates and their friends and succeeded in

stretching that §200,000 over a year and a

half. "People worked for very little; most of

our money went into equipment," he says.

"Then for four or five months nobody got paid.

We had no money; everyone had to man-

age. I spent a lot of time convincing sup-

pliers to extend credit."

One reason everyone kept holding on was

that Kurzweil's group was close to winning a

contract from the U.S. government. Nearly

all the creditors, from the landlord to the

computer firms, were willing to wait for pay-

ment. But one b'.il absolu:e y had to be paid:

the phone company's. He went to a local

pawnshop to hock some tape recorders.

There he met a woman with a dog, which

suddenly bared its fangs anc leaped at him.

ripping his trousers. The woman was apol-

ogetic and promised to pay him §50 for the

damage. Kurzweil ran back to the office in

high spirits. "Put it into the cash flow," he

exulted. "We've got fifty bucks!"

Soon the conlracts ocean :o come in, and
his company, Kurzweil Computer Products,

was in business to stay. Their first reader

came out in 1976. A oimd person could place

a book or magazine across the top of its

glass plate, push a button, and hear the lexl

read to him in a computer-synthesized voice

that many blind users assumed was Kurz-

weil's. This first version read slowly, and its

voice was hard to understand. Still, it was
hailed as a map- breast hrougn for the blind.

For the first time, blind people could deal

with the printed word on equal terms with

the sighted: no longer would they have to

look for someone wiling :o read to them. As

one user put it. "It's sort of embarrassing to

have to ask someone you don't know to read

a risque novel out loud."

Then Kurzweil came out with his data-en-

try version of the reader, which was faster

and more accurate. This machine bears

many similarities to the original reader, but

instead of reading the material, it stores it in

computer memory. Because of the device's

similarities lo a copying machine. Xerox be-

came interested. After nvesing n ihe com-

pany in 1977 and 1978. Xerox bought it in

1980 for $6 million. Kurzweil's initial backers

gained profits 17 times greater than their in-

itial investments. Kurzweil stayed on as

president, his own chunks of money ready

to invest in new projects. In 1982 he started

two new companies, one to build a music

synthesizer, the other to develop the voice-

operated typewriter,

The idea for the music system came from

blind rock star Stevie Wonder. He had heard

of Kurzweil's reader and came to him for a

visit. He was so impressed that he wrote out

a check on the spot to buy one, then had his

companions load it into the trunk of his taxi.

He set it up in his hotel room and read with

it all night long. Later he used it to do much
of the background study for his album The

Secret Life of Plants. It was the beginning of

a rewarding friendship.

Kurzweil visited Wonder's studio in Los

ON PAGE 130



bother species might

be using advanced technology

to traverse the

ess of interstellar space. 9

When mainstream sci-

entists get together

tot a little UFO talk, the

discussion often boils

down to one basic

question: tf we really

are playing host to

visitors from space,
how did these visitors

get here in the first

place? Space, after

all. is unimaginably
vasl And while the

spaceships ot today

are obviously good
enough for tooling

around our own
neighborhood, inter-

stellar travel renders

them worthless. How,
then, could the E.T.'s

build starships to tra-

verse those tremen-
dous distances with-

out breaking the
seemingly immutable
laws of physics?

Well, there is at least one highly respected mainstream
physicist tor whom the question is as good as answered
According to Freeman Dyson, a multiaward-winner who
works at the Institute for Advanced Study, in Princeton, and
who has served as a consultant to NASA, nine spacecraft-

propulsion systems might take us to the stars.

Dyson likes some of these systems more than others. His

favorites include:
* The laser sail, which can propel a spacecraft" by shooting

a high-velocity laser beam from a source in space to a "sail"

aboard the craft itself

Pellet-stream propulsion, which is similar to the laser sail

but uses solid pellets instead of light to propel the ship
• lectromagnetics, first proposed In the Fifties by Arthur C
Clarke. He suggested that we use an orbital electromag-
netic "generator" to launch a starship and bring it all the way
up to speed
Any of these systems, notes Dyson, should be able to

propel a space vehi-

cle at half the speed
of light, sending a

crew of explorers to

our nearest stellar

neighbor in fewer than

nine years.

Dyson also cites

two other interesting

concepts. One is a
nuciear-electric sys-

tem, which uses a fis-

sion reactor to pro-

vide energy, and an
ion beam or plasma jet

for propulsion. The
other is the Orion nu-

clear-pulse system,
which puts the tiger

of lission or fusion

bombs in the space-
craft's tank Both of

UFD UPDATE
these ide

; have
been around, Dyson
says, "'ever since
we've been using nu-

clear reactors

"

At the low end of Dyson's feasibility rankings are four other

proposals, including the gravity whip (which would use a
star's gravitational field to "whip" a spacecraft to near-light

velocities) and (he annihilation rocket (which would derive

Its energy from the collision of matter and antimatter)

He is equally unenthusiastic about the fusion reactor pro-

posed by Britain's Project Daedalus, and by Robert Bus-
sard's ramjet-propulsion system, which would use (he dif-

fuse matter found in space In much the same way that a jet

engine uses air.

Dyson thinks that even the most unlikely and challenging

ol these Systems could be developed by humans in 200 to

300 years. The implication is clear- Any or all of these sys-

tems might already be in use by a number of interstellar

travelers from other worlds.

"I think it's quite likely," Dyson says, "that there are other

species zipping around, exploring the far reaches of inter-

stellar space."—BILL LAWREN



Zmaida
sewing by her window one
nighl in 1941 when a blast of

wind knocked her uncon-

scious. When she came to,

her sewing machine was
gone and there was a hole in

the floor Peering in, she
saw what looked iike a bomb.
But with Nazi troops ap-
proaching her hometown ol

Berdyansk, authorilies didn't

have lime to investigate

So, according to the Soviet

Literary Gazette. Bragantsova

patched up her floor and
wailed until after the war.

Years went by, and Bra-

gantsova was unable to

convince anyone that the

explosive was real According

to the Literary Gazette,

townspeople thought of her

as a joke
—

"the grandmother

with her own bomb." And
authonties suspected she
had fabricated the story
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i to be moved into a

new apartment

Recently, however. Bra-

gantsova heard thai new
telephone cable was being

installed in her neighborhood
and that demolition experts

were on hand, looking for

buried World War II explo-

sives. Once again, she asked
officials to take a look in

her house. This time, an army
lieutenant was sent to talk

to the seventy-four-year-old

woman. "Where !

s the bomb.
grandma7 Under your bed?"
he asked sarcastically, ac-

cording to the Soviet report.

"Under my bed, "the

woman answered
And that'swhere the 500-

pound explosive was Ipund,

covered by a neatly patched

square in the floor Alter a

hasty evacuation of 2,000

people living in the neighbor-

hood, the bomb was deto-

nated, destroying Bragantso-

va's home in the process.

But Zmaida's 43-year-long

struggle to rid herself of

the bomb has a happy end-

ing. According to the Literary

Gazette. 'The grandmother.

free ol her bomb, will finally

receive a new apartment."

Explosives experi Sergeant

William Briley, of the Atlanta

Police Department's SWAT
team, says that unexploded,

decades-old bombs are

nol uncommon, especially In

Europe 'And Ihere are still

cases ot Civil War cannon-

balls that explode and in|ure

people," he notes. "The

problem with an explosive is

that for no reason known
lo man. it can go off—maybe
a spring wears out or a

timing device disintegrates

Or a piece of dust sets it

off Bragantsova is very lucky

to be alive after sleeping

over a bomb since 1941."

—Sherry Baker

"What ilyou slept? And whai

if. in your sleep, you
dreamed7 And wftar if. in

your dream, you went to

heaven and there plucked a
strange and beautiful flower?

And what if, when you awoHe,

you had the flower in your

hand? Ah. whai then?"—Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Anne Jefferies was knitting

on her porch one afternoon

when she looked up to see
six men dressed In green.

There was a humming sound,

and suddenly Jefferies

found herself flying Into the

air Sometime later she awoke,

weak and dazed, back on
the porch

Another visitation from

ouier space? Not exactly The

six men in green were elves,

and Jefferies lived in the

seventeenth century

'There are striking parallels

between modern reports

of alien visitors and traditional

legends of elves and fairies,"

says anfhropologist Ronald

James, of the University

ol Nevada at Reno After

studying Western folklore for

several years, James has

concluded that the belief in

visitors from outer space
fulfills the same role in mod-
ern society as stories of

elves did in past centuries.

Strange deaths among
livestock, for instance, are a

common feature, of both

modern UFO reports and
old-time elf stories Urologists

often report unexplained

markings on the ground, just

as the Irish once spoke of

fairy rings left by elves after

midnight revels And like

Je'fenes, who believed she
was spirited off by elves,

many modem-day people
claim they've been abducted
by small, humanlike aliens

Irom s



Ireland, Jai

usual aerial phenomena are
still attributed to: -ii

James contends that elf

legends can help us under-
stand UFOs. 'Jus! because
there are a great many
UFO reports doesn't add to

their believabi lit y," he says.

"There used lo be a great

many elf reports as well.

"

—William C, Kersten

"To consider the earth the
only populated world in

infinite space is as absurd as
to assert that in an entire

field sown with millet only one
grain will grow."

—Metrodoros the Epicurean

Last summer an Orlando,

Florida, woman followed

her toddler into the bathroom;

when she glanced into the

toilet bowl, she saw a huge
boa constrictor curled up

id still more recently,

Orange County deputy
sheriff Kalhy Hopper opened
her clothes drier to find a
four-foot-long python coiled

inside Other Flondians have
reported large tropical snakes
in their sewers, car engines,

utility rooms, and in one
case, inside a rubber boot
Boas and their cousins, the

pythons, however, are not

indigenous to the state.

So where are these serpen-
tine intruders coming from?
"They are pets that people
have released without think-

ing." answers biologist

George VanHorn, owner of

the Reptile World Serpentar-

ium, near St Cloud. Florida,

where more than 1,500

snakes are housed
"These snakes are not

aggressive," he emphasizes.
"They are docile animals
unless you do something stu-

pid like wrap one around
your neck. A guy did thai in a

Montreal nightclub act a
couple ol years ago: and be-
fore anybody realized it

wasn't part of the show, he
had been strangled,

"The truth," adds VanHorn.
"is that even snakes native

to Florida are having trouble

making it with all the devel-

opment going on. Harmless
rat snakes, which are the

best thing in the world for ro-

dent control, are being
killed as soon as people
move into an area. This isn't

a good place for snakes.

In fact, I tell people that

a sure way to get rid

of a snake is to let it out in

Florida."—Sherry Baker

"When an individual is acting

contrary to survival of himself,

his group, progeny, race,

mankind, or life, he can be
considered to be unintelligent,

uninformed, or aberrated

"

~L Ron Hubbard

The Bermuda Triangle

has some Japanese com-
petition, a perilous area
of the Pacific Ocean off the

coast of central Japan.

The area has been called

the Devil's Sea, or the

Demon Sea, ever since

1955, when a government
expedition ship sent to

explore the disappearance
of nine vessels in the area
failed to accomplish its

mission. Instead, the expe-
dition ship itself inexplicably

vanished for approximately

ten days.

The Japanese triangle,

which has been officially

proclaimed a danger zone,

swallowed a dozen or more
ships in the next 15 years,

and today the J:

Transport Ministry h,

launched another investiga-

tion But this time the Japa-
nese, government is send-
ing a robot instead of a -ship

to do the dangerous job.

The robot-buoy installed in

the Demon Sea is loaded with

a variety of electronic instru-

ments. Us goal: to undertake
a five-year analysis of the

wind, weather, and wave
conditions in the treacherous
waters

While authorities believe

that severe winter weather
conditions and extemely
large waves may be
responsible for some of the

accidents, they concede that

the Demon Sea does have
one unusual trait: Magnetic
and Hue north are aligned,

making It impossible for

a compass to distinguish

between them
Nevertheless, they say, the

data collected and proc-

essed by the robot should
help them design a ship that

can resist the Demon Sea's

destructive influence.

—Phoebe Hoban

"By contrast with other kinds

of prophecy, astrology was
progressive. Astrology

differed in asserting the

continuous, regular farce of a
power at a distance The
influences of heavenly bodies
oh the events on Earth is

described as periodic,

repetitious, invisible—forces

like those that would rule

the scientific mind."—Daniel Boorstin

"The natural order is our
construction, our

constriction.
"

—N. 0. Brown



Worthless, a dim-witted

mongrel with the annoying

habit of chewing up the

morning newspaper, has just

done a good deed charac-

teristic of a Lassie or Rin-

Tin-Tin. He has pulled his

drowning master tram the

bottom of a backyard swim-

ming pool, then (etched a

neighbor who has applied

mouth-lo-mouth resuscitation.

Now consider this A
disembodied, sgperinteillgenl

extraterrestrial has temporar-

ily taken up residence inside

Worthless, just to enact the

swimming-pool rescue.

Sound implausible? Not lo

Brad Steiger. author of The

Star People, a nonaction

book about Earthlings de-

scended from extraterrestri-

als Invisible alien beings

of a "higher intelligence may
enter the bodies of common
pets," Steiger theorizes,

"to accomplish a particular

mission—whether it is to

stage a rescue or warn of

dangers to come."

Many dogs and cats

without "proclivity for bravery

or understanding," he adds,

inexplicably rise to the occa-

sion when danger strikes,

"in a sense, these animals

become guardian angels for

a time."—Eric Mishara

"Whoever tells the.truth is

chased out of nine villages.

"

—Turkish proverb

The Cabbage Patch Doll is

one of America's hottest-

selling toys. But recently, says

Connecticut exorcist Ed
Warren, the toy has been
targeted by the devil.

According to Warren, one

doll told its owner, "You

and ! are going to be together

forever, I'm not just adoll

—

I'm the Lord of Hell " When
Warren arrived on the scene,

the doll was supposedly

levitating eight inches m the

air. "I quickly made the

sign of the cross." he says,

"and held oul my crucifix, ar

the doll flopped into its crib.

Then I buried the doll and

sprinkled holy water from a
church onto the grave. There

hasn't been any trouble

since."

Another Cabbage Patch

tried to strangle its owner.

Warren says, and yet another

induced nightmarish halluci-

nations. In both cases, he

adds, he performed exorcism

and burial.

'These diabolical infesta-

tions occur when childless

women buy the dolls and treat

them like the child they

never had." Warren says

"Some cherish trie doll as a
loved one and buy it a ward-

robe and jewelry; one woman
even had a complete nursery

for the.doll But the devil

perceives such behavior as a
sign of human weakness
and is just waiting to

advantage of the sit-

:
Mtshara

There are pyramids m
Egypt and South America,

but no one has ever seen a
pyramid in Australia. Ma
one but Marilyn Pye.

Pye's search star it

early 1991 . when she and a
friend were strolling on an

Australian beach Without

preamble, the friend suddenly

announced, "There is a

golden pyramid ninety miles

north of Cairns." Then he

added, "I don't know why I

said that I m not even inter-

ested in pyramids

That was all It look. Three

weeks later, Pye had sold

two houses, her share In a

restaurant, and most of

her wardrobe. Oddly, intuition

drove her not to Cairns but

to a dirt mound in Avebury,

England "I knew at once,"

she says, "that the mound
was Atlantean, made by

a civilization that ended in

catastrophe twenty-four

thousand years ago.''

Still following her intuition,

she then returned to Aus-

tralia, eventually finding

seven roughly pyramidal hills

that she identifies as the

work of ancient man She

says that one of them, a
nondescript, 75-toot mound
90 miles north of Cairns,

is the golden pyramid origi-

nally mentioned by her

friend. But Pye is even more
interested m a roughly ter-

raced hill m Gympie, near the

Australian city of Brisbane.

"The stones are cut and

carved." she says, "ancient

work clearly unlike anything

done in Australia."

Pye says she has recently

managed to interest some
professionals in her findings.

Their influence, she adds,

will be used to set up a dig

that could uncover the lost

technologies of Atlantis.

—Owen Davies

mam^m



MIIMD FIELDS
CONTINUED FflOMP/

Already, Andrew Basseit and colleagues

Reba Goodman and Ann Henderson, oi Co-

lumbia Presbyterian ivledcal Center, in New
York Cily, have demonstrated that specific

types of fields can enhance the way certain

fruit-fly genes manifest themselves.

"We're sitting on the edge of genetic en-

gineering," Bassett says. "It's a very pow-

erful tool that— if used properly—can be of

enormous help in the clinic. But like any other

technology, it can be dangerous if applied-

in a.willy-riilly fashion.

"

If nothing, else, such experiments should

force public-health experts to reconsider the

impact of EMFs on humans, Here, it would

seem, is a remote system for controlling

cells—to accelerate or diminish growth, al-

ter physiology and behavior, and perhaps

even change the genetic material itself. "If

Delgado's findings can be replicated by in-

dependent researchers, it's absolutely in-

credible," says Richard Tell, of the EPA, in

Atlanta. "On the one hand, I hope like heck

he's wrong, because it will mean reevaluat-

ing assumptions about the safety of video

display terminals and other sources of en-

vironmental electromagnetism. On the other

hand, I pray he's right because the medical

applications— not to mention the scientific

implications—are so intriguing."

Louis Slesin, editor of Microwave News,

concurs: "Therf-Vs genu ne astonishment over

some of these effects. It seems that electro-

magnetic fields are capable of influencing

living organisms in ways no one would have

previously believed."

Perhaps it's because these effects are so

unexpected that electromagnetic medicine

is still struggling to be recognized. Doctors-

have treated approximate y 50,000 patients

with coils to mend intractable bone frac-

tures. But to many physicians, the notion that

imperceptible fields can radically alter living

organisms-is still akin to witchcraft. Likewise,

many dismiss as excessive paranoia the

possibility that weak sources of electromag-

netic energy in the environment could affect

people adversely,

It's hardly surprising that the biology of

electromagnetism has grown up under a

cloud of controversy and intrigue. Mystery

still surrounds the strangely allied powers of

electricity and magnetism. When a magnet

is moved along a piece of conducting wire,

for example,- current will flow in the wire.

Conversely, if current is moving along a wire,

the space immediately surrounding it be-

comes magnetized. Everyone knows there

is something in that space. Hold a compass
up to the wire, as Hans Christian Oersted did

back in 1820, and the needle will be de-

flected. But even today we are far from cer-

tain what that something is.

With physicists so baffled by these basic

phenomena, the foundations of modern
medicine have' invariably come to rest

squarely on surgery and drugs. Yet during

the past decade, a few brave doctors did

venture into this murky domain.
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While their urce'c:and.ng is far from pre-

cise, what they discoverec convinced them

that electromagnetism could revolutionize

medical practice—and' not just in treating

brain disorders.

At Technic Roseoic.'i Laboratories, in San

Leandro, California, for example, magnetic

iields are being explored as a tool ior regu-

lating arrhythmic, hearts. "We look at each
organ in the body as resonating at a specific

frequency," exp sins w lliam Van Bise, Tech-

nics chief of biomedical research. The firm

currently has a patent pending ior the first

wireless cardiac pacemaker used outside

the body, A tiny transmitter, it generates

magnetic fields that stabilize the firing pat-

terns! the spec'ai cells tha: <eep the heart

beating. It the device is successful, cardiac

patients will no longer have wires inserted

deep into the heart itself The new model,

accorcing to the inventor, Technic president

Elizabeth Rauscher, could be worn either as

a necklace or implanted just under the skin

during a visit to a doctor's office,.

imWeak fields

are used to heal burns

and skin

wounds, treat tendonitis, and

speed bone mending.

Eventually, they may help

control epilepsy

and other brain disorders.^

"Another goal that's on the horizon," Van

Bise adds, "is to develop a brain pacemaker

that would use similar .principles to stabilize

dangerous arrhythmias in the brain waves

of epileptics. But that remains a more futur-

istic prospect."

A variety of electromagnetic treatments

thai evolved from the work of Dr. Robert O,

Becker, an orihopcac surgeon recently re-

tired Irom the Veterans Adminislration Hos-

pital, in Syracuse, New York, are currently

available to patients. In a series. of seminal

investigations, during the Sixties and Sev-

enties. Becker discovered that tiny amounts

oi current applied to the body could unleash

an innate capacity fc regenerative growth.

Soon he and Columbia Presbyterian's Bas-

sett began implanting electrodes in human-
bone fractures that had failed to mend by

any other means.

The success of the treatment led a team

headed by Bassett to fit electromagnetic

coils around plaster casts, thereby inducing

currents in the injured area from outside the

body. This innovation, approved by the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1979, gave

the embryonic field of electromagnetic

medicine a much-needed boost.

To heal other body tissues, researchers

soon learned that the frequency and other

characteristics of the applied field had to be

varied. Using one type of field only slightly

stronger than Delgado's, Bassett now re-

ports that he can stimulate the growth of new
blood vessels to save diseased hips. "When

a deep-sea-diving accident, a bad fall, or

too much alcohol sudden y cuts off the blood

supply to the hip joint," Bassett says, "the

victim is stricken with increasing pain, dis-

ability, and arthritis at a very young age."

His remedy is to fit the hip with portable

coils, which the patient must wear for a min-

imum of 10 hours a day. The outcome of a

multicenter study just completed for the FDA
evaluation is impressive. "Less than ten per-

cent of our patients have needed to undergo

a total hip replacement," Bassett says. "Be-

fore this treatment, eighty-five percent would

have ended up in that position."

Cardiac viclims may beihe next to benefit,

from this treatment. "I am convinced," Bas-

sett says, "that the principles we have
learned from reestablishing the blood sup-

ply to a diseased hip could also be applied

to patients suffering from cardiac block-

ages." This approach, he believes, could

someday help paiients who are now candi-

dates for bypass surgery.

Bassett is eqi.a y exc.tec by another ther-

apeutic use of pulsed eectromagnetic fields.

Collaborating with Dr. Hiromoto Ito, of the

Nippon Medical School, in Tokyo, he has

shown that the coils can stimulate rats to re-

grow peripheral nerves (all nerves outside

the skull and spinal column) at twice the nor-

mal rate, halving the time it takes for recov-

ery of function in the damaged limb. The in-

vestigators will embark shortly on human
clinical trials.

in Europe, still other intractable conditions

in patients are being cured with weak elec-

tromagnetic fields. Nicolino Marchetti
,
at the

University of Cacliari, in Pisa, reports that the

coils can be "miraculous" at healing severe

burns, long-standing diabetic ulcers, and

other chronic skin wounds. And in Britain the

technology is used <o r treating tendonitis of

the shoulder—a painful, inflammatory con-

dition of the muscles and tendons. Last

March, Brian Hazelman, of Addenbrookes
Hospital, in Cambridge, announced the out-

come of a carefully Controlled clinical study

of the procedure. In some 85 percent of those

outfitted with the coils, symptoms of tendon-

itis disappeared, and the pain did not return

once the treatment was stopped.

While some types of electromagnetic fields

act to stimulate growth, others can inhibit it.

Delgado's team and several other research

groups are presently trying to use coils to

stop cancer cells from dividing. So far, how-

ever, the outcome of tests on animals with

tumors has not been encouraging. Unfortu-

nately, it is a lot easier to make. cancer cells

multiply than to halt their production.

As for possible untoward effects of low-

intensity electromagnetism, Delgado ad-

mits to having certain misgivings. 'After the

chick-embryo study," he says, "I went home
to check oul Ihe eloci'ical appliances in my



kitchen. Still, it would be premature to get

too excited by this. There is always the pos-

sibility, but without further evidence, one

does not want to exaggerate."

Two months alter making these com-
ments, however, Delgado's chick-embryo

study became the center of the most intense

round to date in the long-standing contro-

versy over the health risks posed by envi-

ronmental electromagnetism.

Among 12 pregnant workers operating

video terminals at the Defense Logistics

Agency, in Marietta, Georgia, there were

seven miscarriages and three cases ot con-

genital defects. Four VDT operators in the

Toronto Star's classified-advertisement de-

partment gave birth to deformed children,

while three co-workers who did not use VDTs

had normal babies. And of 55 pregnant op-

erators of VDTs at the Department of Em-

ployment, in Runcorn, England, 22 percent

gave birth to malformed babies, 14 percent

suffered miscarriages, and 6.7 percent had

stillbirths. Among their pregnant colleagues

who did not use VDTs, only 11 percent gave

birth to malformed babies, 5.4 percent had

miscarriages, and fewer than 1 percent had

still-births.

Government and industry experts have

maintained that the EMFs emitted by these

appliances are too weak to be harmful and

dismiss such clusters as statistical flukes. As

of 1984, however, the number of clusters of

problem pregnancies had risen to 15 in the

United States, Canada, and Europe. EPA
health officials and medical experts hired by

electronic companies started scanning the

scientific literature for other clues.

That's when Dr Arthur Guy, a consultant

for IBM, came across Delgado's paper re-

porting that chick embryos exposed to

pulsed electromagnetic fields did not de-

velop normally. Director of the Bioelectro-

magnetics Research Laboratory at the Uni-

versity of Washington's School of Medicine,

in Seattle, Guy noted that the fields Delga-

do's laboratory used were extremely weak-
weak enough to fall within the range of VDT
radiation. He went back to his lab and

checked out terminals made by Digital

Equipment Corporation, Hazeltine, Televid-

eo, and others. Meanwhile other research-

ers, including EPAs Richard Tell, started their

own studies. The consensus of the experts

is that VDT emissions are similar—though

not exactly identical—to the electromag-

netic pulses that deformed the chick em-

bryos. "The possibility of biological hazards

will have to be explored further," Tell says.

No one claims that VDTs cause miscar-

riages or birth defects. "These clusterings of

problem pregnancies came to our attention

mostly through anecdotal reports, so the fig-

ures may be exaggerated or simply inac-

curate," Tell adds.

Even so, the evidence is compelling
enough that the Food and Drug Administra-

tion intends to issue a revised policy state-

ment on VDTs. The statement will discuss

the mounting data on how low-frequency,

low-intensity magnetic fields may affect hu-

man health. If the FDA follows through with

this plan of action, the agency could find it-

self embroiled in a bitter, 30-year-old battle

over just what constitutes a safe amount of

exposure to EMFs. In the opinion of many
scientists, acknowledging that such weak
fields could pose risks is tantamount to ad-

mitting that the government standard for

judging the safety of higher-intensity fields

—

radar and power-line transmissions, for ex-

ample—may no longer be valid.

"Everything is coming to a head," says

Slesin, the Microwave News editor who
helped assemble data on VDT emissions.

Tell concurs: "I look at the results coming out

of Delgado's lab like a nuclear bomb waiting

to go off. If his [Delgado's] work is borne out,

it opens up a whole range of considerations

no one has ever thought of before."

Dr. Becker, an outspoken critic of the gov-

ernment's position on EMF health risks, takes

another view. "Delgado is a world-class sci-

entist with outstanding credentials, so he

can't be ignored," Becker says. "But the truth

of the matter is that this country simply chose

to overlook hazards in this area. Take a

glance at the Russian literature, and you'll

find literally thousands of reports of harmful

effects at exposure levels the United States

government assures us are safe."

Becker is referring to one of the most bi-

zarre contrasts in the history of modern sci-

ence. The Russians and the Americans have

radically different standards regarding ac-

ceptable levels of EMF emissions. This sci-

entific borderline was drawn during the

postwar technological boom of the early Fif-

ties, when radar, radio, TV, and other micro-

wave technologies were first being har-

nessed. In Russia, investigators found that

people working around such equipment

complained of headaches, loss of appetite,

and fatigue—a collection of symptoms
called asthenia syndrome. Soviet health of-

ficials, whose grounding in the Pavlovian

school of psychology predisposed them to

study the nervous system and behavior, be-

gan their own tests. They exposed rats to

fields of lower and lower intensity, noting

changes in the animals' conditioned re-

sponses.

In .time, the results of these and other

studies grew into a massive literature that

encompasses Russian thinking on some of

the deepest mysteries in biological science

today. This body of knowledge shaped So-

viet theories about brain function, the ge-

netic basis of evolution, the spectacular

navigational feats of migratory animals, and

the "ticking" mechanism that runs our bio-

logical clocks. It also formed the basis for a

practical decision—the limit at which the

Russians set their safety standard for human
exposure to microwaves.

Their American counterparts, on the other

hand, tended to discount such mild com-

plaints among microwave workers as sub-

jective and thus "unscientific" evidence. Be-

cause these responses were not recorded

in technical papers, it was assumed that the



only dangers associated with microwaves

resulted from overheating or actually burn-

ing tissue. And such effects occur only at

much higher power levels. Consequently,

American health advisers set tolerance lev-

els for microwave exposure at 10 milliwatts

per square centimeter—a power density

1,000 times greater than what the Russians

considered sale. This national recom-

mended standard has scarcely been re-

vised since it was first adopted by Air Force

personnel in 1957. The standard has also in-

fluenced American attitudes about the safety

of power-line transmissions and other

sources ot EMFs that fall in the nonionizing

range, that is, below the strength of X rays.

Microwaves differ from X rays, which strip

electrons off atoms and turn them into dan-

gerous, charged ions that harm tissue. Mi-

crowaves don't have that kind of energy. Their

extremely short wavelength, however, makes

them the most powerful kind of nonionizing

radiation. At high intensities, they can agi-

tate molecules, causing heat. And if heat

were all we had to worry about with micro-

waves, it was assumed that the same would

apply for weaker types of nonionizing radia-

tion—radar, TV and radio broadcasts, and

the emissions from power lines and VDTs.

The only problem with this theory—called

the thermal model— is it fails to take into ac-

count one glaring inconsistency: As was well-

known to American investigators, the reason

the Russians set their safety standard 1,000

times below our own was because they had

detected biological effects at levels too low

for heating to have caused them. In other

words, their findings had led them to aban-

don the thermal model. This, however, did

not bother the U.S. military advisers who, in

the Fifties, took the lead in setting standards

subsequently adopted by the civilian popu-

lation. Initially, at least, they were not wrong

in assigning little weight to the Russian find-

ings. Tell's criticism of Soviet science today

would undoubtedly have also applied to in-

vestigations done in the Fifties:

"Their research is so sloppily docu-

mented that most of it would not even get

published in the West," Tell says. "For ex-

ample, they'll go into a factory that produces

toxic chemicals, has high noise levels, is

overheated,, and has microwave appli-

ances—and they'll decide that everybody's

suffering from some kind of asthenia syn-

drome. They don't take other confounding

variables into account."

What is more difiicult to justify 30 years

later is why American standard setters never

bothered to undertake their own compre-

hensive program to investigate these claims..

The failure is even more striking in light of

follow-up Russian reports of much more

alarming physiological changes at low-ex-

posure levels. In a 1975 bulletin published

by the U.S. Joint Publications Research Ser-

vice, Soviet scientist A. S. Presman sum-

marized some of these findings:

"Organisms of- the most diverse types

—

from unicellular organisms to man—show
various reactions to electromagnetic fields

that are thousands, hundreds of thousands.
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and even millions of times below the inten-

sities one would expect [based on the heat-

ing theory]." Presman goes on to list some
of these responses: "various disruptions of

physiological functions— heart rhythm,

blood pressure, and metabolism." In addi-

tion, he says that such fields can produce

alterations in "visual, acoustic, and tactile

sensations in man, as well as emotional

states in animals [inducing everything] from

suppressed states similar to narcosis to ex-

cited states reaching epilepsy. Disruptions

in the regulation of development are espe-

cially pronounced from the embryonic stage

up to the onset of sexual maturity."

Given the lack of data in the West about

the effects of low-intensity radiation, you

would think these grave assertions might at

least trigger some worries. Yet once again

the reports were greeted as the extravagant

claims of a careless school of science.

Afterall, what the Russians reported con-

flicts with practical experience. "The attitude

of lots of people inside and outside of gov-

QGovernment and
industry experts steadfastly

maintain that

the energy fields emitted

by video

display terminals

are too weak

to possibly be harmful.^

ernment is, 'Hey, microwaves have been

around for over thirty years, and electricity,

for more than a century; so what's the prob-

lem?' " explains Captain Paul Tyler, who
served as director of the U.S. Navy's Elec-

tromagnetic Radiation Project between 1970

and 1977. "Their contention is, 'Our hair isn't

falling out, and we're not all coming down
with cancer. Why should we be worried?'

"

Such a commonsense—albeit unscien-

tific—argument might be convincing if Del-

gado's iindings were the only evidence that

challenged this logic. But sporadic reports

of biological hazards at low intensities sur-

faced in Western literature throughout the

Sixties and Seventies. These reports have

increased in frequency and have now
reached a certain critical mass. Almost

overnight, the stream of disconcerting find-

ings is becoming a torrent, For example,

Wendell D. Winters, of the University of Texas

Health Science Center, in San Antonio, and

Jerry L. Phillips, of the neighboring Cancer

Research and Therapy Center, reported that

exposure to simu:a:ed oower-line fields pro-

duced a fourfoldlncrease of human cancer

cells in culture. This was detected 10 to 12

days after one 24-hour exposure.

In a related experiment of much shorter

duration, biophysicist Liboff. of Oakland
University, exposed both cancerous and

healthy mouse cells to much weaker-inten-

sity fields of varying frequencies. A day after

the exposure, he discovered that the rate of

gene synthesis had increased by 500 per-

cent in the cancerous cells and by as much
as 80 percent in the healthy cells.

Animals exposed to radiation from radio

waves show subtle changes in blood-cell

count, immunity, the nervous system, and

behavior, according" to a 1984 EPA docu-

ment that reviews published studies in the

area. Most of these effects were observed

at intensities below the recommended safety

standard for radio-wave exposure. But it's

unclear how these findings apply to the gen-

eral public. Because radiation falls off drasti-

cally as distance from the transmitter in-

creases, only a small sector of the population

may be receiving radio-wave dosages as

high as the animals in the studies. Of partic-

ular concern to EPA officials are the individ-

uals who live or work within a radius of about

150 feet of the 1,000 FM transmission towers

that have been singled out as trouble spots.

In a University of Washington School of

Medicine study funded by the Air Force, Ar-

thur Guy irradiated rats with electromag-

netic frequencies carefully designed to sim-

ulate exposure levels radar operators

themselves experience. The irradiated group

showed several signs of immunological

stress and developed approximately four

times as many tumors as the unexposed

control animals.

And then there are the epidemiological

studies. Since 1982 a significantly greater

incidence of leukemia has been reported in

four independent studies of occupational

groups exposed to higher-than-usual

EMFs— notably, electronic technicians, ra-

dio operators, power linemen, power-station

operators, repairmen, aluminum smelters,

and electrical engineers. The first of these

studies was carried out by health epide-

miologist Samuel Milham, in Washington

State, and the latter surveys were con-

ducted in such divergent geographical lo-

cations as Los Angeles, England, and Wales.

All the reports were published in either The

New England Journal of Medicine or Brit-

ain's Lancet—two of the world's most re-

spected medical journals.

Recent epidemiological studies also in-

dicate these same occupational groups are

the focus of an increased incidence of eye

cancer and brain tumors. In addition, a

heightened rate of congenital defects has

been detected in the offspring of high-volt-

age power-substation workers.

In another population study, epidemiolo-

gist Nancy Wertheimer, of Boulder's Univer-

sity of Colorado, demonstrated an in-

creased incidence oi cancer among children

whose homes have "high-current configu-

rations" as defined by the particular type ot

electrical wires that run near the house. This

finding- has .subsequently gained support

from a Swedish health study. Meanwhile,

Wertheimer has gone on to survey adults liv-



ing in the same "high current" homes. She
finds that they too suffer from an increased
incidence of some types of cancer.

As for the health impact of radar. TV, and
radio waves, we are virtually in the dark. Ep-
idemiological investigations of people living

near TV and radio towers are almost non-
existent, and radar studies have been
thwaried because of lack of data on those
exposed to radar. As far back as 1962, ;

preliminary investigation by Charles Suss-
kind, of the University of California at Berke-
ley, uncovered a possible link between leu-

kemia and radar exposure. But the
Department of Defense failed to provide
funding for a more in-depth study. Almost a
decade later. Dr. Peter Peacock, now in pri-

vate practice in Fayette. Alabama, was
"stonewalled" by the military when he dis-

covered that a large number of clubfooted
children were born to helicopter pilots. He
suspected radar might be the cause, but he
needed to perform further investigations.

"I even got a substantial grant from the

EPA," Peacock says, "but the army refused
to turn over any more medical records to

follow up on this preliminary finding. Unfor-

tunately, neither the National Institutes of

Health nor a senator who got on the case
could overcome the resistance of the mili-

tary. After battling the red tape for over a
year, we finally gave up. To my knowledge
this area still remains virgin soil."

So whaf does all this mean? Unfortu-

"

nately, nothing very conclusive. The prob-
lem is that almost all the epidemiological

studies cited above are flawed. Take Pea-
cock's suggestive finding. While the Navy's
Tyler admits that the Army looks bad for not
cooperating, he explains: "Peacock was
getting his data from the reports of a pedia-
trician who diagnosed cases of clubfoot a
over the place. You see, children are often

born with their feet all twisted up because of

their position in the womb. This condition can
be mistaken for clubfoot, but it always dis-

appears as the children mature. Once they
got nd of this pediatrician, that correlation

between helicopter pilots and children with

birth defects disappeared."

Regarding Wertheimer's link between
cancer and people living in houses with high-

current levels, Tyler says, 'At a recent con-
ference at Battelle Northwestern, in Wash-
ington, several investigators reported that the

size of the wire near the home is no indica-

tion of the type of radiation the occupants
inside are exposed to. It also depends o
other factors, including the types of appli-

ances you have. So the whole basis on which
she calculated high-power configurations

simply does not hold up."

EPA's Tell is equally circumspect. "We cer-
tainly are seeing these kinds of reports with
increasing frequency, which is kind of

alarming. Yet all we can do is view them as
a cautionary flag. It may look very convinc-
ing that electrical workers are coming down
with cancer, but none of these investigations

have paid sufficient attention to other caus-
ative factors, such as whether there are toxic

chemicals in the workplace."
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Criticisms of this kind rile Dr. Becker. "Sure,

it's easy to pick ilaws in individual studies.

Because there's been practically no iunding

for epidemiological investigations, the re-

searchers that did them have invariably been

operating on a shoestring. Still, if you look at

the strength of the findings as a whole across

the world literature, I think any rational indi-

vidual would have to conclude that we've got

one hell ota problem." "

Microwave News editor Siesin is also cha-

grined by the lack of funding. "Every study

that has been done to date has been blunted

by lack of sufficient funds to do it properly

or by the inability to get all the data on a

specific population," he says. "I think it is

extraordinary that the government has never

funded a major epidemiological study. This
'

is a major, serious omission."

The most controversial explanation for this

"major, serious omission" was advanced by

Paul Brodeur in his 1976 best-selling book

The Zapping of America. Brodeur theorizes

that the military-industrial complex set out to

suppress and distort knowledge in this area

because the health implications it raised

often conflicted with national defense inter-

ests and the expansion of technology. This

is a radical position. Yet he and many sci-

entists can cite examples of questionable

conduct on the part of the military and its

supposed corporate allies—in particular, the

power companies and the manufacturers of

microwave ovens and radar.

To science historian Nicholas Steneck, the

conspiracy theory has been greatly exag-

gerated. In his newly published book The

Microwave Debate, he emphasizes that mi-

crowave appliances emerged during the

progress-oriented Fifties, long before Three

Mile Island and Love Canal had dampened
American enthusiasm for new technologies.

In such an uncritical atmosphere, the stan-

dard setters did not always go about their

task as cauiiously as the public would now
expect. As to the blind acceptance of the

thermal model, which states that only levels

high enough to cause heat damage are

harmful, Steneck notes that "old doctrines

die hard." With no adequate scientific expla-

nation for low-intensity biological effects, he

points out, ii's easy to dismiss such findings

as spurious, experimental results.

Even so, Steneck acknowledges that two

thirds of all support for research on the bio-

logical effects of microwaves and radio

waves comes from the military, "which can-

not be viewed as a disinterested party when
it comes to making decisions about devel-

opment versus health." Consequently, he

advocates that funds for this kind of work be

shifted to agencies that do not have user

conflicts.

Wherever the truth lies, groups with a

vested interest in the use of electromagnetic

technologies are proving to be a formidable

force in shaping public-health policies. State

laws aimed at establishing health and safety

standards for the use of VDTs are being vig-

orously opposed by such powerful lobbying

groups as the American Newspaper Pub-

lishers Association, the American Insurance
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Association, the American Bankers Associ-

ation, the American Electronics Association,

the Air Transport Association of America, the

Printing Industries of America, and the Com-
puter and Business Equipment Manufactur-

ers Association (CBEMA), which represents

42 of the largest computer and business-

equipment makers in the United States.

The November/December issue of The

Columbia Journalism Review reports that

these groups have now joined forces, form-

ing the Coalition for Workplace Technology,

to counter the press's alleged misinforma-

tion on VDT hazards. CBEMA, which directs

the coalition's lobbying activities, is spon-

soring a multimillion-dollar educafioh pro-

gram fo "explain clearly and concisely that

there is no health and safety danger [from

terminals]." Or as CBEMA Director of Com-
munications Charlotte LeGates told The Wall

Street Journal: Protecting pregnant workers

from VDTs "is like protecting them from light

bulbs. It's like employees saying, 'The office

is filled .with cosmic rays, and we need to

'•American health

advisers set tolerance levels

for microwave

exposure at 10 milliwatts

per centimeter—
a power density 1,000 times

greater than what

the Russians consider safe.^1

fight them with balloons.'

"

Another group concerned about public

"fear and misunderstanding surrounding

nonionizing radiation" is the Electromag-

netic Energy Policy Alliance (EEPA), which

is supported by the National Association ol

Broadcasters, the Association of Home Ap-

pliance Manuiacturers, Raytheon, and AT&T.

EEPA may well be a major opponent to a

proposal the EPA is considering—one that

would limif the emissions of radio and TV
transmitting towers to levels ten times lower

than those stipulated by the voluntary

guidelines now in place. Possible human
health risks—notably disorders of the ner-

vous and immune systems—were fhe rea-

sons cited for the novel proposal, tirst an-

nounced in June of last year. But so far, the

EPA has not acted on the recommendations

of its own study group.

Despite reassurances from CBEMA and

EEPA, we can only guess ai the scope and

severity of health risks that may be posed

by nonionizing radiation. Apart from the fail-

ure to conduct well-iunded epidemiology

studies, basic" research in this area has

barely crept forward, with investigators un-

der constant fire for challenging accepted

ideas. According to psychobiologist Ro-

chelle Medici, who stood at the vanguard of

brain EMF studies in the early Seventies, "li

is as though scientists had retreated from

doing challenging, frontier studies because

such research engendered too much con-

troversy or elicited too much criticism."

The upshot of all. .this: We now lack the

scientific framework needed to make sense

of the diverse range of EMF health effects

being reported in ever-increasing numbers.

How, for example, are we to interpret some
of the distinct Irends emerging in fhe litera-

ture? Why is it that different types of radia-

tion—from high-frequency radar to low-fre-

quency VDT emissions— are continually

linked to cancer and other kinds of genetic/

growth abnormalities? Could there be some
common lactor at work?

In the opinion of Becker, there is. And as

might be expected, he turns to the papers

of his Russian colleagues for the answer.

According to Soviet scientists, living organ-

isms evolved under the influence of the

earth's geomagnetic tield and are extremely

sensitive to it. The orientation o! the Held, they

believe;- guides animals as they navigate

through unfamiliar territory. And the Soviets

think that the earth's daily fluctuations in

strength—what geologists refer to as the

earth's micropulsations—serve as a time-

piece that regulates such fundamental body

rhythms as the rate at which DNA replicates

within cells. So from their perspective, it's only

logical that radar, radio waves, and other

contaminants of the natural magnetic field

should disrupt everything from behavior to

health. And if electromagnetic smog contin-

ues to rise, the Russians fear it could have

the cataclysmic impact of a geomagnetic

field reversal: Every few hundred thousand

years (on average), the South and North

Poles change position—a process that takes

about 5,000 years and is supposed to co-

incide with massive extinctions.

Why aren't Western scientists con-

cerned? Is it because our own findings are

incompatible with the Russians' theories?

Consider Delgado's discoveries, for ex-

ample. Perhaps his weak pulses of energy

subtly change the effect the earth's own
geomagnetic field has on animals, whose
circadian rhythms responded accordingly.

Could that be why monkeys became more

.sleepy or aroused, bacteria grew more
slowly, and fish suddenly became pacilied?

Delgado does not rule out these possibil-

ities. "I am familiar with what the Russians

think," he says. 'And I
believe the postulated

role of the earth's geomagnefic field on life

is very attractive. It may well turn put to be

an important factor in evolution."

As a closer look at the Western literature

soon revealed, there is growing evidence to

support many of the Russians' notions: Bac-

teria, salamanders, bees, pigeons, whales,

and tuna are just some of the species that

have been shown during the last decade to

use geomagnetic cues during navigation.

And as early as the Sixties, magnetic fields

as weak as the earth's were found to change

the biological rhythms of primitive organ-



isms. These experiments, done by the late

Frank Brown, of Northwestern University, in

Evanston, Illinois, were initially subjected to

ridicule. But in time, other scientists con-

firmed and built on his findings.

Rutgar Wever. in West Germany, for ex-

ample, demonstrated thai humans in habi-

tats that shielded them from all Earth fields

developed abnormal circadian rhythms.

Furthermore, their body rhythms could be
restored to normal simply by introducing a

signal into their environment—one that os-

cillated at the average irequency of the

earth's micropulsations. Another West Ger-

man scientist, Peter Semm,- has shown that

the brain's pineal gland—the master gland

that controls the body's biological rhythms

—

is sensitive to magnetic fields of the same
strengths as the ean.n s. IVoro recently, Klaus-

Peter Ossenkopp, of Canada's University of

Western Ontario, found that a biological

rhythm related to opiate levels in the brain

can be altered by magnetic fields similar to

the earth's micropulsations or by naturally

occurring magnetic storms.

Finally, James D. Hays, of Columbia Uni-

versity, in New York, discovered that the ex-

tinction of six out of eight species of a tiny

marine organism caliec -aciiolaria coincided

with geomagnetic field reversals, which he

notes is "quite a surprising correlation." While

he acknowledges that other factors could

have contributed to the extinctions, Hays
says, "My own preference is that the organ-
isms are in someway using the field. In other

words, the field matters to them."

Becker, for one, has little doubt that the

field is significant. "All the evidence points

very clearly to the fact that animals must in-

tercept a normal magnetic field in order to

maintain the functional integrity of their cen-

tral nervous systems. We derive crucial in-

formation from that field—information that

influences biorhythms, the electrical .and

chemical properties of the brain, and the

growth .rate of the organism as a whole. So
you can't help but think, 'Hey, what is all that

electromagnetic energy for communication'

and power doing to us?' What is the impact

of that rising sea of radiation that has existed

only for fifty of the 3.4 billion years that life

has been around on this planet?"

Becker chomps down on his pipe before

going on to paint an extraordinarily bleak

picture of our future. "It should be obvious

by now that abnormal fields cause acute

physiological stress, a major predisposing
factor toward disease. So if we continue, to

fill the airwaves with enoicss new frequency

broadcast channels, we can look forward to

increased incidence of cancer, birth de-

fects, central nervous system abnormalities,

and maybe"—he pauses for a deep breath

—

"the extinction of life."

After acid rain, toxic waste dumps, and
fallout from nuclear reactors, who wants to

worry about being 2apped into oblivion?
-

Could- this be why Becker's message isn't

getting through? Or is he just another alarm-

ist, a soothsayer' spouting a lot of negative

hype? Few American scientists, even those

deeply concerned about EfvlF health haz-

ards, would take such an extreme view of

the risks. It is probably fair to say that sci-

entists familiar with the literature may be
having second thoughts about the wisdom
of building houses close to high-voltage

power lines, or satellite Inkuo facilities on the

roofs of inhabited buildings, or VDTs that are

not properly shielded. But few would advo-

cate—as Becker has proposed—a mora-
torium on all new-frequency broadcast
channels. And fewer still would 'raise the

specter of extincfion from EMF pollution.

Yet the Russians appear to share many of

his fears. Despite the low esteem with which
their science is regarded in the West, the

Soviets have 'he weld's la-gosl research ef-

fort underway r D;oelectro'~agneiism. And
according to Americans invited over by [he

Soviet Academy of Science, this discipline

has allracted some of the finest minds from
the Russian space program.

"Sure the Russians take this very seri-

ously." says Becker, adding out of the corner

of his mouth, "at least when it comes to their

own population."

Becker chomps down on his pipe again.

"You don't think their monumental research

program is aimed at purely humanitarian

goals, do you?" he asks. "Or that it's any ac-

cident that some of their papers omit impor-

lani details here and there?"

There was strange—and rather frighten-

ing—logic to some of his reasoning. After

all, if energy we can't see, feel, smell, or taste

can.wreak havoc with our immune systems

and even upsel brain chemistry, it would
seem to be the ideal weapon. But could this

really have escaped the attention of the mil-

itary, the staunchest defenders of the ther-

mal model for safe EMF exposure9

"Maybe when they were setting the stan-

dards back in the Fifties." Becker says. "But

you can be sure the Pentagon woke up to its

potential as a weapon when the Russians
started beaming weak microwaves at the

American embassy in Moscow, and three

ambassadors came down with cancer."

Have weak electromagnetic fields be-
come a secret addition to the arsenal of

modern warfare? If so, have health issues

become somewhat clouded by military con-
siderations?

Almost a decade has passed since U.S.

embassy personnel were first informed that

they were the target of a covert microwave
beam. Yet the American government has still

not disclosed the motivation tor the Moscow
signal, which has been directed— on and
off—at the ambassador's suite and adjoin-

ing offices for more than 30 years. (Accord-
ing to a brief announcement in The New York

Times., beaming was resumed for three

months in 1983.)

Through the Freedom of Information Act,

some documents on the issue have been
made available. But even these have been
heavily sanitized in order to guard national

security. This veil of secrecy has naturally

spawned rumors, and Becker is not the first

scientist to claim that health impairment or

"A remarkanie vaccine. Professor S'einmetz.

But bear in mind that hamsters very seldom catch Dutch elm disease.
"



mind control could be the purpose ot the

Moscow signal. The State Department itself

investigated—and subsequently dis-

missed—this theory. Or at least that is the

official account.

From the start the extremely low power

and irregular frequencies of the Moscow
signal effectively ruled out the possibility that

it was being used for jamming or for activat-

ing eavesdropping devices on the prem-

ises. Consequently, the intelligence com-

munity took little notice of the beam in the

Fifties. It was not until the mid-Sixties that a

command came down—apparently from the

highest echelons of government—to inves-

tigate its biological impact.

So on the one hand, the government was

telling the public that microwave exposure

posed no danger at weak intensities. On the

other, it was privately conducting studies to

test these assertions since, as one intelli-

gence memo from that period states, "There

exists very little data in the United States or

other Western countries on the effect of low-

level microwave radiation."

Beginning in 1965, an investigation was

launched along two main fronts. Unknown

to embassy personnel, blood samples ob-

tained from them during "routine medical

checkups" were being scrutinized for signs

of genetic damage. At the same time, the

government began plans for a top-secret

project, given the ominous code name Pan-

dora, that would expose primates to micro-

waves similar to the Moscow signal.

The results of the blood study remain

classified. Dr. Cecil Jacobson, the specialist

at George Washington University who was
in charge ol analyzing the samples, did find

a high incidence of chromosome damage.

He never knew which samples came from

the high-exposure group, however, and

therefore could not test the statistical signif-

icance of his findings.

The outcome of the primate experiments

is also unclear. After ten days of around-ihe-

clock exposure to a laboratory simulation oi

the Moscow signal, one monkey fell into a

deep stupor and could not be roused from

this state until more than three days later,

when the power was finally cul off. This dra-

matic and unexpected finding propelled the

State Department to begin preparation for a

more ambitious research effort that was to

involve the testing of human volunteers. In

midstream, however, the State Department

dropped this line of inquiry. The reason: Upon

examination, the primate study was found to

have had Haws in its experimental design,

which meant that no firm conclusions could

be drawn from the data.

Why a better designed study wasn't con-

ducted is baffling, given the shocking na-

ture oi the findings. One possible explana-

tion is that the investigators fell victim to their

own dogma. At that time, the idea that a weak

electromagnetic field could alter the brain

was tantamount to heresy. Once shortcom-

ings in the experiment became apparent,

there must have been a strong temptation to

discount the findings altogether.

Not everyone accepts this explanation,
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however. A popular countertheory is that the

government attempted to cover up health

effects' at low intensities because, among
other things, a lot of expensive radar sets

would have to be redesigned.

This kind of speculation only added to the

worries of U.S. embassy staff members in

Moscow when they were finally enlightened

in 1976 to their role as unwitting guinea pigs.

To appease them, the State Department was

obliged to deem Moscow an unhealthy work

post and provide 20 percent salary in-

creases as compensation. In addition, alu-

minum shielding was nailed to the Side of

the building, and a massive epidemiological

survey of the staff was launched.

This study, like many epidemiological in-

vestigations before and afler it, was thwarted

due to lack of data on the exposure levels of

those surveyed. Neither the CIA nor the De-

partment of Defense was keen on revealing

any information on their personnel. None-

theless, the results offered some reassur-

ance to embassy employees. In 1978 the in-

<*According

to Soviet scientists, living

organisms evolve

under the influence of

the earth's

geomagnetic field

and are

extremely sensitive to it3

vesligators concluded lha: the Moscow staff

was not dying any faster or contracting any

more diseases than diploma's n other East-

ern Bloc countries, who presumably were

not being bombarded with microwaves.

"The Moscow signal was definitely not

used to modify health or behavior," declares

Samuel Kosiov, a leading government in-

vestigator of the embassy affair who now
serves as assistant to the director for tech-

nical assessment in the Applied Physics Lab,

at Johns Hopkins University. "No one knows

for certain what it was used for. But we have

pretty good suspicions, which I'm not at lib-

erty to discuss. They have nothing, however,

to do with biology or psychology."

As regards the general feasibilily ol sur-

reptitious bram '-ianipL"aton, Kosiov adds,

"I suppose Ihe possibility al-.vays exists. With

the proper combination ol waveforms, you

might produce some effect. But we have

never really looked at that in this country."

Eldon Byrd, of the Naval Surface Weap-

ons Center, in Silver Spring, Maryland, dis-

agrees. Between January 1981 and Sep-

tember 1982, the Navy commissioned Byrd

to investigate the potential for developing

electromagnetic devices that could be used

as nonlethal weapons by Ihe Marine Corps

for the purpose of "riot control, hostage re-

moval, embassy and ship security, clandes-

tine operations, and so on." According to

Byrd, the use of weak fields for the remote

manipulation of the mind is feasible and was
one of the possibilities explored. It should be

noted, however, that this project was neither

well funded nor continued past 1982. Un-

less a top-secret program is under way, such

research would appear to be of low priority

to the military.

"I don't think most people in government

perceive that there could be a threat in this

area," says the Navy's Paul Tyler. "But if you

can create good effects, it stands to reason

that you can probably produce bad effects.

And there's no reason why this couldn't be

done covertly. After all, we are not aware of

.the natural fields in the environment that

control our circadian rhythms. Probably

many things that can be done chemically

could also be done electrically. With the right

electromagnetic :ielo. for example, you might

be able to produce the same effects as psy-

choactive drugs."

A Russian machine called the Lida ap-

pears to do just that. A huge console built

with World War II technology, it generates

pulsed radio frequencies in conjunction with

other sensory stimuli that are supposed to

induce deep sleep. According to Adey, the

only investigator in the United States to test

the device, "Instead of taking a Valium when

.you want to relax yourself, it looks as though

a similar result could be achieved with a ra-

dio field." In a recent interview, Adey de-

clined to speak about Ihe military applica-

tions of the technology. But at an earlier

conference, he was quoted as saying, "Some

people theorize thai the Soviets may be us-

ing an advanced version of the machine

clandestinely to seek a change in behaviors

in the United Stales nrcign signals beamed
fromtheUSSR."

To Delgado, this is nothing short of sci-

ence fiction. "I don't believe it," he says. "The

strength of electromagnetic :, elds falls so

drastically with distance from the transmitter

thai i! would bo practically impossible."

Rather than worrying about unlikely sce-

narios. Delgado prefers to focus on Ihe much
more real risk posed by the growing con-

tamination of the electromagnetic environ-

ment. In his opinion, there is an urgent need

to conduct research that will help establish

tolerable doses and to organize preventive

medicine. He also emphasizes the impor-

tance of major programs for pursuing the

therapeutic uses of EMFs. which "could lead

to new treatments tor conditions now con-

sidered hopeless."

But like many other scientists who have

been lured into this once disreputable iield,

Jose Delgado is most eager to find the an-

swers to questions mat strke at Ihe very core

of life: "How do natural and artificial fields

affect our behavior? What are the effects of

the magnetic storms of the sun and the con-

stellations? Is there an electromagnetic force-

driving our thoughts, our behavior, and fi-

nally, our lives?"00



TRANQUILLITY
with your foot."

Suddenly the picture changed into a

screaming blur. Jeff leapt back, swept by
chills. What had they found up there?

"My God!" Maddy said, running for the hall.

"The hairdryer!"

"I'm not touching it!" Lou yelled from the

bedroom.

The picture calmed. Something moved
into the lunar view, Jeff twisted the focus knob
and played with the tint. The moon turned
red, then yellow, and the haze got worse.

The sound began buzzing and throbbing.

"Let me," said Jeff's dad. He worked the

knobs, and the picture returned ... but they

were too late.

"—for mankind."

Jeff yelled, "We did it!"

"Damn," said his dad. "Get out of the way,

Jeff." He-stepped back and accidentally hit

the tripod. His dad swore and swatted at

him, then took picture after picture. Amaz-
ingly, the clarity remained. Neil Armstrong
was on the moon. Jeff could almost see what

it looked like.

Maddy came out of the hall, weeping. Be-

hind her, the bedroom door slammed shut.

"Maddy," said Jeff's mother, hurrying over

to her.

Jeff looked back at the TV. imagining the

moon hanging far out in space, a tiny man
standing practically barefoot on its surface.

It was sharp and impossibly clear, but it was
all black and white. -

"Hey," said Jeff's dad, crossing to Maddy.
"What's wrong?'

She shook her head, hiding her face. "Re-

runs. That's all he's been saying all morning.

They already walked. I don't know what's

going on with him."

Jeff got goose bumps. Reruns?
The adults went into the guest bedroom,

leaving him alone.

Reruns, like The Honeymooners?
He forgot the TV until, by itself, the picture

changed from the moon to a bottle of Ivory

Liquid, then to acres of cars, a bullfight. He
twisted the knob but with no effect. A dozen
pictures flew past. There went the moon!
Eddie laughed. Spinning, Jeff saw him

punching buttons on the remote-control box.

"Stop it!"

Jeff flung himsell at Eddie, and they both
landed on the floor, pummeling each other.

Excited by their cries, Mab worked open the

screen door and rushed in. Jeff curled into

a ball and kicked out, knocking Eddie across

the room but letting the dog closer. She leapt

all over him while Eddie made his escape.
Jeff struggled up and ran out; Mab behind.

He chased Eddie once around the house,

then Ihe heat overwhelmed all of them, They
stood panting and sweating in the front yard.

"You kick like a giri," Eddie said.

"Shut up,"

Jeff opened the door and went inside. As
his eyes adjusted to the shadows he saw a
huge silhouette rising against the TV. It was
Uncle Lou, his hands full of shiny brown rib-

bon. The camera lay on the floor, its back
wide open.

"Unc—

"

Lou dropped the exposed film, taking a
step toward Jeff.

"I heard Mab in here," Lou said.

"But she went out with us."

Behind a smile, Uncle Lou looked mur-
derous. His huge hands reached for Jeff.

The other adults came out of the guest
room.

"Oh, no," said Jeff's dad. "What hap-
pened here?"

"Mab got into the camera," Lou said. "The
boys were roughhousing." They all looked

at Jeff Eddie stayed outside.

"Crap." said his dad, gathering the ruined

film in his arms.

Jeff looked for the moon on TV, but all he
saw was President Nixon on the telephone.

The adults kept a fune'eal srcnce while Nixon

congratulated the astronauts.

"No one cares about you," Jeff said to the

president. "We want the moon. Dad . . . dad,

is it true that it's a rerun?"

"Theywakec aie asl night, yes,"

Eddie spoke through no screen door. 'The

TV Guide says there's a scary movie on. I

saw part of it once. It's about this boy who



finds out his parents are Martians."

"The one with the sandpit?" Jeff asked.

"There are men on the moon and you want

to watch monster movies?" said their dad.

Jeff shrugged, feeling guilty, but Eddie

came in, and together they hunted for the

remote-control box. Their dad sighed and
said he would go get more film and beer.

Jeff nodded at Eddie, who changed the

channel. Aside from the moon, a few com-
mercials were showing; there was no sign of

the creepy movie. They waited for a Cal

Worthington ad to end. Uncle Lou sat in his

deep armchair. Jeff watched him from the

corner of his eye. Uncle Lou had ruined the

film] like he tried to ruin everything. Bad re-

ception, Aunt (vladdy in tears, reruns. It

looked like a plot to ruin the moon shot.

"Mars is where I'm going when I grow up,"

Jeff said defiantly.

Lou laughed. "First you want the moon,
then Mars. When will you give up?"

"Never."

Lou's smile faded. "That's tough," he said,

and grinned again, but this time it was like a

pat on the head, as if Jeff were a baby.

"Oh, I'll do all right," said Jeff.

The commercial ended arc more moon

"I can't find it," Eddie said. "I'm going out

to play with Mab."
Jeff saw an astronaut . . . two? It was hard

to tell. They were moving around an object

that seemed an illusion of the bad reception,

another ghost or double shadow. He made
out black-and-white stars and stripes.

"There we go again." Lou said under his

breath. "Do it first. Jeff, you know why that

other Apollo burned up on the launehpad?"
He shook his head, wary.

"We were in a big hurry," Lou said. His

eyes looked like Maddy's, but the tears were

held in place, and that made all the differ-

ence. "Such a hurry that we didn't make room
for a fire extinguisher. We pushed to get on

the moon by 1970 for no good reason. Ken-

nedy's promise. That ship's a piece of sec-

ond-rate junk because we won't take the time

to build something good, something safe. It's

a game to get your mind off the real prob-

lem—the war."

Jeff said nothing. Mab barked-, and in the

back room .Aunt Maddy's voice sounded
high and- choked. He watched the screen.

the flag, the astronauts. A junk ship? He
thought he was going to cry. Uncle Lou was
trying to make him cry. Well, he wouldn't.

He wished he could find that science-fic-

tion movie with the sandpit and the buried

spaceship. Fakey Hollywood fright all eerie

music and costumes, would be comforting

by comparison to Uncle Lou.

"You drank too much RC," said Jeff's

mother. "I'll bring you a Turns."

Jetf and Eddie lay in a strange bed in the

guest room. Jeff was sure he would- not be
able to sleep because it was still early. He
thought he heard Laugh-In in the living room.

When his mot-her returned with a pill, she
asked, "Did you like the moon landing?"

Eddie said yes,

Jeff said, "It was okay."
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"Go to sleep now. We'll gel you up in a few

hours, we're not staying all night."

She closed them into the dark, and Jeff

becarfie instantly dizzy, The ceiling spun like
1

a horseless carousel. He touched sleep and
bounced back, as if irom a black trampoline.

The voices in the living room were soft until

the TV went off and silence amplified Ihem.

Eddie turned over and jabbed Jeffs ankle

with a toenail. He stifled a complaint when
he saw that his brother was asleep.

"Eddie?" he whispered.

Mo answer. Eddie's breathing deepened,
a sure sign of sleep, though he never slept

so easily at home. Maybe Ihere had been
something in the burgers Uncle Lou had
bought. But he was wide awake.

He had a theory

Uncle Lou was no! human.

He got out of bed. pulled on his pants.

and went to the window, which was open to

let cool air circulate. The screen was fixed

by a rusty hook, and he had to be careful

not to wake Eddie as he slipped the latch.

477ie picture

wavered like a tapestry

of lunar snow
and glare, but Jeff was

determined to

figure it out. He thought

he could see

ghosts moving in the snow3

He-went over the sill into the backyard.

"Oh. no."

Mab was waiting, but she made no sound.

He patted her big head, then crept to the

nearest corner of the house. Mab followed

him with apparent interest.

"I wonder if you know," he whispered,

playing with her ears. "Is. Uncle Lou a bad
alien? Has he got a spaceship somewhere
and some weird machine to mess up the TV?
He wouldn't put alien stuff in his bedroom. I

think it must be in the garage."

The screen door slammed, and Jeff heard

footsteps going to the sidewalk. Uncle Lou
came into view and walked into the garage.

A light came on inside ... a iaint, red light

thai showed through a tiny window
"That must be his laboratory," he said.

He climbed onto a section of picket fence

that ran below the window and peered into

the garage. The glass was covered by a

sheet of brittle red plastic, but he could see
Uncle Lou. There was a workbench covered

with tools- at the rear of the garage; an old

car with its hood raised took up most of the

space. Lou pulled a huge box down from a

shaky shelf and dropped it on the floor. He
took out a few sheets of newspaper and

stared into the box.

The fence swayed under Jeff's weight as

he leaned closer, trying to see what was in

the box. Uncle Lou reached in and took out

a magazine. Its edges crumbled into dust,

little flakes drifting over the car. The cover

showed a rocket ship, a silver needle flash-

ing through the blackness of interstellar

space. Amazing Stories.

He searched his uncle's face and saw
tears in the bleak, red light, the tears Lou
had held back earlier. Embarrassed, he tried

to jump down from the fence, but his cuff

caught, and he fell on the grass. Mab barked,

and he pushed her away. Rolling over, he

looked for stars, but the night was hazy. The
only lights in the sky were roving spotlights

and the usual glow from downtown. The
moon was nowhere to be seen.

'Jeff? Hey, Jeff, is that you?" It was Uncle

Lou, coming closer. He hopped the fence

and walked over to Jeff. Mab wfiined. He
knelt in the grass.

'Jeff, I'm sorry if I hurt your feelings."

"You didn't," Jeff said, finding himself an-

gry but wishing he were not.

"I wanted to go to the moon and Mars

once, did I ever tell you that?"

"You wanted to be an astronaut?"

Lou nodded.

"I saw you reading those magazines."

"I used to read a lot of that stuff, especially

in Nam. I needed it to escape. I hadn't known
anything could be like that place. The things

I expected and the things I saw there were
different, you know? I'm sorry. I don't want to

spoil it for you."

"Vietnam?"

"No, the moon."
Beyond Lou's head, a spotlight had fixed

on a portion of the smog cover and was be-

coming brighter.

"You didn't. Uncle Lou. It wasn't you. It was
the TV."

He stopped, his breath gone, and stared

in awe at the sky. The spot of light was the

moon, shining through the smog: now brown,

now the yellow of old paper, now white.

"Look!" he said.

Lou sat back and looked up. smiling. The
smog started in on the moon, billowing over

her face, softening her edges. Jeff looked

away before she vanished.

"Here, Jeff, let me help you up. I want to

show you something."

Uncle Lou not only pulled him to his feet,

he lifted him over the picket fence and
sleered him into the garage ahead ol Mab,

with a firm hand on his shoulder. Jeff looked

around at the stark-lit room where every-

thing—stacks of newspaper, fools, jars of

nails, even the windshield of the broken-

down car—was covered with a layer of dust.

Lou moved him off to one side and reached

into the shadows beneath the high cabinet.

"Have
I
ever shown this lo you?" he asked.

When he turned around, he held an un-

gainly wooden tripod together with a long,

gray cylinder.

'A telescope!" Jeff said, and as he took a

step toward it, Lou aimed the neglected bar-

rel and blew a cloud of dust into his eye:DQ
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to a place calior; Raba cabs, which means
far, fee away, From there I had io take an-

other plane, and then a little outboard mo-

'

lorboat, and finally the natives just picked

me up bodily and carried me ashore.

According to Father Gill, a nurse named
Annie Laurie Borewa came running into his

study to say there was a furor outside. Gill,

who's not really excitable, sauntered outside

to see a hovering disc with a deck around

it. Being a friendly guy, he waved at the disc,

and to his utter surprise, some creatures

waved back. Then he waved with two hands,

and they waved back with both hands. The
natives got so. excited they ran around
screaming and gesticulating, and then, be-

cause it was a religious sort oi place, they

went into evensong!

Well, I got Father Gill aside in 1973, and I

said to him, "How is it that you stopped to

pray?" "I've asked myseil :hal question," Gill

answered. "But you know, I just felt it was

some strange device made by you Ameri-

cans." I told Gill it didn't sound like any tech-

nology I'd ever heard of.

Omni: How did Blue Book explain this'?'

Hynek: The disc had a glow around it and a

blue beam that went straight up. As it left, it

passed through—and il uminated—some
clouds. So Blue Book called it "cloud illumi-

nation." Well, how did the clouds get illumi-

nated in the tirst place?

After investigating that—it was part of a

whole series of sightings in the area—

I

stopped at a hotel in Samoa and happened

Io glimpse a telex in the lobby. I sidled over

to it and read about a UFO sighting in Ath-

ens, Georgia. Well. I returned home to one

of the biggest UFO waves in a decade. There

were more than five hundred sightings

throughout Alabama, Georgia, Ohio, Penn-

sylvania, and much of the Eastern United

States. I still remember the day— I had gone

over numerous reports, and
I
was just pac-

ing the floor—when I
said, "There's got to be

a center Too much is going down the drain,

and no one is minding the store."

Omni: It was alter the founding of your cen-

ter that you really began -.0 define UFOs as

a phenomenon. What was the understand-

ing that began to.emerge from your work?

Hynek: I
realized that we don't have UFOs,

only UFO reports. I defined the UFO phe-

nomenon, then, as the continual flow of

strange sightings and reports Irom all over

the world. The patterns ar d contents of these

reports constitute the UFO phenomenon.

The phenomenon says nothing whatsoever

about origin, nothing about little green men.

The question about whether.you do or don't

believe in UFOs is irrelevant. If you define

the UFO as the UFO report and its consist-

ent contents, l.nen the phenomenon is there.

On the simplest level, I've divided that

phenomenon into six categories. The most

frequently reporlcd sighi ngs are those. of

strangely behaving lights m the night sky, so

I called these, simply, nocturnal lights. Since

the majority of daytime UFO sightings have

an oval shape and are often reported as

metallic looking these I called daylight discs.

A separate category is also needed for UFOs
that are picked up by radar. Then there are

the close encounters. In close encounters of

the first kind, witnesses come within a few

hundred feet of the UFO, but neither the wit-

nesses nor the environment is physically af-

fected. In close encounters of the second
kind, the UFO interacts with the environ-

ment, witnesses, or both. Peopleor trees can
be burned, holes or rings are made in the

ground, And most incredible, in close en-

counters of the third kind, humanlike crea-

tures—the so-called aliens—are said to

make their presence known.

Omni: This third category gave Steven

Spielberg the title for his film Close Encoun-

ters of the Third Kind. How did you come up

with that particular label, and how did you

react when Spielberg used it in his film?

Hynek: I did not want to use any classifica-

tion system that would imply an origin: so I

^Suppose UFOs
are trying to save us in the

same way we try

to save whales. Suppose

when some
damn idiot tries to press

the red

button, it doesn't work^

simply copied the nomenclature that physi-

cists used to describe collisions—collisions

of the first.and second kind. From that, I ex-

panded to get close encounters of the first,

secondhand third kind. I still remember
walking through Hollywood around ten-thirty

al night and cc1" no across a line two or three

blocks long, i looked up at the marquee and

Saw CLOSE ENCOUNTERS'OF THE THIRD KIND.

Boy. what a thrill!

Omni: How has your work helped you un-

derstand UFOs?
Hynek: It has helped me to formulate a ma-

jor question: "Does the phenomenon repre-

sent new empirical evidence in the same
sense that baciera represented empirical

evidence when Van Leeuwenhoek first

looked through his microscope? The real

question is whether or not the UFO phenom-

enon can' be explained by the present sci-

entific paradigm. I've come to believe that

the answer is no. Take the car-stopping

. cases. The Condon committee tried to du-

plicate thai effect by subjecting a car to an

intense magnetic field. This changed the

magnetic signature of the car but didn't stop

the car. Now that is something that is not ex-

plained by preserv.-day. science. Here's an-

other example: UFOs are reported to hover

noiselessly and then take olf with tremen-

dous speed, sometimes with Hashing lights.

A jet aircraft can take of! with tremendous

speed, and a helicopter can hover. But I

know of no device that can do both and do

both silently. In both instances the hardened

critic would have an answer: It didn't really

happen. If he's hght.'the UFO phenomenon
is no longer a physical, but a psychological,

problem. Then the psychologist must tell us

how ten geographically independent peo-

ple can report identical details.

Omni: Well, that is a possibility.

Hynek: Of course, the UFO phenomenon
may teach us more about ourselves than it

does about the outside universe. We don't

know the answer, but there are several intri-

guing possibilities.

Omni: Including Iho possibility of visitors from

outer space?
Hynek: That's certainly one possibility, but

it's hard to accept. My biggest hope is that

as the research progresses, 1 will be able Io

demonstrate that the E.T. hypothesis is un-

tenable, that it just doesn't wash to a scien-

tist. Look, if you let the thickness of an ordi-

nary playing card represent the distance

tram the earth to the moon, how many cards,

put back to back, would represent the dis-

tance to the nearest star ofher than the sun''

The number is staggering. You'd have to

have nineteen miles of cards. If you put down
two cards per second and worked an eight-

hour day, it would take you eight and a half

years. There is simply nothing in our present

or foreseeable technology that would allow

travelers to cover such distances. And I have

much too much respect for Einstein to think

we can travel faster than light. There are other

things thai render the E.T. hypothesis un-

likely as well. Our detection devices, which

are sensitive enough to detect a soccer ball

thousands of miles away, do not discern

UFOs coming in or out. Yet there are so many
reports that if UFOs were actual ships, ii

would be like not detecting an Apollo launch

every half hour.

There's also the fact that these supposed

aliens don't behave like we would behave

upon visiting another world. They don't call

for a summit meeting with heads of state.

They don'l set up trade, and they don't try to

explain their presence. Moreover, they seem
to be at home in our gravity and our atmos-

phere, which is highly unlikely.

Omni: Then you are advocating a psycho-

logical point of view.

Hynek: Hold on there, what do you mean by

psychological?
I
always delight in pointing

out that on whichever level you perceive the

UFO phenomenon, you still have a problem.

Whether UFOs are real or not, their motions

are not random. They seem to be pro-

grammed and to exhibit what appears to be

curiosity and purpose.

There.'s anolher feature about the UFO
phenomenon that escapes most people. I

like Io call it the Cheshire Cai effect. \r\ Alice

in Wonderland, the Cheshire Cat manifested

itself, communicated with Alice, and then

disappeared. The UFO does very much the
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same thing. The typical UFO is seen by sev-

eral people; it seems solid and leaves marks,

then goes away rapidly. But it's rarely re-

ported from town to town. Now when a 747

leaves New York tor San Francisco, the damn
thing can be tracked any place along the

line. Not. so with UFOs. In essence, UFOs
appear spontaneously within a limited area,

remain visible for a short time, and then dis-

appear without a trace. This peculiar behav-

ior reminds us of the duality ol light, which

acts either as a wave or a particle, depend-
ing on the particular situation. Perhaps UFOs
also have two aspects. They might even be

an interlace between our reality and a par-

allel reality, the door to another dimension.

Now I'm just suggesting this, not saying

it's so. Any number of

other theories are

presently as valid.

Omni: What theory
might explain the most

puzzling part ot the

so-called phenome-
non— claims that

people have been
abducted by actual

creatures or aliens?

Hynek: It's obvious
thai abduction cap-
tures the public fancy:

Spielberg didn't make.

a movie out of a noc-

turnal light or even a

daylight disc. Close
Encounters of the

Third Kind was a

grabber because it

brought in another in-

telligence, the others.

It struck chords ol awe
and wonder and tear:

"My God, are they

here to make charm
bracelets out of us?
Are they looking for a

new source ol pro-

tein?What is their mis-

sion in the world?"

I probably know
more about the ab-

duction phenomenon
than most people, but

this information sim-

ply raises more ques-

tions. Take the classic case of Betty and
Barney Hill. Barney was a black post-office

official, and Betty was a white social worker.

Coming back from vacation in Canada in

1961, they reportedly saw what would be
called a. typical UFO. Then Barney was
somehow impelled ic l.ske a side road. They
came across what they thought was a road

block when, they claim,, some creatures

started walking toward the car. One started

to put his hand through the car window, and
that is all Betty and Barney remember. Two
hours later, Ihey regained consciousness.

They were thirly-five miles farther down the

road without any idea how they got there,

and this, obviously, began to bother them.

They began to have bad dreams and fi-

nally went io see Dr Beniamr Simon, known
for handling shell shock and amnesia cases.

He used hypnolic regression to bring them
back to the incident. He never interviewed

them together and' never allowed them to

hear each other's tapes. After it was over,

Simon found that they told the same story:

Extraterrestrials impelled them to leave the

car and walk to the oraft, where they were
separated and given examinations. Betty

said they stuck a needle in her havel and
then took skin and nail samples. Barney
claimed Ihey took a sample of his sperm.

Simon had me over to dinner with the Hills.

and afterward put them under hypnosis.

Then he allowcc me to interrogate them lor

an hour and a half. They were sillingas close

felt he was dealing with a nincompoop. But

under hypnosis, Betty drew the map. I my-

self put Betty's star map into a computer.

and as it turns out, if you just sit there and
diddle with the controls, you can match it up

beautifully with part of the telescopic night

sky. Carl Saga'n argues that it is a coinci-

dence. You can put down any number of

dots, and if you turn them'a certain way you'll

get a replica of part oi the sky. The map has

evidence for and against it. But to me. It

doesn't make much difference. The alien's

home planet would require about one hun-

dred sixty miles of cards. The problem re-

mains.: How did ihey get here? I don't think

Ihey did; certainly not by physical means.

Omni: Then you dismiss the Hills?

Hynek: Absolutely not.

HowBushmills occasionally

helps you meet beautiful

and curiouswomen.

er scotch at a bar and the

nman next to you says ro herself:

another scotch drinker."

ier Bushmills at a bar and the

oman next to you says (to you):

ie, but what is tkatT

s up to you.

r Bushmills is imported from
oldest distillery.

ncniion that it's distilled 3 times

mmonly smooth taste,

point, you're on your own.
:an help, but only so much.

to me as you are now, and when Barney got

to the scene where he was abducted, he

yelled out "in absolute, abject terror. It sent

shivers down my spine. I'd say he'd have to

get an Oscar for the performance if he were

putting it on.

Omni: Wasn't there also a star map that Betty

supposedly saw?
Hynek: According to Betty, she asked the

leader where he was from. He pulled this

three-dimensional map out of the wall. He
told her that the dots were s"ars, and the lines,

the trade and exploration rouies his people

normally followed. Then he said, "Do you

know where you are?" Betty knew no astron-

omy whatsoever; she can probably tell the

sun from the moon, but that's about all. He

Having talked i

mately not only with"

Betty and Barney but

also with other ab-

ductees, there's one

thing that stands out.

They firmly believe it

happened, and they

maintain thai it was
real, But at what level

of reality is it? Is it

psycho ogical reality,

p+iysical reality, or

something -else en-

tirely? Right now, we
don't have enough
evidence, and any
answer that I could
give would be invalid.

Omni: Professor Mi-

chael Persinger. of

Laurentian University,

in Ontario, suggests

that UFO sightings are

visions induced by
electromagnetic fields

from the earth's crust.

Hynek: Persinger is a

very enthusiastic sci-

entist with tremen-
dous energy and self-

assurance. He could

be right. But I won't be
convinced until he can

prove thai an electro-

magnetic field not ap-

plied through elec-

trodes is capable ol producing visions.

Omni: Alvin Lawson, a professor at Califor-

nia State University at Long Beach, sug-

gests lhal UFO abductees are simply reliv-

ing the birth trauma Med cai nstruments and

the long tunnel to the womb, he says, have

been converted into alien examiners and
unearthly beams of light.

Hynek: I don't think babies coming through

the birth canal would remember that sort of

stuff. Lawson, who is an English teacher, after

all, has somehow latched onto a theory. I just

think it's nonsense.

Omni: Could UFO abductees be revealing

some sort of Jungiar arche:ype. psycholog-

ical symbols that haunt us all?

Hynek: Why at this particular epoch, though?



Why wouldn't we have seen copious UFO
reports in the nineteenth century?

Omni. Perhaps because modern technol-

ogy leads to this particular expression of the

archetype. There have always been fanta-

sies. People saw elves, monsters, dragons,

Perhaps the archetype varies from one age

and society to the next.

Hynek: Jung died a very puzzled man about

UFOs. He wanted very much to show that

they were a projection of the collective un-

conscious, but he was sorely puzzled by the

physical efiects: How could an archetype or

projection produce burns, radar tracings, or

tangible marks on the ground? In a sense,

that's my problem, too. The close encounter

of the third kind just cannot be swept under

the carpet. In science you do not discard

data just because you don't like them.

Omni: Yet you reject (he E.T. hypothesis. How
do you account for what's going on?

Hynek: What I reject is the idea that flesh-

and-blood aliens are visiting the earth. I do

believe that from an astronomical stand-

point, the probability of another intelligence

in the universe is enormous. But our vision

of that intelligence tends to be very provin-

cial. In looking for life elsewhere, we natu-

rally think in terms of our own lite. But I
think

that's a mistake. 1 prefer to go with the view

of George Wald, at Harvard, who says that

consciousness may be separate from the

vehicle that contains it.

I also agree' with Arthur C. Clarke, who

said that when we look for life elsewhere, we
should look not only for life as we know it but

also tor life as we don't know it and can't

imagine it. We are terribly circumscribed and

pre-Copemican in our naivete when it comes

to our concept of intelligent life; We under-

stand that there are other solar systems, but

we are still egocentric when it comes to our

concept of lite. Maybe UFOs are instru-

ments to make us aware of the truth, intro-

ducing a new notion of fife and reality. UFOs
may be illusions created by consciousness

that exists apart from protoplasm.

Omni: But why? And why now?
Hynek: All loan do is spin some scenarios-

Suppose that a million years ago, some out-

side intelligence had planted a sensor in the

solar system. If it sent reports back home
every thousand years, as lar as Earth and

the human race were concerned, most of

those reports would have been really mo-

notonous: "The human race is still procreat-

ing and starting wars; the human race is still

procreating and starting wars." But perhaps

the last lime the report went back, a number

of things had happened: electric lights, nu-

clear energy, going to the moon. In other

words, the human race has suddenly be-

come of interest to another intelligence.

Another scenario is thai some intelligence

outside us has suddenly realized that the

human race is an endangered species. Per-

haps they are trying to save us in the same
wayweareiry.ng k; save whales, seals, and

so \orih This ft conjecture and lar from tact,

but really a hope. Suppose that when some
damn idiot on this Earth tries to press the red

button, that button won't work.
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Another scenario is one I call the parable

ol the elk. An elk is wandering through the

Northwest Territory when suddenly he sees

a strange craft and some very strange crea-

tures. He experencos mussing time and

eventually wakes up knowing something has

happened. The machine and the creatures

are gone, but he goes back and tells his fel-

low elks, all members of B.RO.E. 347, about

his experience. They say, "What kind of

moose milk have you been drinking?" Well,

although he doesn't know it, the strange craft

was actually a helicopter, and the strange

creatures, people.' They fired a tranquilizing

bullet into him, and while he was uncon-

scious, implanted a transponder. So the elk,

after he wakes up, has no notion whatever

that whenever a certain satellite passes

overhead it activates the transponder, and

back in Washington, DC, his blood, heart-

beat, temperature, and location are all being

carefully plotted. Now, it's very suggestive

but certainly not provable that some of these

abductees, especially when they seem to

^Suppose a

very advanced civilization

has the ability

to project a thought-form

down here, which,

like a holographic image,

assumes

three-dimensional reality^

show scars, have been selected as experi-

mental guinea pigs.

Omni: Yet close encounters of the fhird kind

might be anybody's fantasy,

Hynek: I can't disagree. That's why I'd like to

focus most of my new research on close en-

counters of the second kind, where there are

actual physical marks. -Perhaps a foreign

consciousness is creating not just illusions

but Ihe real ship and the-real crealures as

well. If they weren't physical creations, they

couldn't leave traces. That's the importance

ol the close encounter of the second kind.

Let us suppose that a very, very advanced

civilization has, as a part of its everyday

technology, the ability to project a thought

form that, like a holographic image, tempo-

rarily assumes three- oimensional reality. This

is just speculation of the wildest sort, but if

the UFO phenomenon is doing anything, it's

causing us to expand our imagination, to

make us aware that this nice, cozy world we
live in is only the world we see around us,

not the sum total of our environment.

Omni: Are there any close encounters of the

second kind that you feel would particularly

help to reveal this b-'oader -eality?

Hynek: I'd like to get to the bottom of the

Cash/Landrum afiair. The story there con-

cerns Betty Cash, Vicki Landrum. and Vicki's

grandson Colby The three were coming

back from a Bingo game when they saw a

glowing triangle spewing ha'-cs above ihem

in the sky. They stopped the car to watch the

thing, and as it moved off, they reportedly

saw about twen1y-;hrce helicopters escort-

ing it out. After they got home there were all

sorts ol physiological effects: Their eyes

swelled, their hair fell out, they developed

blisters, they were nauseated and weak. The

event completely altered their lives.

Omni: What do you think was at the root?

Hynek: My best guess is that they were ex-

posed to some kind ot microwave radiation.

Space-shuttle engineer John Scheussler,

who's investigating the case, is veering to-

ward the idea that the three were exposed

loagovernmenl devce escorted by twenly-

three helicopters, He's even helped Betty,

Vicki, and Colby to institute a lawsuit against

the government. But there's another side ot

all this: Where would twenty-three helicop-

ters come from? First of all, it was Christmas

week, and people at the bases said they

would never conduct military exercises at a

time like that.

Omni: Certainly you can't be suggesting the

possibility of twenty-lhree extraterrestrial

helicopters?

Hynek: No, that's preposterous. But per-

haps Cash and the Landrums saw a holo-

graphic image of the helicopters. I could buy

that more than I buy twenty-three solid.

physical helicopters from some unknown

base, when no baseman will admit seeing

so many helicopters of that particular kind.

Omni: Yet I really think that we're obliged to

consider the fact that some of these sight-

ings are due to government craft. Recently,

James E. Oberg traced many reports to se-

cret Soviet satellite launchings.

Hynek: Today, ot course, such technology

may account for many reports. From 1947

through 1955, however, almost none of the

maneuvers ascribed !o UFOs could have

been duplicated with human technology.

And even today, our technology can dupli-

cate only part of the phenomenon. We stilt

don't have craft that can hover and then take

off at fantastic speed.

Omni: As far as you know. But the govern-

ment has been implicated in other ways as

well'. A group known as CAUS [Citizens

Against UFO Secrecy] claims that the gov-

ernment has been orchestrating a massive

cover-up ot UFO information. They've re-

cently invoked the Freedom of Information

Act to obtain classified information. Have

they found anything, and do you believe

there's a government cover-up?

Hynek: What can be covered up? You can

cover up ignorance, embarrassment, sinis-

ter political acts. I myself don't see real evi-

dence lor a diabolical, Machiavellian cover-

up. I do perceive a strong reluctance to share

information with the public. The government

did classify many of Ihe unexplained sight-

ings, and CAUS, wielding the Freedom of

Information Act. managed to discover a

number of things. The most important ma-



terial concerned the Strategic Air Command
(SAC) bases.

CAUS learned that in the fall of 1975. there

had been a spate ot sightings at the Loring

Air Force Base, in Maine; the Wurtsmiih Air

Force Base, in Michigan, '.he Malmstrom Air

Force Base, in Montana; and the Falcon-

bridge Air Force Base, in Canada. In each
case, according lo classified government
documents, the nuclear-weapons storage

area was penetrated by UFOs. One helicop-

ter pilot sent in io look at the Malmstrom UFO
even claimed that it had manipulated the

computer, changing guidance directions on

p

intercontinental ballistic missiles.

CAUS also found evidence indicating the

presence of still more documents. When
CAUS attorney Peter Gersten went after

those, he was told he couldn't have them be-

cause they would interfere with national se-

curity. Yet the Air Force today maintains thai

Blue Book was closed ne cause UFOs did

not afteel national security. How can they

have it both ways? Gersten took his case to

the Supreme Court, which refused to hear

the case. He finally managed to obtain some
documents. This is one of them. [Hynek takes

some pages from his folder]

Omni: It's all crossed out!

Hynek: Government censors crossed out

virtually everything. Now, is that a cover-up

or what?

Omni: How do you react to Larry Bryant, who
claims the government is hiding crashed

saucers and alien corpses?
Hynek; Bryant is a superenthusiast, and he

doesn't show good judgment. His evidence
is a letter purported to be from an Air Force"

officer claiming that he'd heard of these

aliens. That certainly wouldn't stand up in

any court of law.

To be honest, I don't like to talk about
crashed saucers because I am in a position

to mobilize public belief. If
I came out and

held a press conference to say that a saucer
has landed and the creatures were in deep
freeze at Wright Field, quite a few people
would believe me. But it wouldn't necessar-

ily be true, and it certainly wouldn't be sci-

ence. I'm the interpreter, the monitor, the elder

statesman in this field, and I won't jeopard-

ize my reputation for the sake of a story.

Omni: All this brings up a good point: Where
do we draw the line? After all, the UFO phe-

nomenon is made up not only of reports by
pilots, scientists, and meteorologists. There
are.a wide variety o! cults that worship aliens

and make all kinds of outrageous claims

about communication from beyond.
Hynek; First of all, such claims are simply not

testable. One would have to throw away so
much of what we know about the physical

world to believe what these people say that

the burden of proof is certainly on them.

When asked for evidence, their typical re-

sponse is, "The aliens won't let me discuss

it with you; you can't see this, it's a private'

matter." Science has no truck with that.

But from .another point of view, perhaps
there's a reason. The cultists, after all, 'are

part of the phenomenon. Sometimes I think

that hoaxsters and psychopaths are being

manipulated to muddy the waters, to cast
doubt on the sightings that are reai so we
won't be too jolted by the presence of an
alien consciousness. One can view the UFO
phenomenon as a conditioning process for

the human race ?, \arcc-- nudging, budging,
and pushing us to a deeper awareness of

the universe. But perhaps such conditioning

works belter if it's subtle. I like to invoke the

name of Jane Goodall, the primatoiogist

known tar her work with chimps. What would
have happened if she had barged into the

chimp Community waving banners and
gear? She would have scared the hell out of

the chimps. So what did she do? She quietly

pushed her footstool an inch or so closer

each day. She got the chimps used to her.

And maybe by using a few crazy cultists as
a foil, the UFOs are gelling us used to them.

The best example of this phenomenon
may be cult leader George Adamski, one of

the greatest hoaxsters of all time. Though no
longer alive, he still has many thousands of

followers around the world. He ran a ham-
burger stand at the base of Mount Palomar,

had a little six-inch telescope, and called

himself Professor Adamski. He was no more
a professor than I'm the man in the moon.
The moon was his thing. He had gone to

the moon, and he had seen the other side,

lush vegetation. UFOs, and all. I asked him
some technical questions about the focal

length of his telescope. Could I see his cam-
era? What sort of emulsion did he use? But
ail-he wanted to do was show

His arguments were complete^ illogical. His

understanding of astronomy -and physics

was nil; there is simply no physical way in

which one side of the moon could have veg-

etation and atmosphere and the other side

not. Yet this man had an audience with

Queen Wilhelmina, of the Netherlands, and
large groups of people accept his ideas,

Omni: Perhaps people were swayed by his

intensity and his convicton that he was right.

Hynek; He styled himself a teacher and phi-

losopher, preaching love and kindness. And
perhaps it's that aspect that attracts this lu-

natic fringe. Mankind has always looked lo

the sky for help in one way or another. If the

crops failed, we had to placate the gods.
Today people are looking for a more scien-

tific father image, but they still look to the sky.

And the coming ol the UFO phenomenon
was a ready-made vehicle for anyone seek-

ing relie! Irom the energy crisis, overpopu-
lation, the chance of a nuclear holocaust,

pollution, you name it. Wouldn't it be nice if

some other intelligence came down and
helped us out of this mess. In a way, these

UFO cults are fulfilling a deep-seated need
that lets members live more comfortably.

Omni: Your critics would use your theory of

a disembodied alien consciousness to ac-

cuse you of the same thing.

Hynek: First let me say thai I probably could

have used my influence to become a UFO
guru with a vast following of cssciples. And
like most cult leaders,

I could be rich. Those
are things I would never consider. Nonethe-
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less, what you say is true. I'm walking a tight-

tope the whole damn way. One wonders why

study the subject at all. I've gone ihrough

ups and downs, times when I ielt that it was
just pointless. Then all o! a sudden a case

comes along thai reawakens my interest, and

I say, "My God, how do you explain this one?"

Right now, I'm terribly excited by a spate oi

sightings in Westchester County, New York,

where dozens of highly credible_ wit-

nesses— including computer experts,

teachers, engineers, and a meteorologist

—

have seen a large, hovering boomerang-

shaped pattern ot lights. This case diifets

from other, similar esses because it has an

abundant number of independent, as op-

posed to multiple, '.vixiesses. When you have

three or four people in a car, a psychologist

can always argue thai they were affected by

one another. But when strangers separated

by two or three city blocks report the same
thing in some detail, that's something else.

Omni: A recent article in Discover magazine

said that the Westchester boomerang was

created by small planes flying in formation.

Hynek: Some of the sightings, undoubtedly,

revolved around the fliers. But most did not.

Single-engine planes cannot hover sound-

lessly or travel below stall speed. Again, it

seems as though the UFO phenomenon

wants to muddy the waters, to disprove it-

self. It has been pretty conclusively shown

that the flyers took off and mimicked the ac-

tual UFO within four hours of a legitimate

sighting. Why? One of the most profound

statements in Dose EvccLinters was made
by [the late] Francois Truffaut; "It's a. phe-

nomenon psychoiogique." People were im-

pelled to come to the mountain. Time and

again, people were impelled to go to the

window or outside. Perhaps Ihe Westches-

ter flyers were also impelled, impelled to

obluscate the situation by doing things so

that no one would believe it.

Omni: Your personal goal, I take it, is not

obfuscation but clarity. What do you plan to

do in pursuit of that?

Hynek: My project now is the new UFO Re-

search Facility, in Phoenix, funded largely

through private sources. We hope to carry

out an extensive UFO research effort. My
main benefactor is a major philanthropist who

wishes to remain anonymous.

Omni: How do you hope to make the new

center different from most UFO research ef-

forts around today?

Hynek: I do not mean it unkindly, but the UFO
movement today is filled basically with am-
ateurs. Most of the investigators are not

professionals, and they are technically ill

equipped and lack funds. Many are also be-

set by preconceived notions of what UFOs
ought or ought not to be. My new research

facility, on the other hand, will be a thor-

oughly profess'ona operation. Subject to

sufficient funding, I would divide my inves-

tigation into two areas: passive and active.

The passive work would include two com-

puter studies. One, named UFOCAT, for UFO
catalog, already contains some eighty thou-

sand UFO cases. Another, UNICAT (for

unique catalog), concerns the study of cor-

relations between UFO features most fre-

quently reported from all over the world.

These correlated features— like hovering,

blinding output of light, anomalous acceler-

ation, or complete silence—seem to violate

our present scientific paradigm.

The active work would include a vast net-

work of psychologists, physicists, poly-

graph experts, even magicians, who would

live and breathe carefully selected cases,

even if it took years. The end result would be

technical reports on such cases, truly sci-

entific documents. As the years pass, we
would accumulate a set of technical reports

acceptable to the National Academy of Sci-

ences. I hope to demonstrate to my scien-

tific colleagues that the subject is worthy of

their serious attention and that ridicule is not

part of the scientific method.

Omni: How does your investigation of UFOs
compare with the beleaguered effort of SETI

[search for extraterrestrial intelligence] re-

searchers, who are using radiotelescopes to

comb the heavens for messages?
Hynek: Some wag has said thai the ultimate

aim of the SETI program is to have the not

yet born talking to the long since dead, and

vice versa. In essence, SETI scientists are

currently listening for radio messages from

distant civilizations many light-years away. If

the scientists did find a message, it would

be philosophically important. But I don't think

it's good policy to spend millions of dollars

on the SETI program and not spend even

one cent to consider the possibility that the

UFO phenomenon might have some bear-

ing on the issue. It would be a tragic joke if

all this money were spent searching for evi-

dence of extraterrestrial intelligence in far

places when that evidence might be under

our very noses.

Omni: How does your quest tie in with your

concept of religion and God?
Hynek: My personal feeling is that Ihe uni-

verse is not an accident. I feel like the spider

in the corner of the 747. It hasn't the slightest

idea what the mission of the 747 is or who
built it. All that is an order of magnitude above

its comprehension. The universe is an order

of magnitude above mine. Sir Arthur Ed-

dingion had a nice way of putting it. He said

that the human mind is like a fishnet, and the

kind of fish you catch depends on the mesh
of the net. There will always be fish that slip

through. Eddington also said that given the

weight of an elephant sliding down a grassy

bank and the slope and friction of that grassy

bank, a physicist can calculate the exact

speed with which the elephant would hit the

bottom. But no physicist can tell you why it's

funny. No physicist can tell you, either, about

the meaning or purpose of the universe. I

have a lot of fun spinning out such analogies

because, like UFO stories themselves, they

help me to think. I've often said that some
day I would enjoy being snowbound on the

rocky coast of Maine. I
imagine myself in front

of the fireplace, keeping my friends enter-

tained for many nights, not with ghost stories

but with one interesting UFO tale after the

next. I'd enjoy being given the chance, as

long as the food held out.DO
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CHIPMASTER
Angeles on several cccas ens. and Wonder
made several useful suggestions for im-

provements in the reading machine. Then,

during a cha! by telephone in mid-1982,

Wonder told Kurzweil that what he really

wanted was a keyboard synthesizer that

would accurately reproduce the sound ot a

piano, as well as any other instrument in an

orchestra. In his'low-key way, Kurzweil.

whose father was a symphony conductor,

replied, "l think I can do that."

Electronic synthesizers had been around

since the mid-Sixties, but no one had built

one that .could capture the sound of a con-

cert piano, the most complex of all musical

instruments. A single piano key can pro-

duce up to 200 recognizably different

sounds, depending on the state of the foot

pedals .and the torce with which the key is

struck. Each sound is composed of more

than 100 sounds, each with its own fre-

quency, loudness, and rate of decay. This

complexity is far more difficult to synthesize

than speech. But Kurzweil saw that by using

techniques from artifcal intelligence (Al), he

could capture the patterns of sound.

During that same time in 1982, he read an

article in Scientific American on computer

recognition of speech. The authors, two ex-

perts from Bell Labs, wrote that (he best any

computer could do in real time was to rec-

ognize about 20 spoken words. To deal with

a realistic vocabulary, cc~ou:ers would have

to be 1,000 times faster; at the rate Al was
advancing, this would take until the year

2020. Kurzweil thought he could do it a lot

sooner. As one associate put it, "That article

was like catnip to Ray. it was the sort of chal-

lenge he loves."

He saw that by developing special-pur-

pose microchips, he would be able to fit the

equivalent of several dozen computers on a

single chip. These computers would not be

programmable; they would lack the all-pur-

pose flexibility of standard models. They
would be designed to do one thing only; to

carry out the computations necessary to

recognize human speech. Kurzweil's even-

tual design would use the equivalent of 4.000

of the most advanced microchips, all focus-

ing tier power on that single task.

Still, this project would take several years

before it could produce a marketable prod-

uct, and c uring those years, his s:x;oct
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company would have to rely on the good

graces of venture capitalists and other

backers. That was why he saw that the mu-

sic project would be helpful. It could be

completed in much less time, yet posed

challenges quite similar to those of speech

recognition. By going lor a quick success

with the music system, Kurzweil would show

once again ihai he was the maestro of mi-

crochips. That would reassure his backers,

who then would keep the money flowing into

the speech project.

As he was starting the two companies,

Kurzweil Speech Systems and Kurzweil Mu-

sic Systems, he took his old friend Aaron

Kleiner to a convention of the National As-

sociation ot Music Merchants (NAMM). It was

one of the major gatherings within the music

industry, full ot top performers showing their

talents with the aid of Ihe latest equipment.

He told the managers of the NAMM show

that he would be back next year with the hit

of the convention. Kurzweil recalls that they

said, "Go away, kid."

But the next year he was back, competing

for attention with such groups as Van Halen

and Toto, He set up shop in a nearby hotel

suite and issued invitations to a number of

music dealers, promising them "real piano

sound." The dealers had heard many such

claims before, and their attitude was, "Oh,

yeah. Real piano. They mean real electric

piano. And who is Kurzweil?" Then they

heard. the first few notes. As Kleiner recalls,

"

'A musician can tell. There was this reaction

in people's faces; they knew. And we could

replay this scene every hour or so, with- a

different dealer,"

That September, Stevie Wonder was intro-

duced to the 250 music synthesizer. Another

early user was Lyle Mays, keyboardist for

the Grammy-winning Pat Metheny Group, a

jazz quintet. The first time Mays played it, he

declared, "1 was blown away.
I
couldn't be-

lieve it. There was this surprise to my ear to

play an electric keyboard and hear a very

acoustic sound." Indeed, the Kurzweil 250

is such a step forward that Robert Moog, the

inventor of the famous Moog synthesizer, has

recently gone to work for Kurzweil as chief

engineer.

While Kurzweil was pushing ahead to this

quick success, the speech-recognition

project was also hitting its stride. Already

many useful methods for optical character

recognition (OCR) had been studied by

computer scientists and discussed in the

technical .literature. Kurzweil put a lot of his

company's effort into doing experiments in

speech recognition, to learn what methods

were strongest in actual use. These were of

two Iype:,. i ng„iistic and acoustic. Linguistic

methods build models of the English lan-

guage, analyzing a sentence in terms of its

components: nouns and verbs, subject and

predicate. Such analyses, which manyot us

recall as the most boring part of high-school

English courses, proved to be at the heart

of this advanced project in computer devel-

opment. Success in this would allow the

computer to understand the context of a

sentence and distinguish between such
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similar-sounding woids as here and hear.

And from its understanding a 1
- this context,

the computer would narrow down the pos-

sible choices for the word it was trying to

recognize, ruling out most of them as.gram-

maticallyinappropr.ate. From a 10.000-word

vocabulary, this linguistic analysis would

identify some 500 as oolenl'.aJy appropriate

and worthy of further investigation.

At this point, the acoustic methods come
into play. These reduce a spoken word to a

computer shorthand, similar to that of the

music synthesizer. This shorthand is then

compared with a programmed set of pat-

terns. Whichever pattern gives the best

match is picked as the recognized word.

This system was not designed to listen to

speech as we hear it. Our speech is contin-

uous, with no breaks belween the words.

Moreover, unless someone has a very heavy

accenl, we can understand from the start

what he is saying. Kurzweil's project sought

lo recognize discontinuous speech, in which

the speaker pauses briefly between each

tmKurzweil met a woman
with a dog that leapt at him

and bit him. He

accepted her offer of $50 in

damages and ran

back to the office, waving the

money. "Put it

into cash flow," he exulted*

word. IBM had carrier; eul studies indicating

that once people had the encouragement oi

seeing their speech recognized, they would

quickly become accustomed lo talking in this

manner. Each individual user would merely

have to "train" the Kurzweil system by

speaking for an hour or two. This would al-

low the computer to construct the word pat-

terns for specific users'. In this sense, then,

Ihe system would be like a dog who re-

sponds only to its owner's speech. Even so,

Kurzweil believed his final product, the voice-

activated typewriter, would work at 150 words

per minute, twice as fast as an expert typist

and ten times as fast as a hunt-and-peck

artist or a writer with a pen.

In June 1983, Kurzweil's associates put

together the first version of their system and

.demonstrated it for investors. Jim Moser, a

young computer scientist, had spent many

days training the system, speaking words into

a microphone. One investor, an otlicial from

Xerox, asked Moser to try the word bailie.

The computer was not baffled. Ten hours

later, after crunching the data, it recognized

the word arid displayed it. After that, it was

mostly a matter of speeding up the system

100.000 timesover.

During the next six months. Francis Gan-

ong, the director of research, implemented

a set of techniques to speed things up ten-

fold. In January 1984, using Ihese methods,

Kurzweil's crew planned a new set ot dem-

onstrations for the investors, with Jim Moser

once again to be the man at the mike. Then,

the day before thisdemo, Moser came down
with a cold,

Moser's illness could have ruined the

demonstration. No one knew whether Mos-

er's cold would change his voice enough to

throw the system off. Ganong rushed to

Moser's house and brewed him a pot of

chicken soup, but the next day, Moser still

had a stuffy nose. Nevertheless, the com-

puter was able to recognize his words.

In April, as Ganong and the research staff

introduced further improvements, the rec-

ognition time fell to ten minutes. At about the

same.time, in a test using 200,000 words of

running text, the linguistic system suc-

ceeded in narrowing the choices tor each

new word to an average of only 380 possi-

bilities. The acoustic system snowed thai it

could reliably distinguish as many as 2,000

different words.

Until the summer of 1984, all work on the

project involved standard computers built

around -a single microchip processor. The

linguistic program could make its choices in

no more ihan a second or so, but the syslem

took ten minutes to recognize each word.

That was because the device spent most of

its lime working on the acoustics. Then, in

August, the researchers brought in the first

of a new breed ot special-purpose com-

puters, the Rayprocessor. With 64-micro-

chip processors crunching away at the same

time, the Rayprocessor showed that it could

speed up recognition time from 10 minutes

to 20 seconds.

At about the. same time, John Newkirk and

Robert Matthews, two Stanford professors,

developed the firs! special-purpose micro-

chips for the final version of Kurzweil's sys-

tem, Kurzweil's people affectionately re-

ferred to Newkirk and Matthews's company.

Silicon Solutions, Inc., as Silly Solutions.

("They don't have a namefor us that is nearly

as good," says Ganong.) With other ad-

vanced chips on the way from his engi-

neers. Kurzweil is looking forward to speed-

ing up the recognition time to 0,25 second.

Then the system will be able to recognize

speech as rapidly as it is spoken and will be

ready to go out into the world as the brains

of a voice-activated typewriter.

Amid ihe excitement of this rapid prog-

ress, the atmosphere in the company is one

of calm cpnfidence. People spend most of

their time at computer terminals, occasion-

ally gathering for an impromptu meeting in

the hallway. These casual meetings have

been so important that when the company

moved to a new building, the architect made

the hallway ten feet wide and put bookcases

and marking boards on the walls.

From this casual, re'.axer.l setl.ng will come

some significant changes in the way we
work, listen to music, and deal with com-

puters. The OCR reader, for one, points the



way toward breaking 'he paper barrier. For

al leas! [he next 30 years, offices will have
magazines, directories, lengthy reports,

.documents, and much else coming in by
mail. Computers communicate with the out-

side world over telephone lines, and if any-
one tries to send all these data by electronic

mail, the phone system won't be able to han-

dle it. Obviously no one is going to type this

information onto disks or even use recogni-

tion devices to read it onto them. Not even
platoons or people sitting at terminals, typ-

ing or talking away, would be able to handle
the job. The solution lies in Kurzweil's gen-
eral-purpose electronic text reader, which will

offer higher speed at lower cost.

The 250 music system promises other iu-

.
ture payoffs. Because it can reproduce any
sound, it will make sy'i'hesizeo speech more
natural. No longer need such speech fea-

ture the Hat monotone and intonation of a

machine; the voices of tomorrow's com-
puters and robots will be made from human
ones. That, in turn, will help break down the

emotional barriers that could keep us from
accepting these systems: With humanized
voices, these machines will rise more readily

to take on a broad range of productive roles

in our society.

The voice-activated typewriter (VAT)
points the way award those robots, but it is

just a beginning. Similarly, early versions of

the VAT may retain such old-fashioned fea-

tures as a keyboard, to correct occasional

errors. These may quickly give way to more
advanced systems, ncluc'ing true filth-gen-

eration computers:

T'ie Japanese government has lately

roused much concern by announcing its

support for such computers. But while the

Japanese have been announcing. Kurzweil
has been building The Japanese plan calls

for computers that can recognize large vo-

cabularies: that use many microchip proc-
essors working together in the manner of the
Rayprocessor, that can understand ordinary
language, and that incorporate expert sys-
tems (systems that solve problems in the

fashion of a human expert in a given field).

In Kurzweil's words. "I don't think there's any
question that we'll be marketing what the
Japanese are p'oposmg We are very much
involved in these areas, we intend to manu-
facture. Intelligent systems I ke itiai. Ou< goa
is to become the loading company in artifi-

cial intelligence. Let others be the leaders in

the dumb machines: we wanl to be the leader

in the smart ones."
Kurzweil envisions the oay when a com

puter will sil as a member of a company's
board ol d-r^ctors Its ee leagues will ask
it questions in English, and it will reply in

English. Before this can happen, however,
simpler methods lor constructing expert

systems must be developed.

Today such systems call for the work of

knowledge engineers, who can talk 'with

specialists in afield and -educe he* exper-

tise to a set of computer rules. 1 hese expert

systems are capable ol answering complex
questions in such areas as medical diag-

nosis, geological prospecting, and the
maintenance of complex machines: and they

permit ordinary doctors or prospectors ac-
cess to- the expertise ot lop specialists.

Kurzweil foresees "computer programs that

will allow anyone to build an expert system
in his or her field. "You'll take a course for

.two weeks, and .then you'll be ab.le to write

expert systems," he explains. "The complex
computers we'll be dealing with will be
hooked up to vast databases that will change
from day to day. This will make them very
unpredictable. You will not be able to predict

what these systems will say back to you. I

think they will definitely be able to pass for

human beings in their responses."

Does this mean that we can anticipate an-
droids, robots in human form, with whom we
can talk, as with close friends, or even make
love? "We're not close to that," says Kurz-
weil.

I ha: requ res a subtlety of robotic en-
gineering that's quite beyond us. We don't

know what the problems are in having a
cOmpuler write a coherent novel, paint a

meaningful picture, look at a movie, or write

a sensible critique. I think lovemakmg is on
that level of creative expression. Computers
are going to do more and more- things, but
there will still be human activities that com-
puters can't touch—at least for the near and
iriediunvrerr ii, lure."CO



Flypaper

By Scot Morris

We can't take credit for it, but since our

feature story on the Kline-Fogleman wing

('Fancy Flights," Omni, April 1984), there

seems to have been a resurgence of interest

in that old standby of the study hall, the

paper airplane. Three recent books by

authors from all over the globe—Holland,

Australia, and the United States— illustrate

the worldwide and cross-cultural fascina-

tion with this simple toy.

The subject isn't new. Leonardo da Vinci

experimented with model planes folded

out of parchment, and when the Montgolfier

brothers hung a paper bag over a fire, it

led to their discovery of the hot-air balloon.

Still, the idea of making paper fliers

was long considered frivolous and childish.

The turning point in respectability came

in December 1956 when Scientific American

announced the first International Paper

Airplane Competition, inspired by

the observation that the Lockheed-Boeing

supersonic transport {SST] had a design

reminiscent of some familiar paper aircraft.

DUTCH TREAT

Of the three new books, the one from

Dutch puzzle expert Jack Botermans

(Paper Flight, published in the United States

by Holt, Rinehart and Winston), is easily

the handsomest, A large-format, high-

budget coffee-table book, it makes a fitting

companion to Botermans's earlier high-

quality volume, Creative Puzzles of the

World, coauthored with Pieter van Delft.

Paper Flight creatively integrates photo-

graphs with text: Some pages are printed

on top of photos of the models (or of the

unfolded sheets of paper); some pages

show a model that seems to have come to

a landing across the pages of the book.

One problem with Paper Flight is that

folding instructions are not always clear.

For one thing, it uses the same dashed-line

symbol to indicate both a "valley fold"

(i.e., fold the paper up along this line) and a

"mountain fold" (fold the paper down along

this line). This makes some instructions

difficult to follow. Another problem is that

many of the models are more admirable for

their looks than for their airworthiness.

One such glider is the F-16 model (shown

at top, right), adapted from a design
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by Fiji Nakamura. Impressive looks do not

necessarilymake for impressive flights.

The F-16 is one of several models given that

are "genuine reproductions," patterned

after real aircraft. Others from the same

section are the Mirage, the Tiger Moth, and

the Saab 37 Viggen.
' The lighter side of the subject is shown

in Botermans's "antiaircraft device," which

turns out to be nothing more than a folded

wad of paper launched by a rubber band.

Another entry on the fringes of the subject

matter is the matchstick rocket, which "has

nothing to do-with paper and very little lo

do with flying." For readers who have never

seen this item, here is. how to make it:

You'll need matches (we prefer wood, but

paper matches also work), some aluminum

foil, a straight pin. and a paper clip. Place

the pin alongside the matchstick so that the

pin's tip touches the match head. Wrap

them together with a small piece of foil, then

withdraw the pin. This leaves an exhaust

channel. Bend open a paper clip, and lean

the assembled rocket against this "launch

pad." Then hold a lighted match to the

tip of the rocket, as shown at left. Stand

back. If all goes well, the rocket should fly

10 or 15 feet. It is best to test this model

outdoors, where it cannot land on anything

that can be burned or scorched.

From Australia comes a two-volume

work by Campbell Morris. Advanced Paper

Aircraft Construction and Mk11 (Cornstalk

Publishing). Most of the models are simple

and derivative. Many have such impressive

names as Concorde, dive bomber, heli-

glider. and space shuttle, but too often they

turn out to have less impressive appear-

ances. The instructions are generally clear

and complete, and many of the models

fly quite well.

FLYING WITH TRADITION
"

Stephen Weiss, of Miami, Florida, brings

the third entry in the air race, Wings &

Things: Origami Thai Flies (St. Martin's

Press. New York). Of the three books,

Weiss's has the most variety and originality

and is ihe easiest to use. The drawings

and instructions are well thought-out and

relatively easy to follow.

Weiss is a disciple of "pure" origami, the

Japanese art of paper folding, which

holds that ideally the finished model should

be produced by folding only, without any

use of scissors, glue, tape, or additional

sheets of paper. We don't consider this a

crucial limitation, but as an example of this

school of thinking, the journal British

Origami reviewed our April 1984 story on

the Kline-Fogleman wing this way: "Omni

has recently revealed to us a paper

aeronautical secret, closely guarded for

the last decade ... and reproduced detailed

folding (and cutting!) instructions for the

original Kline-Fogleman plane.
.

.
.
The

origami enthusiast will be disappointed by

the unveiling of this long-outstanding

mystery because the paper is extensively



Instructions lor Astro Tube, a cylindrical air foil made out of a sheet of heavy writing paoe:

cut, glued, and taped, and a paper clip is

used as a balance in the nose. But the
plane is a good performer, and is very stable

and fast inflight,"

Stephen Weiss, who is one of the top
American creators of new origami folds,

presents a book filled with creative ideas that

fly—including folded wings made of dollar

bills, a realistic-looking bat, a flying nun,
and even an origami kite.

The problem with reviewing most of the

designs in Weiss's book (or Botermans's or
Morris's, for that matter), is thai we don't

have room in this column to show all the

steps in making the more interesting models.
The one we will show is Weiss's Astro
Tube, which has interesting flight charac-
teristics that are based on such principles as
gyroscopic motion, gyroscopic precession.

weathervaning, and planing.

ASTRO TUBE

Weiss's design for the Astro Tube is
"

derived from several curious cylindrical

airfoils. To build one, start with an 8.5-inch

by 11-inch sheet of heavy writing paper.

(Never use newspaper in making paper
models because it isn't slrongly bonded and
can't hold acrease.) Follow these
numbered steps, corresponding to"the

illustrations shown above.
1. With the long side of the sheet toward
you, told up one Ihird of the paper.

2. Fold the doubled section in half.

Fold the section in half once more and

Unfold preceding crease
Curve the ends together to form a tube,

as shown in the illustration.

6. Insert the right end inside the left end
between the single outer layer and the

doubled layers. Overlap the ends about an
inch and a half. (This makes a tube for

right-handers, to be used with an underhand
throw. For an overhand tube, or an under-
hand version to be thrown by a lefty, reverse

the directions, and insert the left end inside

the right end at this step.)

7. Hold the tube at the seam with one hand,
where shown by the dot in the illustration,

and turn the rim inward along Ihe crease
made in step 3. Start turning in at the seam
and roll the rim under, moving around the

circumference in a circular manner. Then
round out the rim.

8. Fold'the fin to the left, as shown, then
raise it so that it's perpendicular to the tube.

Be careful not to tear the paper at the front.

9. Hold the tube from above, near the rim.

Hold it between the thumb and fingers.

The rim end should be forward, with the fin

on the bottom. Throw the tube under-
handed, with a motion. like throwing a
bowling ball, letting it spin off the fingers as
it is released. The tube will float through
the air, spinning as it goes. Indoor flights of

30 feet or more are easy. With practice

you can achieve remarkable accuracy.

ALUMINUM SIGHTINGS

An aluminized version of the cylindrical

wing was patented a few years ago by
Dale Klahn, ol Albany, California. Klahn
made his first models from used beer and
soft-drink cans. The product is called a
Toobee. Two of ihem are shown beside the

paper Astro Tube on ihe facing page.
When the Toobee is thrown with a spin, it

flies along its axis of spin with a slightly

nose-up attitude and apparently. gets
lift from the inside top and outside bottom
surfaces.. Because there is very little drag on
the thin aluminum, it keeps spinning at a
high rate throughout the flight. When forward

momentum dies down and the Toobee
lilts toward ihe ground, gyroscopic preces-
sion, due to the torque from gravity, makes
it veer off to one side—the side toward
which the spin was directed,

When seen from a distance, two people
throwing a Toobee back and forth appear
to be playing catch with a strange,

luminescent bubble. The tube is very light

—

it weighs less than a marshmallow—but
it fJies with remarkable stability. Distance
throws of 283 feet (Bob Pirie, Seattle. 1983)
have been achieved. To get your own
Toobee, send $2.75 (postpaid) to Omni/
Toobee, 6931 North Ninety-ninth Street,

Milwaukee. Wl 53224. Ask about discounts

for multiple orders.

The paper Astro Tube made from direc-

tions given here will follow a similar flight

path, with a slight curve at the end of

the flighl as the tube tips toward the ground.

The paper flap keeps the tube spinning

as it flies through the air, even if there
is very little spin as Ihe tube leaves your
hand. So far as we know, [here have been
no systematic sludies of the aerodynamics of

these tubular airfoils, and there apparently

is still no universal agreement as to why
they fly as they do.DO
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